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Tired of waiting for your 
terminals to return from 

a repair depot? 

Most of us know that depot repair is a 
cost effective solution to terminal failures. 
What many people don't know is that, by 
using the right depot, they can be 
provided with service which is as fast as 
it is economical. eRe is the right depot. 

l..€t eRe tailor a terminal swap 
program for you which will keep your 
terminals where they belong; in front 
of your users. 

DATA GENERAL AND COMPATIBLE EQUIPMENT 
--- --- -- -- ------------- --- -- ---- ---------- ----- --

BECAUSE THERE IS NO UPSIDE TO DOWNTIME 

19 NORFOLK AVE., SOUTH EASTON, MA 02375 
(617) 238-2090/1-800-225-5615 

A ubsidiary of American Express 
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I. II. III. IV. v. VI. VII. 
Full service Novas® Multi-vendor Cost Customized 24-hourl7 Automated 
maintenance. to MVs. environ- effective- service day coverage central 

ments. ness. contracts. available. dispatch. 

VIII. IX. X. XI. XII. XIII. XIV. 
Technical Quick Downtime Complete Depot ADS/RODS Emergency 
expertise. response minimization. replacement repair. support. back-up 

time. inventory. service. 

XV. XVI. XVII. XVIII. XIX. XX. XXI. 
Disaster Time-sharing Loaner New/used System Free User-friendly 
prevention services. equipment. equipment upgrades. installation. people. 
programs. sale/lease. 

For nearly a decade, California Data General 
users from San Francisco to San Diego have 
relied on Xyrtin Xolutions, Inc. for their 
maintenance needs. 

XXI's full spectrum service provides 24 
hour/7 day coverage to Data General users of 
Novas® thru the MV10,OOO, including the newly 
introduced MV7800(XP). 

Our automated central dispatch system 
allows us to respond quickly with technical 
support and parts necessary to minimize your 
downtime. 
Nova'" IS a reglSlered lIademar1c 01 Data General 

Try us and you'll find lots more than XXI 
reasons to be glad you called XXI. 

1 (800) 234·4XXI 

Xyrtin Xolutions, Inc. 
CERTAIN SOLUTIONS FOR XERVICE 

3322 Industry Drive • Long Beach, CA 90806 
(213) 597-2317 • FAX: (213) 597-8529 
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Integrate new applications with 
existing data 
New applications built in a third party relational 
DBMS won't necessarily integrate with your existing 
data. Because the PowerHouse development language 
supports both Data General's relational database and 
dominant file systems, you're free to build new 
applications using DG/SQL and integrate them with 
existing ones built on INFOS II,ISAM and DBAM, 
and AOS/ VS files . That means you're not 10cked-in' 
to a proprietary relational DBMS and 10cked-out' 
of your existing data. 

PowerHouse provides greater 
compatibility and perfmmance 
Implementing proprietary relational technology can 
present compatibility and performance problems. 
Not with PowerHouse - it's tightly integrated with 
Data General 's databases and operating system to 
guarantee you exceptional4GLlDBMS performance. 
You can enjoy the combination of a fast-execution 
language and Data General-optimized databases, 
now and in the future . Your applications are 
completely compatible with all standard Data General 
software. And wherever Data General takes its 
hardware and software - your PowerHouse 
applications and data will go, too. 

PROBLEM 
JUST GOT 
SOLVED 
fbwerHouse® brings solutions 
to typical relational 
DBMS problems 

Development power for 'production' 
applications 
PowerHouse gives you total development capability 
in one language, and not a collection of weak DBMS 
utilities and interfaces. Regardless of which Data 
General database you're using, PowerHouse gives 
you advanced, dictionary-driven development power . 
The power you need to prototype and build 
production' commercial applications, such as order 
entry, inventory tracking, and manufacturing - the 
backbone of your company. 

And Cognos has a full service organization to back 
you up. For more information, call toll-free 
1-800-4-COGNOS. In Canada, call 1-613-738-1440. 
In Europe, call +44344486668. Or calIon any of 
our 38 Cognos offices around the world and find 
out why over 7,800 customer sites use PowerHouse. 

Cognos Corporal ion. 2 Corporale Place. 1·95. Peabody. Massochusells 01960. 
Cognos and PowerHouse art registered trademarks or Cognos Incorporated. 
DG/ SQL. INFOS. ISAM. DBAM and AOS/ VS are regislered Irademarks 
of Dala General Corporalion. 
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THE PRESIDENT'S PAGE 

THE WATER'S FINE 
Spring board is a 
launching pad for 
ideas 

by Joyce Carter 
NADGUG president 

Have you noticed a recurring theme 
in your recent issues of Focus? The 
focus of this month's Focus is computer
integrated manufacturing. r love to 
read the articles built around a theme, 
especially when the theme is a 
buzzword or something I'm not famil
iar with. 

I'm sure r will get an education when 
r read these articles. Most of us in the 
computer industry work in specific 
fields, not realizing some of the levels 
of sophistication that computers have 
achieved. Computers have invaded 
every corner of civilization, and none 
of us can quite imagine the many 
functions provided by our electronic 
nemesis. 

Spring board meeting 
By the time this issue is mailed, each 

board member should have received in
formation about the spring Executive 
Board meeting to be held at the Wynd
ham Franklin Plaza Hotel in Phila
delphia on February 25-26. I want to 
remind you to get your plans made 
right away. The spring board meeting 
is a two-day gathering for elected, ap
pOinted, and volunteered officers and 
chairpersons to conduct the business of 

ADGUG. 
Every RIG and SIG (recognized or not) 

has the opportunity (pOSSibly the obli
gation) to be represented on this board 
of directors by their current president 
or some other representative. 

I am emphasizing the word "recog
nized," because there may be regional 
or special interest groups that exist and 
have not asked for ADGUG'S recogni
tion, or new groups that are attempting 
to organize. Recognition by ADGUG 
i n't required for your existence, but it 
can lend a group some much needed 
assistance. 

Some types of assistance are finan
cial, being listed in the RIG/SIG roster, 
and assurance of the support needed 
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by Data General. One of the greatest 
benefits for you and your interest 
group is representation on the board. 
Attending a board meeting and learn
ing what aid and programs are avail
able is only a part of it. Talking to 
heads of other groups and learning of 
their experiences, successes, problems, 
and even failures is invaluable. Beyond 
all of this is having a voice in the plan
ning and decision-making of ADGUG. 

I was roped into my first Executive 
Board meeting when representing my 
RIG. I was amazed and impressed at the 
amount of work accomplished and at 
the friendships that developed while 
accomplishing the tremendous task of 
running an organization, developing 
membership, and choreographing a 
conference. 

Enough of this sermon. If your group 
hasn't received information about the 
meeting, please call the ADGUG sup
port group at 617/898-4067 immediately. 
If you haven't planned to send a repre
sentative, you might want to rethink 
that position. 

Post or pre? 
In the first part of December, I at

tended a post-conference meeting in 
Westboro. This meeting was led by our 
Meetings chairman Lee Jones. In atten
dance were the ADGUG staff and 
others who carry the responsibilities of 
planning, staging, and executing the 

ADGUG conference. 
This entails planning the theme, ses

sions, exhibits, brochures, speakers, 
banquet and receptions, spouse tours, 
call for papers, publicity, registration 
packets, and pricing. 

All of these items were attended to, 
and the timetable was established for 
each phase of the upcoming, complex 
drama. Conference 87 was analyzed 
not only financially but for its successes 
and ways to improve next year. 

You have aU seen the cartoon show
ing what is accomplished by commit
tee, but I was impressed by the innova
tion and creativity that evolved in this 
particular encounter. 

Perhaps they should change the title 
of this meeting. Although it includes a 
postmortem of the last conference, it's 
a positive and truly useful planning 
meeting, if not the final planning 
meeting. 6. 
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WBY GAMBLE? DARE TO COMPARE! 

Subscribe to 
the nation's leading 
DG hot site! 

r-----------------, 
I Before you choose . .. I 

: compare Data Assurance ; 
; to any hot site provider ; 
I you are considering. I 
I DAC Co. x I 
I ~~~ I 
I 1 original Data General ~ I 
I • Hot Site? I 
I Equipped with DG's I 
I 2 full line, including ~ I 

• MV20000? 
I 3 Over 60 subscribers I 
I in over 2S states ~ I 
I • and Canada? I 
I Facility totally I 
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II • disaster recovery? -- II 

Free disaster 
I 5 recovery plan? I 

An alternate EDP facility II • Planning help? ~ II 

6 
Over 100 successful / 

is prudent resource I on-line tests? ~ I 
management. Subscribing I • Live? I 

Test on the actual 
to Data Assurance I 7 system used if I 
Corporation, the orio-inal II • disaster strikes? ~ II 

0" In-place comm /' ---

and only established DC I 8 lines and modem/ ~ I 
• multiplexer pool7 r=-

disaster recovery company, I 9 Central u.s. travel I 
Provides the most II hub/ not in natural ~ II 

• disaster zone? 
comprehensive service I Do you know I 
available at the lowest cost I 10 they11 be there when ~/ I 

I • you need them? ~ I 
in the industry. I Are you sure? Have you checked? I 

• Dial-up access anywhere I YOU'RE RIGHT, THEY DON'T COMPARE! I 
in North America I Send me an information package right away! I 

• Specializing in Data General I Name Title I 
MV20000/ MVlOOOO/ S140 ; Company : 

Data Assurance Corp. 
6551 S. Revere Pkwy., Suite 130 
Englewood, Colorado 80111 
1-800-654-1 689 303-792-5544 

I Address I 
I City State Zip I 
I Phone ( ) I L _________________ ~ 
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Sequel to "Happy Ending" 

It is always good to read about 
a happy ending like the one in the 
"Happy Ending" article by Phil Robson 
and Tony Deakin in the October (1987] 
issue of Focus. Being able to log off an 
RDOS Business BASIC system at 3: 30 
p.m. one day and log on an AOSNS 
Business BASIC system at 8:00 a.m. the 
next day with virtually no change to 
the users' environment is really some
thing good to hear. Phil Robson and 
Tony Deakin did a terrific job! 

Something else that might help 
someone convert from RDOS Business 
BASIC to AOSNS Business BASIC is chapter 
eight of the new Programming with Busi
ness BASIC manual (093-000480). It 
documents all of the problems men
tioned in this article, as well as other 
issues that need to be considered when 
upgrading to AOSNS Business BASIC. 

Chapter eight discusses what you 
need to do to move files between 
operating systems and what com
patibility issues you should keep in 
mind. There is an entire section de
voted to operating system differences 
with a list of commands, statements, 
functions, subroutines, and utilities 
that are specific to each operating 
system. 

I hope the additional information in 
this new manual will be useful, and 
would like to congratulate Phil Robson 
and Tony Deakin for the good work. 

Ann R. Page 
Data General 

Corporate Systems Support 
Research Triangle Park, C 

Macro of the month 
Each month, I read Focus magazine 

with hopes of finding something that 
will aid me in my job. The Marketing 
Services division of Westinghouse Elec
tric currently has seven MVl20000S and 
16 MVIlOOOOS with about 1,200 users. 
With such a large community of users, 
problems do arise. We are constantly 
developing new software to aid us in 
the maintenance of such a system. I am 
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submitting to you a macro that I devel
oped to help us in this task. I hope 
other readers of Focus can also benefit 
from your magazine. Might I suggest 
that a new column be added to Focus 
called "Macro of the Month" or some
thing along that line and that you re
quest the readers to share their wealth, 
so everyone can benefit. Please con
sider the attached for your next (issue]. 

Richard D. Joslin 
Westinghouse Electric Corporation 

Pittsburgh, PA 

DBLOCK 
Have you ever needed a new utility 

or perhaps just an enhancement to an 
existing utility? I'm sure that most of 
you would answer yes. Not all of the 
utilities you need require creating new 
programs, but rather a new way of uti
lizing the programs you currently have. 
The AOSNS CLI is the interface our ana
lysts use for enhancing and maintain
ing our system. By creating more com
plex CLI macros, we have been able to 
simplify some of the common tasks of 
system maintenance. In solving some 
of the problems, from the simplest to 
the most complex, an analyst will use 
the DISPLAY program to view the actual 
contents of data files. Many times, they 
must view the data again and again, 
trying various switches in order to find 
the one bit or byte that was corrupted. 

To simplify this task, I developed a 
DBLOCK macro (Display BLOCK) that 
allows a user to view single blocks of 
data while reducing keystroke time and 
errors. This macro (shown in Figure 1) 
retains the filename and the switches 
used when invoking DISPLAY. The user 
is prompted to enter the block number 
desired for viewing. The default ac
cepts input in octal, but even that can 
be ·changed for those who prefer to 
work in decimal. Using commands, the 
user can change the filename while re
taining the viewing parameters, or the 
user can change the viewing parame
ters while retaining the filename. 

A good example of the usefulness of 
this utility is the tracing of chains in 

the CEO..POA..DB. The CEO..POA..DB is a 
link-list data structure with each record 
being a single disk block. The block ad
dress is the block displacement into the 
file in octal format. To follow the chain, 
you enter the octal address of the next 
block. The next block or record con
tains the pointer to the next record, etc. 
By displaying one block at a time in 
octal format, it becomes a simple task 
to follow the link list. However, you 
need to know the format of the rec
ords, which is available in the CEO in
ternal course offered by DC. 

For those of you who don't know the 
benefits of CLI macros, you may find 
this one interesting. It is a recursive 
macro with three separate logic paths. 
It makes use of switches, arguments, 
and variables. It assumes that DISPLAY 
can be accessed by your search list. If 
this isn't the case in your environment, 
modify the PROC to use the full path
name to DISPLAY. 

A help facility for DB LOCK can be ac
cessed by issuing the command H. The 
following will be displayed: 

Display Block Help 
DB LOCK displays the contents of a specific 
BLOCK of a file. 
It takes two arguments: l-the filename 2-the 
block number 
The block number is in octal by default. 
Switches: 10 for decimal input 
All others are passed to Display 
Commands 
E-exit 
F-change filename 
H-this help screen 
I-display information 
Q-quit 
S-change switches 

The arguments are not required. If 
you do not enter them, DBLOCK will 
prompt you for them. 

Examples of invoking DBLOCK: 

DBLOCK :CEO_MAIL:CEO_POA..DB 

Octal mode and no switches. 

DBLOCKIT/D :CEO_MAIL:OP:CEO_MESGS 

Decimal mode and text display. 
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C/SCRIPT®II 
The best tool for developing COBOL applications. 

C/SCRIPT®II gives you everything you need for prototyping, 
writing and maintaining COBOL applications-more quickly and 

economically than you ever thought possible. 

For more information 

(205) 821-0075 
Threshold, Inc. 

165 East Magnolia • P.O. Box 831 • Auburn, AL 36831 

Circle 57 on reader service card . 
CISCRIPT is a registered trademark of Threshold. Inc . .. 



DIMENSION 
THE ORIGINAL 

Business BASIC 

APPLICATION 
GENERATOR 

A fourth generation language 
for all Data General Systems 

Don't settle for a mere program gen
erator. DIMENSION is a complete, 
mature, tried and proven eight year 
old data base oriented application 
generator that works. Develop com
plete, sophisticated applications in 
weeks instead of years. 

Standard features include: 
• shorthand coding commands 
• data dictionary 
• screen builder/editor 
• full function text editor 
• intelligent spooler 
• translator/compiler 
• support utilities 
• automatic documentation 
• program generotors (entry, 

maintenance, and report) 
• generates Business BASIC source 

code program 
• compatible with existing Business 

BASIC programs (can be 
intermixed) 

• develops sophisticated, 
standardized, full fundion software 
in a fradion of the normal time 

• generated application software is 
extremely easy to modify and 
maintain 

• can be learned in approximately 
1 day 

Literally ~ Business BASIC applica
tion can be developed with DIMEN
SION. Available today for RDOS, 
AOS, and AOSNS. Desktops through 
MV/ 15000. 

404/799·1000 

II rrilll ! 

H~~ i 
COMMERCIAL DATA SYSTEMS 
CORPORAT I ON 

1000 South Pioneer Drive 
Atlanta, GA 30080 

Circle 7 on reader service card. 
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Figure 1: DBLDCK macro 

comm Copy Right of Westinghouse Electric Corp 
comm By Richard 0 Joslin * Date 06-12-87 

[lequal,XO/3rdX,/3rdl; Comment 3rd Pass Logic - Display Block 
[I equal ,XO/dX,/dl 
var1 XlX; varO 1 

[Ielse]; Comment verify octal number 
[I equal ,XlX,O] 
var1 0; varO 1 

[I else] 
var1 0; var1 [Idee X2Xl 
[I equal, [lvar1] ,0] 
write [Iasc 212 2071Error: Invalid octal number - XlX 
varO 0 

[I else] 
varO 1 

[lend] 
[lend] 

[lend] 
[Iequal, [lvarO], 1] 
[lequal,XO/dX,/dl 
write Base [lumu,[lvar1],256] 

[I else] 
write Base: [Ioct [lumu,[lvar1],256]] 

[lend] 
string/k 
proc/def/ioc/block/name=dblock of [lpidl/1=warn/2=warn/string & 
display/first=[lvar1]/last=[lvar11XO\d\2nd\3rd\first\lastX X1X 
[! nequal, ([I string]), 0] 
write [Iasc 212 2071Error: [Istring] 

[lend] 
[lend] 
string XO\XXO\3rdX/2nd X1X 

[I else] 
[lequal,XO!2nd%,/2nd]; Comment 2nd Pass Logic - Get Conmand 
string [I read Block Number? ] 
string ([Istring]) 
[Iequal, [Istring],] 
string XOX X1X 

[Ielse]; [Iequal,( [Istring] ),(E)] 
pop 
str/k 

[I else]; [I equal, ([I string]), (Q)] 
pop 
str/k 

[Ielse]; [Iequal,( [I string] ),(H)] 
string XO\XXO\2nd% X1X 
write 
write Display Block Help 
write 
write DB LOCK displays the contents of a specific Block of a file. 
write It takes 2 arguments: 1 - the filename,,2 - the block number. 
write The block number is in octal by defualt. 
write 
write Switches:,,/D for Decimal input 
write""""""All others are passed to Display 
write 
write,Conmands",E - Exit 
write""""""F Change filename 
write""""""H This help screen 
write""""",,1 - Display Information 
write""""""Q - Quit 
write""""""S - Change switches 
write 

[Ielse]; [Iequal,( [Istring] ),(1)] 
string XO\XXO\2nd% X1X 

[Ielse]; [Iequal,( [Istring] ),(1)] 
write 
pop 
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I I 
MV8000 

GOFO~ 
The M\ 680 memory board 
from SelP is not just a clone 
but a memory of 4!8 MB for 
the MV8000 that allows you 
to expand to the 16 MB mem
ory level Data General in
tended. The MV680 provides 
you . . . 

* lower power usage 
* enable! disable switch 
*fully compatible to D.G. 
*lifetime warranty 
*the best memory value 

CALL TODAY FOR 
MORE DETAILS 

(21~) 282 8700 

SCI P 
449 So Beverly Dr Ste 201 
Beverly Hills, CA 90212 
Phone (213) 282-8700 

Circle 51 on reader service card . 
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string XO\X%O\2ndX 
[lelse]i [!equal,( [!string] ),(S)] 
write 
string ([!read Switches? I]) 
string XO\%[lnequal,([!string]),()]/[Istring] [lend] %1% 

[! else] 
class(1 2) ignore 
[!equal, [!string],O] 
string XO\X%O\2ndX/3rd %1% [!string] 

[I else] 
varO ° 
varO [! string] 
[!equal,[!varO],O] 
write [!asc 212 207]Error: Not a valid number· [!string] 
string %0% %1% 

[! else] 
string XO\X%O\2ndX/3rd %1% [!string] 

[lend] 
[lend] 

[! end]; [I end]; [I end]; [! end]; [! end]: [! end]; [I end] 
[Ielse] : Comment 1st Pass Logic· Find File 
push; pr~t pop 
[lequal,%1%,] 
string ([!read Filename? ]) 
[Iequal,( [!string] ),0] 
pop 
string XO% 

[!else]: [!equal,( [!edir [!str]] ),(:UPD)] 
Write ACCESS DENIED! 
pop 
string XO% 

[!else]: [!equal,( [!string] ),(E)] 
pop 
string/k 

[!else]: [Iequal,( [!string] ),(Q)] 
pop 
string/k 

[! else] 
string XO% [!string] 

[!end]: [!end]: [!end]: [lend] 
[! else] 
string [!path %1%] 
[!equal,( [Istring] ),0] 
write Filename does not exists: %1%[!asc 207] 
string XO% 

[Ielse] 
write 
write File Pathname : [!string] 
write Display Switches: XO\first\last\2nd\3rd\dX 
[iequal,XO/dX,/d] 
write Request Mode : Decimal 
write File Byte Size: [!size [!string]] 
write Maximum Block Size: [Iudiv,[!size [!string]],512] 

[! else] 
write Request Mode: Octal 
write File Byte Size: [!oct [!size [Istring]]] 
write Maximum Block Size: [Ioct [!udiv,[lsize [Istring]],512]] 

[lend] 
write 
[Iequal,%2%,] 
string XO%/2nd [Istring] 

[I else] 
string XO%/3rd [!string] %2% 

[lend] 
[lend] 

[lend] 
[lend] 

[lend] 
[Istring] 
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FASTER THAN' We can meet all your equipment 
, needs faster than ever before 

with our worldwide customer base. We have constant 
acces to our national and international Data General 
suppliers. 

ABLE TO ', Because of our vast contacts, we are able 
to provide you with the best prices on 

both new and used Data General computer equipment. 

IS IT YES, it is eRe - it is possible for one 
: company to do so much. We go one step 

further; eRe provides both a depot and field 
service team, enabling us to guarantee complete 
customer satisfaction. 

-~~.=-- --
~= -- -------------

BECAUSE THERE IS NO UPSIDE TO DOWNTIME 
19 NORFOLK AVE., SOUTH EASTON, MA 02375 

(617) 238-2090/1-800-225-5615 
Circle 17 on reader service ca rd . 
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Data General has been 
the industry standard for compatibility 

for 20 years. 

Buying a computer system represents a major 
investment for your company. But, if it doesn't expand 
easily, your whole operation could suffer. 

The solution? The investment protection 
Data General's compatibility affords you. 

We offer a full range of quality products based upon 
industry and popular standards. Our products will readily 
interconnect with each other. They'll also interconnect 
with systems from other major vendors. Providing the best 
protection for other investments you've made. And 
giving you the most appropriate, cost-efficient 
networking scheme to meet your particular needs. 

What's more, you won't have an obsolete system 
staring you in the face in the future. Our products
whether made 20 years ago, or just on the drawing board
are designed to be compatible with each other. For 
example, some of our newest systems can be significantly 
upgraded by merely changing a circuit board. 

So, you have the freedom to grow and adapt as 
your needs demand. 

To find out more about the investment protection we 
give our customers, send the coupon below. We'll mail 
you our complete product catalog of compatible, 
connectable computer systems. 

To find out how Data General can make a difference 
for you, calI1-800-DATAGEN. ln Canada, 416-823-7830. 

t. Data General 
3400 Computer Drive. Dept. AD\/, Westboro. MA 01580 
Please send me your complete product catalog. 

City State ___ Zip __ 

1-800-DATAGEN 
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TAKES OFF IN ACE INDUSTRY 

Manufacturing 
system helps a 
subcontractor's 
production fly 
by Frank Widder 
Special to Focus 

David Wickey, data proce ing man
ager for alifornia Hydr forming, the 
larg t outhern alifornia ubc ntrac
tor for cu tom hydroformed metal part 
for aero pace contractor, ay that the 
job of tracking accounting and produc
tion information without a workabl 

mputer y t 01 would be lik "finding 
a bad no dl in a bowl of paghetti." 

Fortunately for Wick y, th 30-year-
Id, alifornia-ba d company n 

long r u it old manual y tem for 
controlling j b co t, payroll/accounting, 
and inventory. ~ keep up with in-

rea ing bu in ,California Hydro-
f rming impl 01 nt d an automated 
y tem to maintain labor co t , track 

out ide pr fr 01 v ndor , 
handle accounting/payroll function, 
m nitor invent ry, and treamline pur
cha ing. Th n w y tem i ophi ti
cated enough to handle th requir
m nt of client uch a Hughe, 
Being, M Donn 11 D ugla, Rock t
dyne, and Lockheed. 

The oftwar package, called Dy
namic, i d igned for multiu r, MRP 
II -ba ed manufacturing environment. 

rated by ompu ource of Torrance, 
alif rnia, Dynamic operate on Data 

n ral minicomputer and allow 
companie to choo r lated function 
module that can imm diately integrate 
with th modul air ady in a y tem. 
Th company recently upgraded from a 
Data eneral ova 4 y tem that wa 
working at capacity to an M 12000-
with 2 MB of mem ry and 120 MB of 
hard di k. 

alifornia Hydroforming' upgraded 
y tem and oftware ha meant an in

crea in the work that xi ting per on
n I can handl . "W attribut a 30 to 40 
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David Wickey, data processi/lg ma/lager at 
Ca li/oTl/ia Hydr%rmi/lg, utilizes the 

Dy/lamic ma/lu/acturi/lg sO/huare. The 
system is based 011 a Data Ge/leral MV/2000. 

Operators i/lput work status for 
each job completed at Cali/oTl/ia 

Hydr%rmi/lg's p la/lt. 

percent increa e in throughput and 
efficiency ver us the previou ova 
ystem," Wickey aid. 
"It' been a real aving in term of 

p ronnel, since we probably would 
need two or thr more p opl ju t to 
k p track of the job ," said company 
pre ident Charle H imlich. "Becau e 
we can track job more ea ily, it give 
u mor credibility with cu tom r ." 

Before the company came on line 
with the Data G neral y t 01, it reli d 
on a rvice bureau to handle account
ing function and on manual m thod 
to control manufacturing and purchas
ing manag ment function. 

"When we w r r cording manually, 

we k pt a job card for each man on th 
hop floor with the job numb r, the 

number of pi ce , and operation p r
form d," aid H imlich." ot only wa 
thi more work for ach employee, but 
another per on had to manuaiiy ort 
and enter the information onto a 
ledg r, 0 we could analyze the job 
co t. D pending on th job, we'd be 
one or two months b hind." 

Tracking job through the hop i a 
critical function. Con idering th cost 
of ome of the exotic heet stock, uch 
a cobalt, titanium, and platinum, it' 
no wonder that thi is one of the 010 t 
important function of the system for 
California Hydroforming. 

Mo t routing procedures employ 15 
to 20 tep, including rough hearing, 
hydroform preparation, hydroforming 
(a process that u es rubber backed by 
high pressure oil, and a moving punch 
to hap the mat rial to pecification), 
fini hing (som tim sending out the 
fini hing to ubcontractor), and 
quality control approval . 

On th av rage, California Hydro-
forming handl 200 to 300 epa rat 
jobs p r month- ach varying widely 
in compl xity and proce ing time. 
Thi mak Dynamic' Extended Work 
Ord r Statu (w 5) modul particularly 
valuable to track and analyz work 
order a th y mov through the hop. 

A a ba ic function, W can creat a 
new work ord r, relea e it for proce s
ing, and as ign exact material for the 
job. In addition, W all w alifornia 
Hydroforming to calculat fea ible du 
dat ba ed on e timate and hi torical 
data r lat d to job ta k . Th program 
then track ach work order a it move 
fr 01 ach proces ing tation- provid-
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ing ongoing work order hi tory and r -
ports on work load and productivity by 
d partm nt, tation , or individual 
employee. 

Those in charge of production con
trol can call up information on creen 
and answer qu tions by phone. Previ
()u Iy, th Y would have had to run to 
th hop and find the information 
manually. 

"G tting the tatu of a job i a lot 
fa ter," Heimlich aid. "At ev ry work
station, each employee punches in the 
work data after completion, and the in
formation goe in veral differ nt di
r ction . It g s into a program to 
tabli h at what step you are in th job, 
link to job co ting to e tabli h whether 
th job i a money-winn r or 10 er, and 
track each employe. 

"We get an ffici ncy report on the 
hop and individual, and th com

put r hows exactly whether an em
pI yee i working effici ntly," Heimlich 
aid. "The first time a job goes 

through, we change our e timates a 
littl bit. I beli ve in having yard ticks 
of what the employes ar accompli h
ing. We no longer argue about how 
long a job should run, becau e we have 
a hi tory of every typ of operation. 

"Cu tom r like the fact that we can 
punch up the information on their 
ord r and give them immediate an-
w r ," H imlich aid. "In the pa t, we 

would have to earch around the hop, 
find the right folder, and e where the 
job wa . Thi is an advantage becau e 
of the number of small, cu tom job 
hop that compete with u ." 

Th mployees' reaction to the y-
tern hav b n excellent, according to 
Heimlich . "Onc we got them u ed to 
punching in information, they liked th 
y tern a lot b tt r, becau it wa 

fast rand ea i r. " 
California Hydroforming' current 

y tern employ 10 full-time admini -
trative u r and two in- hop termi
nal . One b n fit of the new y tern is 
it capacity to allow more u er to ac
ce the data ba e easily. Executives 
uch a vice pre id nt Jim Irvine and 

purcha ing manager St ve Lorincz, 
who never u d th ova 4 sy t m, ar 
n w u ing the MV/2000. 

"Our purcha ing program allow u 
to be neat r, fa t r, and mor effi
cient," Lorincz aid. "W u ed to u e a 

ven-column book that we ntered in
f rmation into by hand . ow, th pro
gram tie into rec iving and account
ing, which av time. We al 0 k ep 

FOCIIS 

monthly printout to verify delivery 
and costs." 

In ide the admini trative offic , 
bookkeeper Sue Reading believes th 
y tern perform the work of at lea t 

two oth r accounting p ople. "The y
t m doe just about everything. Onc 
it' under tood, it' very ea y and very 
traceable, which i important in dealing 
with 300-plu v ndor and 200 invoice 

Fo(us ON: (1M 

per month. Occa ionally, we'll come 
acro one or two adju tment n ed d 
for a particular eli nt, but nothing that 
w haven't be n abl to work ut 
within half an hour." t:. 

Frallk Widder call be reached at Datelill/! 
COIIIIIIl/llicatiollS, 1255 LiIlCOItI B/lld., SI/ite 300, 
Sallta MOllica, CA 90401; 2131393-9494. 

MAYBE YOU 
How many mainte- National Product Re-
nance nightmares have KN OW A pair Center upports all 
you encountered with your field engineering func-
service company? Can you af- FEW tions as well as offering the most 
ford the terror of a down system? • competitive repair price chedule 
If these questions seem frightening, I available. This depth in upport enable 
Essex Computer Service can supply the our service organization to resolve any 
answers. problem on ite in the most 

Essex Comput- ~~.c::~~ . exped.ient, cost effec-
er's factory trained r :...-'~ ~ Clve, and courteous 
technicians are manner possible. 
backed by one of " Call Essex Com-
the largest spare co· M PUT E R puter today, before 
parts inventories in S E R ve E N C . your nightmares 
the industry. Our 263 x creec. Ro elle. NJ 07203.201-245-8300 become reality. 

card. 
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MANUFACTURING A STRATEGY 
Multiple partnerships 
keep Data General 
active in elM 

by Geri Farman 
Focus staff 

Stock market crash, ailing U.S. in
dustries, foreign competition-despite 
worldwide economic conditions, spirits 
are high at Data General. "We are very 
upbeat about the prospects for U.s. 
manufacturing and our ability to affect 
the competitive edge of our indus
tries," said Terry Bennett, director of 
Data General's Manufacturing Indus
tries Marketing. "Current events are 
changing the competitive issues-what 
people are interested in doing for their 
company by putting computers in their 
manufacturing operations. 

"Our philosophy toward ClM (com
puter-integrated manufacturing) differs 
from some other views. We believe that 
people ought to view each acquisition 
first and foremost as a way to solve 
business problems and second with an 
eye to a longer range strategy of obtain
ing a more integrated environment." 
Bennett emphasized that each project 
should pay for itself and be open in 
terms of communications, data access, 
and adherence to standards, so it can 
be integrated with other systems 
downstream. 

"The very large Fortune 500 [com
panies) can say they are going to save 
the north wall and replace the rest of 
the plant," Bennett said. "The rest 
of the manufacturing world has tighter 
capital constraints and has to be able to 
grow their system in increments- fi
nally arriving at the kind of integrated 
environment they want. We think 
we're absolutely superior in being able 
to supply those types of needs, and we 
have some strong partners working 
with us to do the kinds of custom inte
gration that are a requirement to grow 
their factories ." 

Data General's ClM environment and 
the solutions they can offer through 
various partners are summarized in 
Figure 1. "Our strategy," said Bennett, 
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Figure 1: Summary of elM solutions 
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" has been to sign up the 'best of breed' 
in each functional area . In sharp con
trast with DEC, we don' t sign up every 
vendor in the world . Instead, we make 
sure we have the right functional soft
ware available for our customers and 
can offer more value to the software 

vendors. They have a de facto exclusive 
relationship with us." Slightly less than 
half of DC's business in manufacturing 
is done through these OEMS or VARs . 

As an example of the cooperative so
lutions approach DC pursues with their 
VARS, DC worked with several other 
vendors to install an MRP (manufactur
ing resource planning) system at the 
Kaiser Aluminum factory in Erie, Penn
sylvania . MRP software takes the order 
stream, bill of materials, available 
equipment, and processes and time re
quired to make each part of a product 
and determines what the manufactur
ing schedule should be in order to meet 
delivery dates . " In a very changing 
manufacturing environment with cus
tom or made-to-order work," Bennett 
said, " it's an absolutely essential piece 
of software." 

Empire International, Concord Data 
Systems, and DC worked with a team of 
engineers at Kaiser Aluminum to install 
MRP and interface it with their corporate 
IBM system and to interface all of that to 
a MAP (manufacturing automation pro
tocol) network to connect to the shop 
floor and an energy management sys
tem- and so on. "Energy savings 
alone paid out in a very short period," 
Bennett said, "and saves them about 
$60,000 a month ." 
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DATA GENERAL SYSTEMS 
SYSTEMS 

MV20000. 32 Mb ..... Call 
MV10000, 16 Mb, ADS . Call 
MV8000-1/ , 8Mb, ADS .. Call 
MV8000 9300 Series, FPU, 

2MB ........... $3,500 
MV8000 9600 Series, 2 Mb, 

FPU .......... . $5,500 
MV40000C, 2 Mb ..... Call 
MV4000, 2 Mb .. . .. $3 ,500 
M600, BBU, 1 Mb ... $1 ,500 
S-140, HFP, BMC ..... Call 
S-20 Systems .... . ... Call 
MPT 100 ........... $400 
Model 20/30, 256 Kb , SGL 

FPY, 15 Mb, USAM4 . Call 
Model 10, 256 Kb , SGL FPY, 

15 Mb · ......... $1 ,800 
8749 BBU-MV10000 $5,500 
8746-B Expansion Chassis, 

BBU .......... . $1 ,800 
8762 Expan, Chass., 

MV4/8/10000 ...... Call 
S140 Expansion Chassis .. Call 
1625 5KVA power condi

tioner, MV Series . $1 ,400 

DISK/TAPES/PRINTERS 
6161 SIS, 147 Mb 

(New and Used) . . . .. Call 
6160 SIS, 73 Mb 

(New & Used) ...... Call 
6061 SIS, 192 Mb .. $2,800 
6122 SIS, 277 Mb .. $4 ,200 
6214 SIS 602MB .... 4,900 
6329 120 Mb Oisk . . . .. Call 
6236-A, 354 Mb ... $13,500 
6236, 354 Mb SIS . $14 ,900 
6237 , SIS, 1.06 Gb . $44 ,500 
6239, 592 Mb 

(New) ......... $20,500 
6123 Streamer ..... $2,900 
6026 SIS, 800/1600 

(New & Used) ...... Call 
6125 1600 bpi (FCC) $2,400 
43741200LPM : .. $15,000 
4373890 LPM .... $15,500 
4327 300 LPM .. .. .... Call 
4364600 LPM 

(New & Used) ...... Call 
4354-N 340CPS .. . $2 ,000 

COMM/CRTs 
0215 (New) ........ $685 
0211 .............. $550 
0200 .............. $125 
0400 ............ . . $375 
0410 .............. $550 
IAC-16 . ......... $4,200 
IAC-8 ........... $3,200 
4543 MCPI ...•... $3,900 
ATI-16 ........... $1 ,900 
AMI-8 ........... $1 ,100 
ALM-16 w/Oaughter .. $950 
TCB-16 ............. Call 
TCB-8 .............. Call 

MEMORIES 
MV20000, 32 Mb 
MV15000, 32 Mb 
MV10000, 2 Mb 
MV10000, 4 Mb 
MV10000, 8 Mb 
MV8000, 2 Mb 
MV8000, 256 Kb 
MV4000, 2 Mb 
MV4000, 4 Mb 
MV4000, 8 Mb 

Our 
prices 

beat any 
advertised 

price! 
Call! 

S140, 256Kb ........ $550 
Mod 20 & 30 all sizes up to 

2 Mb boards 

International Computing Systems 
P.O. Box 343 • Hopkins, MN 55343 

Dick Olson - (612) 935-8112 
We buy, sell , trade all makes/models of computer systems 

Circle 33 on reader service card . 

Data General MV Users 
Add Speed • Users • Applications 
FREE Article Reprint 
Technical article tells how and when added memory can boost your 
computer's performance, extend its functionality. Use 
reader service number to request 
your copy. Or for fastest 
response, complete and mail 
coupon or phone Dataram. 

DATARAM 
Dataram Corporation 
P.O. Box 7528 
Princeton, NJ 08543-7528 
800-822-0071 • NJ 609-799-0071 

Send an article reprint to : 

ame 

Company 

Address 

Cit y State Zip 

IMPROVING 
PERFORMANCE 

Phone 

o Contact me about a 30-day free trial of 
add-on memory. 

Myprocessor(s) : ________ _ 

Myapplication(s): 

My company: 0 End User 0 OEM 0 VAR 

Circle 20 on reader service card . 
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Focusing on shop-floor solutions, 
B nn tt highlighted D ' joint market
ing and development relation hip with 

ment Sy tem developed by GE. Now 
called DCIFMS, the oftwar runs GE' 
large team turbine plant in Sch nec
tady, New York, on a large number of 
MV systems. DGIFMS con i ts of four 
component: hop-floor control, factory 
communication, direct numerical con
trol, and maintenance logging. The sys
tem is modular so that people can grow 
into it. "In our market re earch," aid 

E'S Turbin Business Group. "It's a 
very trong indication of our commit
ment and tature in these markets that 
we ar abl to attract companie like GE 

to the e c op rative r lation hips." 
DC ha taken ov r maintenance and 

nhancem nt of the Factory Manage-

TOTAL DATA GENERAL 
SYSTEMS SUPPORT 

From the Desktop Generation to the MV /20000 
• Custom Programming • Convenience Store Package 
• Consulting, Field & • 911 & Custom CAD Packages 

Systems Engineering • Accounting-Desktop RDOS or AOS 
• Hardware Sales-New & Used thru MV /20000 AOSNS, etc. 
• MV /7800 Upgrades • System Timesharing 
• 4GL Languages • Emergency Backup-Hot Site 
• Mortgage Banking Package • Media Conversions 
• Fuel Oil (Jobber) Distribution Pkg. (including MV/2000DC) 

AUTHORIZED f., DataGeneral OEM 

CEA expands services in the financial 
area by offering DG users a mortgage 

banking package with emphasis on second
ary marketing. Additionally, CEA extends ser

vices in its petroleum/chemical marketplace by 
adding a stand alone or integrated convenience 

store package. 

For more information call Mike Collins, V.P. of Sales at 

301-247-5244 

COMPUTER ENGINEERING 
ASSOCIATES, INC. 

3922 Vero Road , Baltimore, MD 21227 

Il 

ffice in: Baltimore, MD ' Cambridge MD' Wa hington, DC • Pittsburgh, PA 

SUPPORT SERVICES AVAILABLE NATIONWIDE 

ircl 10 on reader rvice card. 
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B nnett, "it is absolutely unique for the 
pan of functionality it bring into a 
ingle integrated y tem- and it ab 0-

lutely pays for itself. GE is reporting a 
better than 35 percent return on 
inve tment." 

Data General works with GE consult
ing erviees to market and install the 
DGIFMS system. The system has to be 
customized to match a company' own 
choice of MRP oftwar, proce plan
ning o ftwa re, part nomenclatur , and 
work center nomenclature. It takes in
put from the MRP master sch dul , 
routings, process plan, and numerical 
control program and produce pack
ages of information for terminals on 
the hop floor under a hort-t rm 
cheduler. 

One of the most important product 
developments supporting D' manu
facturing strategy i the et of MAP 
product . A fundam ntal component 
of 1M, MAP is a et of communication 
tandards spearheaded by Gen ral 

Motors and up to 300 other user com
panie . The objective of MAP i to inte
grate multivendor environm nt and 
communicate between a vari ty of dif
ferent devie . 

Data General has made a commit
ment to MAP 3.0 and is in beta site with 
MAP 2.1. The complete specification 
for MAP 3.0 will probably not be avail
able on the scheduled date of Jun 
1988. Promulgation of the e pecifica
tion is in the hands of the MAP Specifi
cation Committee and the Corporation 
for Open Sy tem . A major problem is 
that MAP 2.1 won't be abl to conn ct 
with 3.0. According to B nnett, th 
committe s are taking time to make 
ure this tim that th r will be upward 

compatibility. 

Given the delay and change in the 
MAP protocol , Data General's trat gy 
i to u MAP 2.1 as a training ground. 
"We intend to work with companie 
such as Allen-Bradl y and MRP ven
dor ," said Bennett, "to mak ur that 
when we hav a beta product available 
for 3.0, renl application will b 
available." 

Their work with Allen-Bradley i 
s n as one of Data General' mo t im
portant approaches to MAP d velop
ment. "We r cognized our place in th 
p ctrum of control y tem and auto

mation ystems at the factory and 
ought a good partner for the activ 

control elem nt," h aid. A an I IV 
(independent hardware vendor) for D , 
Allen-Bradley upplies everal diff rent 
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components needed to build a MAP net
work, such as remodulators. 

Data General also worked with 
Allen-Bradley to jointly develop a soft
ware driver and modem interface to 
Allen-Bradley's proprietary Data High
way-a predecessor to MAP. With this 
approach, the large installed base of 
Data Highway customers will continue 
to benefit from their existing invest
ment. Data General is in turn an OEM 
for Allen-Bradley for their modem chip 
set-installing the chip sets on DC's 
modem board that interfaces DC'S prod
uct line with the MAP network. 

"Possibly the most important thing 
is that we are going to subcontract 
cabling services for our customers 
to Allen-Bradley," said Bennett. Since 
Allen-Bradley has probably installed 
more miles of cabling in shop-floor en
vironments than anyone else, their ca
pabilities are seen as a strong plus for 
Data General customers. 

Other companies such as DEC and 
IBM try to do a great number of these 
system components themselves. Base
way is DEC'S competitor to Data High
way, and they attempt to do a great 
deal of the shop-floor hardware them
selves. IBM competes with Allen
Bradley and Gould. "We don't," said 
Bennett, "and that makes our relation
ship with Allen-Bradley even more 
comfortable. " 

The new agreement with TT is syn
ergistic with Data Genera l's overall CIM 
strategy. Large companies often need 
to distribute information on a real-time 
basis. A wide area network capability 
can be an effective way to knit together 
operations. "Basically," said Bennett, 
" the NTT work is a good fit with the 
corporate view of connectivity." 

In fiscal 1988, the thrust of activity 
will be to continue to develop the 
strong relationships with partners that 
have characterized recent CIM strategy. 
In particular, Data General will be 
cultivating its partnerships with system 
integrators. "Every company you look 
at," said Bennett, "has a different set of 
business and technical problems with a 
resulting need for a custom-crafted sys
tem." Companies need to study their 
own business problems and then work 
with the system integrator or hardware 
or control specialists to help solve 
those problems. 

At the same time, Data General will 
emphasize its approach to ClM with 
end-user companies. "End-user com
panies are hoping some consultant will 

Focus 
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come in and tell them what to do . But 
they really have to stay involved
studying their own problems and iden
tifying the root causes. We can help 
with the analysis, but the company has 
to help identify the most important 
problems and determine what technol
ogy they can afford for now-and 
later." 

Since each company has a different 

history, they need to look at a sequence 
of technology-oriented projects. 
Throughout the process, the key is to 
keep from being stuck in a box. "Data 
General's emphasis on open sy terns 
architecture, standards, open data 
structure, a wide range of expertise, 
and contractual flexibility allows com
panies to grow into a fully integrated 
system." 11 

Interfaces that 
give your MV/2000, 

MV/1400 or DSl7500 
access to: 

• Image processing • industrial 1/0 
• signal processing • vision 

The 18-4100 is a high-speed, general purpose interface for connecting parallel 
line TIL devices to an L-Bus. Key features: 

154100 intelligent 110 controller 

• 2 programmable 48-bit 110 ports 
• Data transfers at up to 1 Mbyte 

per second 
• On-board 68010 local 110 

processor 
• 128KB of local memory 
• 128KB of dual-ported RAM 
• Supports DMA and pro

grammed 110 transfers to and 
from external devices 

• DRV-11B compatible interface 
• AOSNS driver supporting 

Tektronix 4120 protocol 

Get immediate access to the growing world of VME-based products with the 
15-3200, a high-performance interface that directly connects your Data General 
computer to an external VME chassis. Key features: 
• Maximum transfer rate of 

10 Mbytes per second 
• Full 32-bit support for VME 

address and data lines 
• Jumper selectable interrupt 

levels 
• Jumper selectable VME 

support logic 
Get the most from your 
L-Bus-based computer. 
Call Indocomp today. 

18-3200 VME adapter 

INDOCOMP SYSTEMS, INC. 

P.O. Box 157 
Drayton Plains, MI 48020 

(313) 666-9715 

Circle 30 on reader service card. 
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CAN YOU MANAGE CIM? 
How do you define 
your needs and 
maximize the 
benefits? 

by Kevin O'Hara 
Special to Focus 

Mo t periodical in the past f w 
year have talked about the "factory of 
the future" and how automation will 
save the U.s. manufacturing base. We 
ar b mbarded with advertisements on 
all the technology available to automate 
our factori s. Data General has a com
pi te lin of tool to fully automate and 
integrate any factory. 

With 0 much 1M (computer-inte
grat d manufacturing) activity, why do 
we hear of so few succes es? The CIM 
situation is similar to the rush to install 
MRP (manufacturing re ource planning) 
during th past 15 year. Many firms 
tried, but few reaped the benefits. The 
inability to implement these new tech
nologi s raises s rious questions. Are 
we incapable of implem nting the e 
improvement, or are we approaching 
th olutions incorrectly? Perhaps we 
are approaching the e solution without 
th complete fact about our firm ' 
n d and our ability to absorb these 
n w technologie . 

process of the implementation to meet 
changing conditions. This flexibility is 
not only prudent, it's usually unavoid
able. (I wonder how many project goals 
changed after the stock market's "Black 
Monday.") However, we still need a 
peg in the ground, so we can measure 
and monitor the project. 

You use a simple information flow 
chart to determine how information 
flow in your pre ent operation and 
how the information will flow in the fu
ture. This technique is as useful today 
as ever before. If your firm is ready to 
move into a CIM environment, you 
hould be able to answer the following 

questions in order to assemble all the 
es entia l information required to move 
into a more automated operation. 

• Have you produced a detailed out
line of how all information flows in 
your firm? 

• Within department(s), have you cal
culated how much data there is and de
tailed the expected and actual turn-

Figure 1: Information flow for ABC company 

Order processing 
order form 

Copy 1 

Copy 2 

For sales 
Copy 3 

around time for that data? 
• What are th primary jobs of a de

partment(s) versus the paperwork pro
cessed in the department on an ongo
ing basis? 

• How critical is the department(s) 
information output to the success of 
shipping the product to the customer 
on time? 

• Do s the department(s) act as a 
funnel, controlling the flow of informa
tion from one department to the next? 

• Has a resource needs profile been 
developed for all departments outlining 
what type of information will be pro
cessed and who will proce s that 
information? 

• Does management under tand and 
concur that, in a more automated fac
tory, changes to the schedule mu t 
be reviewed and analyzed prior to 
execution? 

Many firms are unable to answer 
these questions, even though they may 
have spent a great deal of time and 

Finance and cost 

~ 

Credit 
and ~ Customer 

collection 

; 
Why do American manufactur r 

have trouble implementing automated I For customer +~ 
General 

y t m ? Clearly, we n ver knew how 
inf rmation in our manual or emi
automated sy tem was proce d, so 
how could we expect the new auto
mated y t m to cure information pro
c ing problem we hadn't addre d? 
We expect new technology to olve our 
problems; however, for it to be effec
tive, we must know (1) how we cur
r ntly operate a a company, (2) how 
we would like our company to operate 
in the future, (3) how long we antici
pate it will take t reach our goal, and 
(4) th re ource requir d to move from 
the pre ent m thod to our vi ion of 
th futur . 

To get a project f thi magnitude off 
the ground, we fir t n ed to et goals. 
The e goal can be adju ted during the 
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e ¥stem 
The Data Analysis Tool You Won't Outgrow. 

Warehouse Inventory Report - 16JAN87 

Quantity Quantity Projected 
on Hand on Order Reorder Oate 

For details, send 
us your name and 
address. Or call a 
Software Sales 
Representative today. 

The SAS System. 
It's the most 
widely installed 
tool for data 
analysis among 
VMS users· ••• 
And more. 

I f your job demands a 
powerful data analysis tool, 
the SAS~ System is your 

solution. The SAS System gives 
you ready-to-use procedures 
for performing every kind of 
analysis-from simple descrip
tive statistics to advanced 
regression, analysis of variance, 
discriminant analysis, cluster
ing, scoring, and more. 

And as your needs grow, 
the SAS System grows with 
you. All the tools you need for 
color graphics, forecasting, 
modeling, "what if" analysis, 
project management, optimiza
tion, and quality control are 
available in the SAS System. 
You choose the products you 

IArJ 
SAS Institute Inc. 
Box 8000 0 SAS Circle 
Cary, NC 27511-8000 
(919) 467-8000 

® Fax (919) 469-3737 

The SAS System reads data 
in any structure from any kind 
of file. You can create new 
variables, modify old ones, com
bine files, detect errors, and 
accumulate totals. Once your 
analysis is complete, you can 
report your results in lists, 
tables, charts, or plots. 

• Computer Intelligence, January 1986. 

need, and enjoy the 
same easy-to-use 
language and 
syntax in each. Plus, 
you can use the 
same software on 
your personal 
computer. 

Tho SAS System runs on lhese minicomputers; Digital Equipment 
Corp. VAX'" 8x:xx and 11/7x:x series under VMS!" and MicroVAX II'" 
under MicroVMS'": Prime Computer. Inc. Prime 50 series under 
PRIMOS·: and Dala General Corp. ECLIPSE. MV series under 
AOSIVS. The SAS System also runs on IBM 370130xxJ43x:x and 
compatible machines under OS. eMS. DOSIVSE. SSX. and ICCF: 

Rate 

30 

40 

50 

60 

lOts I Re ----__ tion Rate 
TeSted Z----_:::ted l~;--- -----

oweSt H" ------ Stati ~------
IBM XT1370 and AT1370 under VMIPC: and IBM PC XT and 
PC AT under PC DOS. Not all producls are available for all 
operating systems. 

SAS is the registered trademark of SAS Institute Inc .. Cary. NC. 
USA. Copyright 01986 by SAS Institute Inc. Printed in the USA. 
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Not another program! 

DotoGen ... 

... to increase programmers 
produCTivity in coding and 
debugging data entry programs. 

Designed for DG application pro
grammers using Infos II Isam 
structures with VS COGOL. 

Call or send for a free introduCTion 
manual which includes: 

- a funCTional description 
- a system overview 
- sample screens 
- pricing options 

Productivity Systems 
Development Corp. 

Suite 206 
2138 Ashley Phosphate Rd. 
North Charleston, SC 29418 

(803) 553-6649 

Focus ON: CIM 

money to have reviews performed on 
their operations. These reviews spell 
out the manufacturing volumes and 
processes, and culminate with a docu
ment that the firm can use as an RFP 
(request for proposal). Unfortunately, 
many of these RFPs never address the 
problems the company will face as they 
are implementing and executing their 
new systems. These documents tend to 
be clinical. Rarely do they discuss the 
impact on the flow of information 
within each of the affected depart
ments. Simply performing a survey in 
each department won't reveal how data 
is handled, but only what data is 
handled. Unless your RFP is based on 
knowledge of the flow and timing of 
your data, you might become one more 
firm to install a functionally perfect, 
but not company-compatible, system. 

Understanding the processing and 
handling of information is a significant 
undertaking for your firm prior to im-

Figure 2: Committee organization 

Order processing 
and 

administration 

.... 
1"l1li 

plementing a new system. To help sort 
out the various documents and their in
teraction, you must create an informa
tion flow profile (IFP). A simple but 
effective method to create an IFP is the 
"brown bag method." You start by 
covering one wall of a conference room 
with brown paper. Some firms prefer 
this method for several reasons: it's 
easier for people to visualize the entire 
company's information flow at one 
time, and it's easier for management to 
monitor the progress of the project. 
(See Figure 1.) 

In the example using company ABC, I 
depicted how ABC'S documentation 
flow now operates. To keep the illustra
tion meaningful, I used only one docu
ment, the order entry form, as an 
example. 

ABC'S order form has three parts. Part 
one remains in order administration, 
part two goes to the customer, and part 
three is used internally by engineering 
and manufacturing. As you trace down 

step A 
make-to-stock make-to-order 

only .. and 
make-to-order 

Design 
.~ 

engineering 
step B 'I11III Marketing 

and sales 
~ stepG 

Industrial I~ 

engineering 1'I11III 

step C Engineering and 
manufacturing 

~ administration 

Materials and 
stepC 

production 
(new) 

management 
I .... step D 
1'I11III Finance and 

~ r---. cost accounting 

Manufacturing step H 

management I .... 
step E 1"l1li 

l 
Shipping and 

!~ documentation 
step F i'llllll 
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Data GenerallCOBOL users and VARs 
Now you can enjoy the tremendous price/performance advantages 

of Honeywell Bull's XPS·100 family of UNIX® machines and run your 
existing ICOBOL application code without any modification or conversion 

For example: 0 X-20 0 1.7Mips of 68020 power 
o 2 M Byte of 100 Nano Second Memory 0 16 
Serial Ports, 2 Parallel Printer Ports 0 72 MByte of 
Formatted Hard Disk 0 720 KB Floppy 
o UNIX® V.3 Run Time Operating system 0 ICOBOL 
Object Code Interpreter 0 15 Months of On Site, 
4 Hour Call Maintenance by Honeywell Bull 

$21 ,930. List Price 

Available options include a 60 MByte cartridge tape 
or 1600/6250 bpi streamer tape, up to three 
157 MByte Formatted Disk Drives,10 MByte of 
memory, up to 32 serial ports. 
Quantity and reseller discounts are available . UNIX is a trademark of AT&T 

Contact Egan for additional 
information and benchmarks on the 
full line of Honeywell Bull XPS-1 00 
Systems 

~NThe Honeywell Bull MasterVAR 
SYSTEMS, INC. 
255 Oser Avenue 1 Hauppauge, New York 11788 

(516) 231-7730 1 (800) 645-9898 1 FAX 516-231-7283 

Circle 25 on read r ervice card . 
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all the d partments this one document 
flow into, you ee that material and 
manufacturing have the greatest degree 
of interaction with all th affected de
partments. To start and define the IFP 
for each department, you must quan
tify and qualify the following 
information . 

• Who receive thi docum nt? 
• What is the turnaround time for 

thi document? 
• How long will it tak the r ceiving 

p r on to perform a ta k? 
• Who is th receiving person's 

backup, and how much tim exceeding 
n rmal dutie doe the backup person 
have to contribute to thi activity? 

• Will the new system require less or 
more information to be analyz d by the 
receiving department? 

[n thi example, [ am reviewing the 
work load for only on document. You 
would a k the e five question for all 
do ument that flow into a department. 
You are looking for th cumulative im
pact of document processing tim ver-
u the d partment's available clock 

tim . Experience tells me that certain 
d partm nt , normally engineering 
and materials, have more information 
to proce than th r i tim available. 

Many firm might say it i thi infor
mation logjam that require factory au
tomation, th reby improving product 
dcliv ri ,reducing costs, and allowing 
the firm to be more competitive. How-
ver, pe ding th flow of information 

doesn't mean you will r ceive tho 
b n fit. More than likely, tho e de
partment are acting a a buffer for th 
factory. They are relea ing only those 
bit of information that are required to 
me t the chedule. If information flow 
fa ter through the e departments and 
go dir ctly to the hop floor, what 
mechani m will the shop floor have to 
eparate fact from fiction? Rememb r, 
ngin ring can make de ign chang 

fa ter than material management can 
purcha n w material and manufac
turing can change over a machin . Just 
increa ing the flow of information 
w n't h lp improve your firm 's 
pr ductivity. 

Once you have reviewed all the 
do ument that reach a department 
and determined available ver u loaded 
time, you now can revi w how your 
n w y t m will move information . 
After you have completed th IFP analy-
i of th n w y tem, you overlay the 

n w IFP f r the company on the pre ent 
IFI'. ow come the hard part: manag -
m nt mu t d cide h w to addre th 

24 

differences in the two profiles. If you 
don't addre s the differences, and you 
only use the profiles as a reference, 
your 1M project could be off to a rocky 
tart. You may find part of your 

project have to be delayed. Pushing out 
the implementation of one or more sec
tion of your CIM project is better than 
pending time and money and not get

ting any payback. 
Your analysis may show that you 

have all the staff you need to make the 
project work, but personnel may have 
to be moved to new department and 
retrained to meet the changing infor
mation flow. You may conclude that no 
matter how you adjust the staff, the re
alities of your firm's environment pre
clude an implementation of your idea 
of a total ClM solution. In most firms, 
you can implement parts of a total CIM 
solution and receive a good return for 

Hanson's where the action is f( 
Th r ' never b nab tter tim to 
deal for Data General equipment and 
compatible . 

If you have to upgrade or expand 
your sy tem, look to Han on. 

As the only independent full-line, 
full- ervice Data General second 
ource in the country, there's a 

good chance we have exactly 
what you need at an extremely 
competitive price. 

De ktops, Eclip e , MV's - we 
have th m all. Plus m mories, di ks, 
printer, controllers and communica
tion . And a ho t of price-leading 
compatibles from top name like 
CDC, ZETACO, C. Itoh, NEC, 

Fujitsu, Perfect, MICOM, FACIT, 
Dataproducts and Kennedy. 

We'r buying, too, and paying top 
dollar. The demand for DG gear i 
high, forcing us to keep our inven
tory up, so we have to make deals. 

There are many other rea on for 
talking to u . Like Han on main
tenance service at a fraction of DG 
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the investment. You can then define 
plan to implement additional CIM op
tions into your sy tem after the initial 
phases have been completed. 

As shown in Figure 1, the informa
tion flow from one order entry form 
can create a lot of movement. If you are 
going to put a elM solution in your fac
tory, you must focus informational 
change into one central point. With an 
integrated system using a common 

data base, there must be a common 
operating plan for all affected depart
ments. The best method to accompli h 
a firm' ingle manufacturing plan coor
dination is to establish an engineering 
and manufacturing administration 
committee made up of representative 
from marketing, order processing, en
gineering, mat rials management, 
manufacturing, and finance . (See Fig
ure 2.) 

· Data General gear and service. 
prices. D pot repair with immediate 
replacem nt of def ctive part . Thr 
to five day tandard turn-around' 
al 0 are available. 

If you want it done right, come to 
Han on. 

~~ 
Data General's Only 
Single-Source Second Source. 

Call or write Han on Data Sy tern , 
60 Brigham Str et, Marlboro, MA 01752, 
(617) 481-3901. Outsid Ma . 
(800) LL~-~~~!,:"","",:=_ 

DATA SYSTEMS INC 

Circle 28 on reader rvice card . 

The committee hould review all 
new orders, changes to existing orders, 
and quote to cu tomer and pros
pects. Its function would be to deter
mine the manufacturability, co t, reve
nue, materials, capacity load, and th 
impact that changes would have on th 
firm . The committee would then set 
into motion a plan to ex cute these 
changes. The committe would reliev 
the firm of the pu h-and-pull that go 
on in many factorie . Because data can 
be proc sed so quickly in a 1M n
vironment, it's s ential to have a cen
tral c1earinghou e to handl and man
age the new and changing data that 
affect your firm . 

The e approache aren't difficult to 
execute- th y ju t take time and ffort. 
You will find them profitable to your 
firm even if you aren't looking to im
plem nt a com pi t 1M Y t m. A r -
view of your information flow on an 
annual basis should be a formal job a -
signed to a specific per on. The more 
you automate, the more important it i 
that your firm knows how its informa
tion i being proces ed . Without an in
formation flow profile of a company 
and each of its departm nt , it' diffi
cult to implement automat d sy tem . 
If information flow i the lifeblood of 

1M, then the information flow profil 
i its heart. The Japane e have be n 
very successful in automating th ir 
firms. They hav made great trides 
not only through technology but al 0 

by under tanding the importance of 
providing accurate and tim Iy data . 
When the proper data i at the corr ct 
place at the prop r time, rea onable 
management decisions are po ibl . 

At the beginning, I a k d if your 
bu iness could manage 1M technology, 
and how you could define your need 
and maximize the benefits. If you in
vest the tim and effort into under
standing your information flow profil , 
you will be able to know at what pint 
automation cea e to provide your de
sired return on inv tm nt. If you hav 
perform d a reasonabl IFP, you will 
have confidence that your firm's staff 
will have acce s to tim Iy required in
formation and th ability to u e that in
formation productively onc a proj ct 
is implemented. 6. 

Kl!lIill O'Ham is Ihe prodllcl SIIpporimalla8er for 
Orbi Illc. He call be reached al Orbi IIIC., 14390 
Carlsoll Circle, Tampa , FL 33626; 6171582-7065 
or 813/855-2615. 
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Minicomputer specialists 
since 1973 

Data General and Compatible Equipment 

SYSTEMS & CPUs 

MV 14000 SC, 2MB, 38MB Disk, Cart, Tape . $ 4,500 
MV/8000, MOD 9300, 2MB ............... 4,200 
C150, 1024KB, CPU1&2, MMPU1 Mod. 2 .. 1,995 
CS100A, 128KB W/BMC, 8-Line Mux 

& Cabinet ... .. .......... . ........... . 
S140, 256KB, 16 Slot ................... . 
S120, 512KB, 16 Slot (8732-R) ..... . .... . 
Desktop 10, 256KB, 15MB Disk, D'ette, 

1,295 
2,500 
2,250 

CRT ...... . .......................... 1,650 
Other Nova & Eclipse Computers . . . . . . . . . . CALL 

MEMORY 

Universal Memory, 2MB (8765) ........... 2,300 
MV 18000 2MB (8708) .................... 1,950 
MV 17800 (Dataram DR7800) Memory: 

4 MB ......... New .................. 2,750 
8 MB ......... Lifetime Guarantee ..... 5,500 
10MB ........ 24 Hour Replacement .. 6,900 

8703 "DDM," 512KB from MV/8000 ....... 800 
S/140 1 MB PCB . . . . . . .. Unused .... . ... 3,500 
Nova & Eclipse Memory . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . CALL 

VIDEO DISPLAYS 

6074 Dasher LP-2 w/Exp & Compr.Print .. . 
6075 Dasher TP-2, Blue, 180 CPS, RIO ... . 
6194 Dasher TP-2, 180CPS, KSR ........ . 

DISK & TAPE 

6060 96MB Disk SIS ................... . 
6061 192MB Disk SIS .................. . 
6122 277MB Disk w/Hi Spd Ctrlr/Adapter .. 
6222-0 15MB Disk + 1, 2MB Floppy for 

microECL ........................... . 
6234 50MB Disk Drive SIS ...... . ....... . 
6239 592MB Disk Drive SI S .... New ... . 
6236 354MB Disk SIS .................. . 
6280 50MB Winchester w/microBMC . . ... . 
CDC 9766 300MB Disk, Flat Cable ... from 
6026 800/1600BPI Tape SI S . ........ from 
6123 mN Tape IN 1 m CAB ... Unused .. . 
6125 Streaming Tape SI S ............... . 
6230 15MB Cartridge Tape for 

microNOVA/ECL ..................... . 
Cipher F880 1600 BPI Streaming Tape .... . 
Cipher 91 OX 800/1600 BPI, 751PS ....... . 

DG MISC 

IAC-16 Communications Board 
6053 Dasher 0-2 CRT wi Detached Kybd ... 
6108 Dasher 0-200 CRT WI Detached Kybd 

150 DG Cabinets ....................... from 

6168 Dasher 0-210 Basic CRT ........... . 
6169 Dasher 0-211 CRT with Keyboard ... . 

PRINTERS 

4215600 LPM Drum Printer wlDCH Ctrl 
4355 340CPS Matrix Line Printer ......... . 

150 DG 16 Slot Chassis ..................... . 
450 
525 " WANT TO BUY·· 

MV/10000, MV/15000, MV/20000 
Universal Memory PCBs 

1,395 IAC-16 
950 Priam 15450 Disk Drives 

Much more equipment available. 
Call with your requirements. 

(408) 733-4400 
FAX #408/733-8009 

• aU equipment subject to prior sale · 

Circle 42 on reader service card. 

375 
395 
750 

850 
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1,500 

23,500 
15,995 
2,295 
1,795 
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1,500 
1,250 
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tim pr mi f r v ral 
month twork planning i a major 
part of th work, becau e the network 
will eventually contain 75 machine , a 
well a P connected to the ho t via 

onn ction oftwar. Th F con-
v r ion from IBM r quir d writing p 
cial utilitie . 

Sy tem ngineer often provide r
vice beyond the cu tomer' riginal re
qu t or exp ctation. In on ca e, an E 
wa hired to h lp a travel ag ncy with 
th ir own cu tomized operating y
t m . While the SE worked on a p cific 
application problem, h al 0 inve ti-
gat d th company's re pon tim 
probl m on hi own, made nece ary 
modification to the cod , and offered 
ugg tion for performanc improv 

m nt . The cu tomer wa so impre d 
with the I vel of commitment di played 
that a dinn r wa held in th SE' honor. 

In om in tanc , Sy t m Engi
neering olution for a pecific cu -
tomer may lat r b com tandard Data 
C n ral product. Con id r th dev 1-
opm nt of Data C neral' E DXA ft
war , which provid an interface to 
IBM' Document Interchange Architec
ture (DIA) and Docum nt Cont nt Ar
chitecture (D A). 

A Data C neral cu tomer r quired a 
communication facility that would 
allow r mote Ec1ip e MV y tem to 
end critical plant information to an MV 
y tem at the d partm nt h adquar

ter . Information from the headquar-
t r would al 0 have to bent to th 
r mote ite , but only document and 
m ag n d d to bent. (Th cu
tomer didn't fore ee tran mitting larg , 
bulk file .) The e y tem would b 
running EO. Sinc the customer had 

SYSTEMS ENGINEERING 

Systems Engineering 
finds the answers 

by Paula Jacobs 
Special to Focus 

A network, it wa n -
the E mail facilit y 

A communication 

Data General's Product Marketing 
and System Development divi ion 
look to Sy tem Engineering as a valu
abl ource for cu tomer product re
quir m nt. Sy tem Engine ring i 
al 0 depended on to strength n the 
Data C n ral product lin . 

In working with cu tomer to find 
th right olution, Sy t m Engin ring 
ha acce to full Data C n ral re
ource . "Whil working on your con
ulting project," aid Hopkin ,"th E 

will put you in touch with th appr-
priat Data Cen ral group to help meet 
your need , whether it i SPSD for cu -
tom code, SEPA for p rformance analy-
is, or Educational S rvice for formal 

training ." 
u tomer can a ily tak advantag 
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SAM2010 
ENVIRONMENTAL SECURITY SYSTEM 

INTELLIGENT I POWERFUL I SENSITIVE 

MONITORS computer room environment and PROTECTS your computers 
(DEC-VAX, microVAX, PDP/II , DG-MV Series, IBM 370, 4300 and others) from 
environmental hazards. ABLE to monitor multiple stations, alert users, 
telephone key people and conduct orderly system software and power shut
downs if nobody responds to alarms. 

PROTECTS Your Computer, Programs, and Data Against: 
• Air-Conditioning Failure • Excess Temperature, Humidity 
• Smoke / Fire / Water / Assault • A.C. Power Irregularities 

BETTER THAN AN INSURANCE POLICY, 
SAM·2010 AVERTS DISASTER BEFORE COSTLY DAMAGE OCCURS 

Only the SAM2010 system does all the above, AUTOMATICALLY when measured 
values exceed pre·set limits. 24 hours a day. No coffee breaks. No vacations. 

THE COST - LESS THAN YOU THINK 
TO FIND OUT MORE ABOUT THE SAM2010 SYSTEM, WRITE OR CALL -

l iNT R ~ 875 AVENUE OF THE AMERICAS, NEW YORK 10001 (212) 947-5533 
CO MPUIER I NC 

Circle 34 on reader service card. 

SVSGENDATALtd. 
I I MARKETING 

• DataGeneral COMPUTERS & • • PERIPHERALS WORLDWIDE 

SYSTEMS 

MV 20000 Mod I 
w/16MB, BIB, Qty. 10 
6236, 5-IAC16, 8-IACB, 
6300 Tape SIS, 24 
[)'410. Available 
February 1 Call 

MI6OO, 1 MB, 6026 
ALM-8, ALM·16 
BIB .......... $3,800 

MV 20000 Mod I 
w /16MB, aa 

6236 SIS 
6236 A/O 

CPU 

MV 20000 Mod I w/16MB, 
BB .. •.••.•. •. ..... $195,000 

MV 4000 2MB IN STOCK·CALL 
MV 10000 4MB IN STOCK-CALL 
M/600, 1MB ...... .. ... $2,000 

195,000 
15,250 
13,250 

DISKS & TAPES 
6236 6122 
6239 6026 
6061 6299 

SPECIALS 

IAC16 
IAC8 
6300 Tape SIS 
0410 

4,150 
2,250 

20,750 
550 

CRT & PRINTERS 
6053 TP2 
[)'200 LP2 
[)'214 NEW 8-300 
[)'215 NEW 900 LPM 
D-411 NEW 4218 SIS 
D-461 NEW 

COMM 
IAc.s ATI-1S ALM·16 
IAC-16 ALM-8 4251 
AMI-8 

6026 S /!. from 2,000 
4364 SIS 5,250 
MV 10000 Mem. 

4MB 6,500 

END USER FlIAllCIIG SHORT AID ... TERM LEASlIG 
PRICING SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOnCE 
QUANTITY DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE ON ALL ITEMS 

ALL EQUIPMENT SOLD IS WARRANTED FOR 30 DAYS 
WE ALSO DISTRIBUTE IBM PC, XT, AT, COMPAQ & PERIPHERALS 

77 AIR PARK DRIVE, RONKONKOMA, NY 11779 (516)737-4300 fax: (516)737·4317 

Circle 53 on reader service card. 

of Systems Engineering services. SEs 
are located in offices throughout the 
United State and Canada, and are 
backed by regional and area specialists. 
A multilevel management team is used 
to provide prompt attention to cus
tomer needs. Project teams are also 
available to perform an entire installa
tion for a customer throughout the 
country and for extended time periods. 
In some cases, SEs have provided cus
tomized training and implementation 
for up to two years. 

To make sure that the SEs can pro
vide the broad range of solutions re
quired by various customers, Data 
General emphasizes individual tech
nical excellence. "Our objective," said 
Hopkins, "is for the Data General sys
tems engineers to be the best technical 
consultants in the industry today." 
Each system engineer participates in a 
personal development plan to enhance 
professional skills and to keep abreast 
of the latest technology and trends . An 
internship program in other support! 
development organizations allows SEs 
to broaden thei.r product knowledge 
and skill set. 

Customers can caB on Systems Engi
neering to: 
• perform needs analysis studies (given 
appropriate customer requirements and 
materials) 
• work with a customer to identify solu
tions to best meet that customer's 
needs, including Data General hard
ware and software, as weB as third
party hardware and software solutions 
(given appropriate customer materials 
and specifications) 
• help review the viability of proposed 
solutions 
• review system configurations for cor
rectness and adequacy 
• recommend comprehensive services 
to ensure successful implementation. 

NADGUG'S RIGISIG groups can take ad
vantage of other Systems Engineering 
services, such as speakers, demonstra
tions, and presentations. Area tech
nical support groups are specifically 
chartered to communicate "leading 
edge" product information to custom
ers, prospects, and employees. 

For additional information or assis
tance with specific Systems Engineer
ing projects, contact your local Data 
General Systems Engineering office. A 

Paula Jacobs is senior marketing communicatiolls 
specialist within Data General's Sofhuare 
Products and Services division. 
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A DISPLAY OF WARES 
A checklist of CRT 
features may help 
you select a terminal 

A lot of users these days would say 
that terminal emulation software and 
personal computers have made video 
display terminals obsolete. While it's 
true that thousands of PCs are moon
lighting as terminals on DG systems, 
the old-fashioned CRT doesn't seem to 
be in immediate danger of losing its job 
completely. 

In fact, there may be more choices 
than ever for people who are shopping 
for terminals to attach to DG systems. 
In addi tion to all the tubes DG offers, 
a number of companies market DG
emulating terminals. And as DG ex
tends operating system support fo r 
other standard terminal types, there 
will be literally scores of brands to 
choose from . 

For the time being, however, per
haps it's enough to list the features of 
terminals designed specifically to work 
with DG systems. Of course, DG'S own 
tubes are the standard, but Focus set 
out to survey the market to see what 
else is available. After all, if you spend 
most of each day looking at a terminal, 
you ought to like what you see. 

Data General 
Model name/number: 0461 

Contact: local DG sales representative. 
DG terminals emulated: 0450, 0460. 

Display characteristics 
Tilt and!or swivel: til t. 
Screen size: 12 inches. 
Lines and columns displayed: 24 x 81, 
24 x 135. 
Screen phosphor: amber, green. 
Screen refresh rate: 60 Hz. 
Character sets provided: DG interna
tional (256); 13 languages supported. 

FOCLIS 

Smooth scrolling: yes (two speeds). 
Controls for cursor characteristics and 
screen brightness: single brightness! 
contrast control; user-selectable cursor. 
Screen saver: yes. 
Character attributes supported: blink, 
bold, dim, protect, underscore. 
Character font(s) : single font. 
Other: 810 x 288 resolution. 

Keyboard features 
Dimensions and layout: 20V:! inches x 
7V:! inches; 107 keys. 
Function keys: 19 plus 5 special func
tion keys. 
Numeric keypad: yes. 
Controls for bell tone and keyclick: no. 
Function indicators: yes. 
Other: high-gravity, tactile-feel key
switches; height adjust. 

Communication features 
Interface types: RS-2321422, current loop. 
Baud rates: 50-19,200 bps. 
Data format: 7, 8 bit. 
Auxiliary ports: one bi-directional port. 
Self test: upon power up. 

Other 
Price: $1,395. 
Discounts available: standard DG terms 
and conditions. 
Service available: worldwide DG service. 
Other outstanding features: local edit
ing, windowing, graphics. 

Model name/number: 0220 
DG terminals emulated: 0 200, 0210. 

Display characteristics 
Tilt and/or swivel: tilt. 
Screen size: 12 inches. 
Lines and columns displayed: 24 x 80. 
Screen phosphor: eight colors; FG and 
BG = 64 combinations. 
Screen refresh rate: 60 Hz. 
Character sets provided: DG interna
tional (256); 11 languages supported. 
Smooth scrolling: no. 
Controls for cursor characteristics and 
screen brightness: single brightness! 
contrast control. 
Screen saver: no. 

Focus ON: TERMINALS 

Character attributes supported: blink, 
invisible, underscore. 
Character font(s) : single font. 
Other: 560 x 240 resolution. 

Keyboard features 
Dimensions and layout: 20 Y2 inches x 
7112 inches. 
Function keys: 19 plus loca l print. 
Numeric keypad: yes. 
Controls for bell tone and keyclick: no. 
Function indicators: yes. 
Other: high-gravity, tactile-feel key
switches; height adjust. 

Communication features 
Interface types: RS·2321422, current loop. 
Baud rates: 50- 19,200 bps. 
Data format: 7, 8 bit. 
Auxiliary ports: prin ter port, local print 
support. 
Self test: upon power up. 

Other 
Price: $2,275. 
Discounts available: standard DG terms 
and conditions. 
Service available: worldwide DG service. 

Model name/number: 0214 
DG terminals emulated: 0200, 0210. 

Display characteristics 
Tilt and!or swivel: tilt. 
Screen size: 12 inches. 
Lines and columns displayed: 24 x 80. 
Screen phosphor: amber, gr en. 
Screen refresh rate: 60 Hz. 
Character sets provided: U.S. only 128 
ASCII characters . 
Smooth scrolling: no. 
Controls for cursor characteristics and 
screen brightness: singl brightness! 
contrast control. 
Screen saver: yes. 
Character attributes supported: blink, 
bold, d im, underscore. 
Character font(s) : single font. 
Other: 800 x 288 resolution; soft setup. 

Keyboard features 
Dimensions and layout: 20 Y2 inches x 
7V:! inches; 107 keys. 
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Function keys: 19. 
Numeric keypad: yes. 
Controls for bell tone and keyclick: no. 
Function indicators: yes. 
Other: high-gravity, tactile-feedback 
keyswitch; height adjust. 

Communication features 
Interface types: RS-232. 
Baud rates: 50-19,200 bp . 
Data format: 7 bit. 
Auxiliary ports: no. 
Self test: upon power up . 

Other 
Price: $795. 
Discounts available: tandard DC term 
and conditions. 
Service available: world wide DC ervice. 

Model name/number: D215 
DC terminals emulated: 0 200, 0 211 . 

Display characteristics 
Tilt and/or swivel: tilt. 
Screen size: 12 inch s. 
Lines and columns displayed: 24 x 80. 
Screen phosphor: amber, green. 
Screen refresh rate: 60 Hz. 

Character sets provided: D inter
national set (256); 13 languages 
upported . 

Smooth scrolling: no . 
Controls for cursor characteristics and 
screen brightness: single brightness/ 
contrast control. 
Screen saver: yes. 
Character attributes supported: blink, 
bold, dim, underscore. 
Character font(s): single font. 
Other: 800 x 288 resolution; soft setup. 

Keyboard features 
Dimensions and layout: 20112 inches x 
7Yz inches; 107 keys. 
Function keys: 19. 
Numeric keypad: yes. 
Controls for bell tone and keydick: no. 
Function indicators: yes. 
Other: high-gravity, tactile-feedback 
keyswitch; height adjust. 

Communication features 
Interface types: RS-2321422, current loop . 
Baud rates: 50-19,200 bps. 
Data format: 7, 8 bit. 
Auxiliary ports: one printer port with 

print pass-through supported . 
Self test: on power up. 

Other 
Price: $895. 
Discounts available: standard DC terms 
and conditions. 
Service available: world wid DC 
ervice. 

Model name/number: D411 
DC terminals emulated: 0 400, 0 410. 

Display characteristics 
Tilt and/or swivel: tilt. 
Screen size: 12 inches. 
Lines and columns displayed: 24 x 81, 
24 x 135. 
Screen phosphor: amber, green. 
Screen refresh rate: 60 Hz. 
Character sets provided: DC interna
tional et (256); 13 language supported . 
Smooth scrolling: yes (two speeds). 
Controls for cursor characteristics and 
screen brightness: single brightne s/ 
contrast control; us r-selectable cursor. 
Screen saver: yes. 
Character attributes supported: blink, 
bold, dim, protect, under core. 

AREYOU TAKE A CWSE WOK 
~~~ ~ ATOURPRICES! 

CPU's 6021 Tape SIS . .................... $1 ,695 
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, ~O: YOUR MV 200008 MB ..... . ........... $175,000 _M_EM_O_R_Y _______ _ 

Dd\T'A MV 10000 ........................ $45,000 MV4 & MV10 8 MB .................... . 
~~J MV 8000 MOD 114 MB ............. $16,500 MV4 & MV10 4 MB ................... .. 

GENERAL 
MV 8000 9600 w/2 MB .............. $$8,900 MV4 & MV10 2 MB ........... ee' ..... . 
MV 6000 w/2 MB. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 8,900 MV8000 2 MB ......... ',"'\\ ~ ~ ..... . 

SYSTEM 
MV 4000 new machine .............. $6,800 S/140 256 KB ........ \lrl"'or.-....... . 
S/280 w/1 MB .................... $14,900 S/140 512 KB ....................... .. 
S/140 w/256 KB ................... $3,900 Nova 4 256 KB ....................... . 

PHONE: 612/227-5683 
FAX: 612/223-5524 

• ALL EQUIPMENT IS FULLY WARRANTIED 
• IMMEDIATE CASH FOR YOUR USED 

EQUIPMENT 
• FREE LISTING SERVICE AVAILABLE 
• DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE ON ALL CASH 

PURCHASES 
• ALL PRICES ARE NEGOTIABLE AND OPEN 

TO BIDS 
• ON·SITE FIELD MAINTENANCE SERVICE 
• GUARANTEED UPTIME MAINTENANCE ON 

REMOTE SITES 

S/120 w/512 KB ................... $2,900 Eclipse 256 KB ....................... . 
Nova 4X w/256 KB ................. $2,500 Desktop Memory ........................ . 
S/250 No Memory .................. $4,000 COMMUNICATIONS 
C 350 w/512 KB ................... Cheap! ______________ _ 

Desktop 10, 20, 30 .................. CALL IAC/16 .. .......................... $4,250 

DISK TAPE IAC/8 . ........•................... $2,400 

6239 592 MB DISK SIS . ........... $21 ,000 
354 ME SIS ...................... $14,900 
Fujitsu Eagles w/BMX 1 ............. $8,000 
147 MB SIS ... .................... $5,900 
147 MB A/O ....................... $4 ,800 
73 MB SIS . ....................... $4,900 

ATIt16 ............................ $1 ,895 
AMlt8 ............ . . . ............... $850 
ULM/5 .............................. $300 
ALM/16 ............................. $550 
ALM/8 .............................. $395 

CRT's & PRINTERS 

73 MB A/O ................... . .... $3,800 600 LPM Band Printer .............. $4,800 
277 MB SIS . ...................... $2,500 300 LPM Band Printer .............. $2,500 
192 MB SIS . ...................... $1 ,900 0200 CRT .......................... $395 
6300 1600/6250 BPI Mag Tape ..... $19,500 6053 ............................... $350 
6026 Tape SIS . .................... $3,000 0211 ............................... $595 
6125 Tape SIS .. ................... $1 ,500 0210 ............................... $525 

DISCOVER THE SECURITY COMPUTER SALES DIFFERENCE FOR YOURSELF 
SECURITY COMPUTER SALES • 622 Rossmor Bldg. • 500 N. Robert St., St. Paul, MN 55101 

Circle 52 on reader ervice card. 
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A HIGH QUA LITY, ENTRY LEVEL ANSI TERMINAL OFFERI G 
OUTSTANDING PRICE/PERFORMANCE. 

Introducing the newest addition to the Freedom O. E family of terminals 
from Liberty Electronic . The Freedom 0, E SI. The 0 E terminal for 
your DEC and Data General requirements. This low-cost, AN I-only terminal 
includes many of the same advanced features you 'd expect to find in 
higher priced terminals. 

For starters, it provides emulation of DEC VT220'· vnoo ~ and VI'S2 ~ 
as well a Data General DASHER D2IO and D21l. It has the same sleek 
award-, .. inning ergonomic styling of the original Freedom 0, E. It come 
with a high contrast amber l1 -inch flat screen with full tilt and s\ ivel 
capability. It include a choice of two detached, low-profile keyboard 
styles: DEC\'T220 and Data General DlI01211. 

It' all backed by Liberty' comprehen ive warranty programs 
and nationwide network of authorized service center . 

The new Freedom O. E SI. You won't 
find a higher quality SI terminal 
for the price. Anywhere. 

Another Choice of Freedom. 

[!JLiberty 
We build better terminals. 
Western Region (~H H-6-.~ II .'\ 
Central Region (312) 690-.hH 
Eastern Region (61 ) 660 - 19.~H 

ir Ie 37 on r ader ervice ca rd . 
anada (-116) 23H-Oj66 



Focus ON: TERMINALS _____________ _ 

Character font(s): single font. 
Other: 810 x 288 re olution . 

Keyboard features 

Model name/number: 0470 C 
DC terminals emulated: 0460. 

Function indicators: yes. 
Other: high-gravity, tactile-feel key
switch; height adjust. 

Dimensions and layout: 20 1f2 inches x 
71f2 inches. 

Display characteristics 
Tilt and/or swivel: tilt. 
Screen size: 12 inches. 

Communication features 
Interface types: RS-2321422, current loop. 
Baud rates: 50- 19,200 bps. Function keys: 19 plus 5 special func

tion keys. Lines and columns displayed: 24 x 81. 
Screen phosphor: 16 colors; 256 
combinations. 

Data format: 7, 8 bit . 
Numeric keypad: yes. 
Controls for bell tone and keyc1ick: 
no. Screen refresh rate: 60 Hz. 

Auxiliary ports: one bi-directional port. 
Self test: upon power up. 

Function indicators: yes. 
Other: high-gravity, tactile-feel key
switch; height adjust. 

Character sets provided: DC interna
tional set (256); 13 languages supported. 
Smooth scrolling: yes (two speeds). 
Controls for cursor characteristics and 
screen brightness: single brightness/ 
contrast control. 

Other 
Price: $3,175. 
Discounts available: standard DC terms 
and conditions. 

Communication features 
Interface types: RS-2321422, current loop. 
Baud rates: 50- 19,200 bps. Screen saver: no. 

Character attributes supported: blink, 
invisible, underscore. 

Service available: worldwide DC service. 
Other outstanding features: editing, 
graphics, windowing. 6. 

Data format: 7, 8 bit. 
Auxiliary ports: one printer port; print 
pass-through supported. Character font(s): single font. 

Other: 648 x 240 resolution . Self test: upon power up . Esprit Systems 
Other Keyboard features 
Price: $1,195. 
Discounts available: standard DC terms 
and conditions. 

Dimensions and layout: 20 1f2 inches x 
7112 inches; 107 keys . 
Function keys: 19 plus 5 special func
tion keys. 

Model name/number: ESP 6210 
Contact: Sal Lanito; 100 Marcus Drive, 
Melville, New York 11747; 516/293-5600. 
DC terminals emulated: 0200, 0210. 

Service available: worldwide DC service . 
Other outstanding features: loca l edit
ing, windowing. 

Numeric keypad: yes. 
Controls for bell tone and keyc1ick: no. 

Display characteristics 
Tilt and/or swivel: tilt , swivel. 
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Data General 210/211 Terminal Emulation 

Standardize your Company's PC Communications inexp'ensively using 
the PereLine Data Communications Package for MS/ DOS 2_0 or later! 
PereLine is more than just a terminal emulation and file transfer 
program -- Its a ... 

COMMUNICATI O N PRODUCTIVITY TOOL 

• User customized menus 
• Converse with 2 separate 

computers simultaneously 
• Learn mode builds scripts 

by copying your keystrokes 
so you can replay them 
whenever you want 

• TerminaL emulations 
DG 210/2111 ANSI/VT1001 
VT52/IBM3101/VIDTEX 

• Error free file transfers 
XMODEM/YMODEMI 
Kermit/TELIN KICapture 

Tenns 
PersonaVCompany Checks, 
Cashiers Check/Money Order 
Add $3.00 shipping/handling 
CA residents add 7% sales tax 
VISA/MasterCard accepted 

• Command recall that remembers 
your last 25 commands_ 

• Remote operaticn 
• Unattended operation 
• Automated Logons 
• Printer pass through support 
• Keyboard lockout to clear screen 

and stop access by snoopers 
when you are away 

• Automate CEO file transfers 
• FLexible Script Language 
• Auto dialing directory 
• 250+ page user guide 

Make Checks Payable To: 

Peregrine Data Systems, Inc. 
5365 Baron Drive 
San Jose, CA 95124 
(408) 356-6105 

Note: PereLine works great on the new IBM PS/2 Systems 
(3 112 inch format diskettes available) 

Circle 44 on reader ervice card . 
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Screen size: 14 inches. 
Lines and columns displayed: 80 x 25. 
Screen phosphor: green. 
Screen refresh rate: 50, 60 Hz. 
Character sets provided: ASCII. 
Smooth scrolling: yes. 
Controls for cursor characteristics and 
screen brightness: yes. 
Screen saver: yes . 
Character attributes supported: blank, 
blink, high/low intensity, reverse, 
underline. 

Keyboard features 
Dimensions and layout: 17.8 inches x 
7.6 inches x 1.7 inches, typewriter 
layout. 
Function keys: 11 keys, 22 program
mable functions . 
Numeric keypad: yes. 
Controls for bell tone and keyclick: 
yes. 
Function indicators: caps lock LED. 

Communication features 
Interface types: EIA, RS·232 STD, RS422, 20 
rnA current loop OPT. 
Baud rates: 50- 19,200 bps. 
Data format: 7, 8 bit; odd, even, space, 
mark, or no parity; one or two stop 
bits. 

Auxiliary ports: RS-232 printer port. 
Self test: ye . 

Other outstanding features: includes 
D400-compatible editing and protected 
field capabilities. Emulates Hazeltine 
1500, Televideo 925, ADM 3A. !l 

Liberty Electronics 
Model name/number: FONE 
ANSI 

Contact: Donna Russell; 332 Harbor 
Way, San Francisco, California 94080; 
415/742-7040. 
DG terminals emulated: D210, 211. 

Display characteristics 
Tilt and/or swivel: both, full. 
Screen size: 14 inches. 
Lines and columns displayed: 80 and 
132 columns; 24 lines. 
Screen phosphor: amber. 
Screen refresh rate: 60 Hz. 
Smooth scrolling: yes (four rates). 
Controls for cursor characteristics and 
screen brightness: yes. 
Screen saver: yes, selectable delays of 
5, 10, and 15 minutes. 
Character attributes supported: blink, 

Focus ON: TERMINALS 

bold, hidden, normal, rever e, under
line (and combinations). 
Character font(s) : Spani h, Swedi h, 
Swiss (French), Swiss (German), U.K. 
Other: Canadian French, Danish, 
Dutch, Finnish, Flemish, French! 
Belgian, German, Italian, Norwegian. 

Keyboard features 
Dimensions and layout: D210/211- 44 
mm x 519 mm x 196 mm. VT22o-32 
mm x 476 mm x 178 mm. 
Function keys: 20. 
Numeric keypad: yes. 
Controls for bell tone and keyclick: 
yes. 
Function indicators: caps lock. 

Communication features 
Interface types: R5-23214221423, 20 rnA 
current loop optional. 
Baud rates: 50- 38,400 bps. 
Data format: 7, 8 bits; parity, odd, 
even, none, mark, space. 
Auxiliary ports: one serial. 
Self test: three (keyboard, lOgic, visual). 

Other 
Price: $499. 
Discounts available: 
volume. 

distributor, OEM, 
!l 

A Perfect Combination 
Now get both DEC VAX and DG MV system 
compatibility in one terminal. 

The P411 offers the versatility of dual compatibility with 
complete VT100 and DG411 capabilities in one terminal. 

• DG410/411 . 
• DEC VT100IVT52 
• "Hot Key" lets you 

switch between 
your DG system 
and your DEC 
system. 

• Hazeltine 1500 
compatibility. 

• 14" screen & 
36 programmable 
function keys. 

• Custom modifica
tions available. 

Focus 

Circle 45 on reader ervice card . 

NOW$67S: 
Full 2 year warranty. 
Immediate delivery. 

To order, or for more information calf : 

(415) 656·8383 or calf tolf free 

1·800·624·6422 
in California 
1·800·472·2900. 
Perfect Terminal Inc., 
42307 Osgood Rd., 
Fremont, CA 94538. 

·Speclaf pnce exptres . 
Offer IS hmlted to one,order 
of one terminal per company. 
dlr8C1 from the factory. All 
orders C.O.D. 

DEC. VAX. 
VT100 and VT52 are trade 

marl<s of Dog<tal Equopment Corp. 
OG MV.0G410 and 00411 are Irade
marl<s of Data Gene<at Corp. 
Hazeliine is a lrademark of Hazellllle 
Corp. 
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Perfect Terminal 
Model name/number: P210 

Contact: Ken Betuel; 42307 Osgood 
Road, Fremont, California 94538; 
415/656-8383. 
DG terminals emulated: D21O, 211, 214, 
215. 

Display characteristics 
Tilt and/or swivel: yes. 
Screen size: 14 inches. 
Lines and columns displayed: 25 x 80, 
25 x 132. 
Screen phosphor: amber, green. 
Screen refresh rate: 50, 60 Hz. 
Character sets provided: graphic char
acter set standard 128 displayable ASCII 
upper/lowercase descenders. 
Smooth scrolling: yes. 
Controls for cursor characteristics 
and screen brightness: software or 
keyboard . 
Screen saver: yes. 
Character attributes supported: blank, 
blink, reverse video, underline (and 
combinations). 
Character font(s): 7 x 13 dot matrix, 
10 x 14 field . 

Keyboard features 
Dimensions and layout: 194 mm, 473 
mm; 7314, 181h. 
Function keys: 15 shiftable to 38, all 
programmable. 
Numeric keypad: yes. 
Controls for bell tone and keyclick: 
software or keyboard . 
Function indicators: on screen. 

Communication features 
Interface types: EIA, 20 rnA, RS-232. 
Baud rates: 50- 38,400 bps. 
Data format: 7, 8 bit. 
Auxiliary ports: printer port standard 
or two host ports. 
Self test: yes. 

Other 
Price: $649. 
Discounts available: depending on 
quantity. 
Service available: two-year warranty 
on parts and labor. 
Other outstanding features: The P210 
emulate both Data General 215, DEC 
VT100, and Hazeltine 1500. Terminal 
comes standard with two-year warranty. 

Model name/number: P411 
DG terminals emulated: D410, 41l. 

Display characteristics 
Tilt and/or swivel: ye . 
Screen size: 14 inches. 
Lines and columns displayed: 25 x 80; 
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25, 132, 208 columns. 
Screen phosphor: amber, green. 
Screen refresh rate: 50, 60 Hz. 
Character sets provided: Graphic char
acter set 128 displayable ASCII upper/ 
lowercase descender. 
Smooth scrolling: yes. 
Controls for cursor characteristics 

and screen brightness: software or 
keyboard. 
Screen saver: yes. 
Character attributes supported: blank, 
blink, reverse, underline (and 
combinations). 
Character font(s): 7 x 13 dot matrix, 
10 x 14 field. 

February 1988 



Don't let your great ideas be left behind! 

Deadline: February 26 
The deadline is fast approaching for your application to speak: or exhibit at NADGUG's 1988 
annual conference. Our theme in 1988 is "Where Great Ideas Begin", taking its initiative from 
Philadelphia, the birthplace of great ideas like independence, electricity, and the Stars'n Stripes. 
"Where Great Ideas Begin" is your chance to share information or display products to the largest 
gathering of Data General users in the world. 

Presenters! 
If you've got great ideas, information or practical knowledge to share with others, plan to present 
a paper. We're calling for papers targeted for Technical, Management, and End-User audiences. 
Be sure to send in your completed application by the deadline date. 

Exhibitors! 
Conference '88 is your chance to demonstrate your company's products or services. Exhibit 

space is limited, so please get your completed information in as soon as possible. 

Application forms were mailed out in December. In case you misplaced yours, call the 
NADGUG staff at 617/898-4067. 

Philadelphia August 29 - September 1, 1988 
Wyndham Franklin Plaza Hotel 





Keyboard features 
Dimensions and layout: 194 mm, 473 
mm; 73/4, 18'/2. 
Function keys: 15 shiftable to 38, all 
programmable. 
Numeric keypad: yes . 
Controls for bell tone and keyc1ick: 
software or keyboard. 

Fo(us ON: TERMINALS 

Function indicators: on creen. Other 
Communication features Price: $795. 
Interface types: EIA, 20 rnA, RS-422. Discounts available: depending on 
Baud rates: 50- 38,400 bps. quantity. 
Data format: 7, 8 bit. Service available: two-year warranty. 
Auxiliary ports: printer port standard Other outstanding features: The P411 
or two host ports. emulates Data General 410/411 , DEC 
Self test: yes. VT100, and Hazeltine 1500. Terminal can 

____________________________________ -, be connected to both your DC and DEC 

computers simultaneously. Terminal 
comes standard with two-year warranty. 

Model name/number: P461 
DG terminals emulated: D461. 

Display characteristics 
Tilt and/or swivel: yes . 
Screen size: 14 inches. 
Lines and columns displayed: 25 x 80, 
25 x 132; 208 columns. 
Screen phosphor: amber, green. 
Screen refresh rate: 50, 60 Hz. 
Character sets provided: graphic char
acter set. 
Smooth scrolling: yes. 
Controls for cursor characteristics 
and screen brightness: software or 
keyboard. 
Character attributes supported: blank, 
blink, reverse, underline (and 
combinations) . 
Character font(s): 7 x 13 dot matrix, 
10 x 14 field. 

Keyboard features 
Dimensions and layout: 194 mm, 473 
mm; 73/4, 18'12. 
Function keys: 15 shiftable to 38, all 
programmable. 
Numeric keypad: yes. 
Controls for bell tone and keyc1ick: 
software or keyboard. 
Function indicators: on screen. 

Communication features 
Interface types: EIA, 20 rnA, RS-422. 
Baud rates: 50- 38,400 bps. 
Data format: 7, 8 bit. 
Auxiliary ports: printer port standard 
or two host ports. 
Self test: yes. 

Other 
Price: $1 ,195. 
Discounts available: depending on 
quantity. 
Service available: two-year warranty 
on parts and labor. 
Other outstanding features: The P461 
emulates Data General 461, DEC VT220, 
and Hazeltine 1500. Terminal can be 
connected to host computers simulta
neously. Terminal has full two-y ar 
warranty. t. 
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WITH US 
SERVICE IS A TRADITION 

... NOT A LEGEND. 

serV1ce, sales, leasing & recovery 
facilities for all ~.DataGeneral users. 

Call NPA Systems today to receive traditional service for all your Data 
General needs. We have three convenient locations throughout the United States. 
Find us centrally located at 10395 Brockwood Rd., Dallas, TX, 214-349-1692, our 
West Coast facility is located at 2323 Fourth St. Berkeley, CA, 415-848-9835, and 
on the East Coast we are at 761 Coates Avenue., Holbrook, NY, 516-467-2500. 

516-467-5609 in NEW YORK, 

Telex #510·222·0882 

FAX UMBERS 

214-349-2577 in TEXAS, 415-845-1665 in CALIFOR IA 

Each Office Separately Owned and Operated. 

Circle 43 on reader ervice card. 



Focus ON: DATA BASE MANAGEMENT 

THE DATA BASE CHALLENGE 
Comparing the 
features of three 
more products 

Note: Three vendors of software tools for 
data base management were not included in 
the "Data Base Challenge" feature sum
man; that appeared in the November 1987 
issue. This month, Focus is updating the 
list to include products marketed by 
Datalynx, Maxon Computer Systems, and 
Williams Automated Management Services. 
As with the products listed in November, 
the information supplied here was summa
rized from responses supplied by the ven
dors to a questionnaire developed with help 
from a number of specialists in data base 
management . 

INFO-LYNX 
Datalynx, Inc. , 6659 Convoy Court, San 

Diego, California 92111; 619/560-8112 . 
Contact: Peter Walsall . 
Data base management 

INFO-LY X is a replacement product 
for Data General's I FOS II . It features 
improved throughput, enhanced data 
integrity, and a number of new func
tions that make it a powerful general
purpose data base system. 

I FO-LY X is a data base manager that 
can function as the core of a complete 
fourth-generation language system. 
There exist a number of 4GL products 
that use INFOS II as the core to the sys
tem. These products can all use I FO

LY x without any other modifications 
necessary. 

Physical data structures. Multilevel 
DBAM using B-trees. Automatic disk 
space management is provided. Selec
tive data record compression capabili
ties are provided. Record indexing 
mechanisms used are linked sub
indexes and inverted keys. 

Logical data structures are 
hierarchical. 

Multivolume data bases are 
supported . 

Data base reorganization is not 
necessary. 

Distributed data base capabilites use 
DG remote I FOS agent. 

Integrity and error processing. 
Global server monitors all open files 
and fixes them on abnormal 
terminations. 

Backup and restore procedures. 

Focus 

Backup/restore on entire file, transac
tion roll forward from transaction log 
file . The data base must be closed while 
backing up. 

Transaction processing recovery pro
cess used is transaction grouping, log 
to file, recover from log file. 

Host language interfaces. C, COBOL, 

DGIL, MUMPS, PU1 , Fortran IV, Fortran 77. 
Data import and export facilities. 

Provides for ASCIUEBCDIC conversion. 
Interfaces to Present, Sort, CEO, TPMS. 

Data base access control. Access con
trolled into subindexes. Separate con
trols for read, write, rewrite, delete. 
Report generator 

General features. Uses Data General 
I FOS report writer. 
System considerations 

Memory recommendation. The mini
mum memory recommended is 4 MB. 

The code for each module is shared. 
Central system overhead required 

for supporting processes is 100 KB per 
user minimum. 

Independent application bench
marks are available. 

Price. Class B- $2,200; class C
$3,000, class 0 - $4,000, class E
$6,000, class F- $9,300, class G
$12,900. Consulting services cost $60 
per hour. Cost of documentation is in
cluded with license. OngOing, yearly 
maintenance costs: class B- $350, class 
C- $400, class 0 - $475, class E- $550, 
class F- $800, class G- $950. Educa
tional, government, and quantity dis
counts available. t:. 

Forth Writer 
Maxon Computer Systems Inc., 575 

Madison Avenue, Suite 1006, New York, 
New York 10022; 212/227-1922. Contact: 
Frank Strickland. 
Data base management 

Data dictionary. All subsystems use 
an automatic interface to a common 
data dictionary managed by a central 
data base administrator. The data dic
tionary provides user security autho
rization, defines relations for inquiry 
and reporting, produces reference lists 
or "where used" listings, and provides 
the following defaults: screen prompts, 
report headings, data entry validation, 
and edit mask. 

Data types supported. Strings/char
acter, numeridinteger, dates, money. 

File/record restrictions. No restric-

tions on maximum number of files, 
maximum records per file, or maximum 
fields per record. Maximum number of 
files open Simultaneously is 13. 

Physical data structures supported. 
Hashing, inverted list, imbedded/exter
nal pointers, indexed sequential, and 
B-tree are all valid Business BASIC file 
structures. Disk space management is 
accomplished with all AOSIVS utilities . 
Data compression capabilities allow 
strings to be crammed by 50 percent. 

Simultaneous read/write access is 
provided at the record locking level. 

Multivolume data bases are 
supported. 

Data base reorganization is not 
required. 

Distributed data base capabilities. 
Files through Xodiac can be accessed 
subject to Xodiac restrictions. 

Backup and restore procedures are 
standard DG utilities. The data base 
must be closed while backing up data . 

Transaction processing recovery pro
cess. None. 

Host language interfaces. Business 
BASIC. 

Data import and export facilities. 
Provides for ASCIUEBCDIC conversion. 
Interfaces to WordPerfect, 20/20, Lotus 
1-2-3, dBase. 

Data base access control. Field-level 
access can be selectively granted and 
denied . 
4GL programming capabilities 

General features. Execute, functions 
(internal and external). Forth Writer is 
non-procedural. 

Character and string handling. Con
catenate, substring, trim, upperllower
case, string functions for parsing. 

Numeric capabilities. Automatic 
rounding, with money handled with 
proper precision and rounding; date 
arithmetic; a variety of formats for 
time. Numeric functions include ABS, 

SA , I T, SQR, A D, OR, MI , MAX, and, 
SHFT. 

Code produced. Optimized P-code. 
Interactive debugging capabilities 

provided. 
Spawn to subprocess is supported. 

Interactive query facilities. Full screen 
edit, fill-in-the-blanks operation. 
Interactive update facilities. Full 
screen orientation; capabilities include 
add with prompts, delete/confirm, 
change with prompts. 
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Screen design and management 
Terminal types supported. Utilizes 

DXXX terminal capabilites. Supports 
VT100, HP, and other A II table-driven 
terminal file . 

Maximum size field that can be dis
played is 60 characters. 

Standard screen generated with de
fault prompts and validation criteria 
u lied from the data dictionary. 

Report generator 
General features . Page headings, au

tomatic subtotals, default column posi
tioning, default heading from data 
dictionary. 

Standard form letter and mailing la
bel reports are available. Reports can 
be designed with a "paint" interface. 
Additional development tools. Data 
communications facilities, system and 

EAGLE Software, Inc. 
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p.o. Box 16 / 169 E. Cloud 
Salina, Kansas 67402-0016 

(913) 823-7257 

Circle 23 on reader ervice card. 

SOFTWARE. INC. 

data base design tools . 
System considerations 

Memory recommendations. Mini
mum memory recommendation i 16 
shared pages plus 16 unshared pages 
per user. The code is shared, optimized 
P-code for each module. 

Price. Runtime license is $6,000. 
Training is $500 per day. Consulting 
services are $90 per hour. Cost of docu
mentation is included . Ongoing, yearly 
maintenance is 1 percent per month . 6. 

Data Management 
and Control System 

Williallls Automated Management Ser
vices, Inc. (WAMS), 13570 Larwin Circle, 
Sante Fe Spril/gs, California 90230; 
213/921-3334 or 714/994-2811. COl/tact: 
Alan Corcoran. 
Data base management 

Data dictionary. All ubsystem u e 
an automatic interface to a common 
data dictionary managed by a central 
data base administrator. The data dic
tionary provides user security autho
rization, defines relations for inquiry 
and reporting, and produces reference 
lists or "where used" listings. It in
cludes the following defaults: screen 
prompts, report headings, data entry 
va lidation, and edit mask. 

Data types supported. Strings/char
acter, numeridinteger, dates, money, 
Boolean, repeating, text, calculation, 
other DB reference. 

File/record restrictions. Maximum 
number of fi les is 255. Maximum num
ber of records per file is 100 million. 
Maximum number of fields per record 
is 256-64 data, 128 relational or 
pseudo-fields, 64 constant fields. Maxi
mum number of files open simultane
ously is 16. 

Physical data structures. Supports 
B-tree. Disk space management tools 
provided include index element size, 
variable-length records, and variable
length indexes. Data compression capa
bilities include index compression and 
data base structure compression. 
Record indexing mechanisms are a 
modified B-tree that includes record 
count function . 

Simultaneous read/write access is 
provided with automatic locking at the 
record level. 

Data base reorganization. Indexed 
field change type from date to charac
ter. Rebuild command automatically re
builds data base in batch stream. 

Distributed data base capabilities. 
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Export and import facility for data 
tran fer. 

Logical data structures are relational 
with inner and outer join. 

Integrity and error processing. File 
check command checks for file 
integrity. 

Backup and restore procedures. AOSI 
Vs backup, data base SAVE command 
creates flat file of data. Data base must 
b closed while backing up. 

Transaction processing recovery pro
cess. Transaction logging (before and 
after image) . 

Host language interfaces. Fortran 77, 
PL!. 

Data import and export facilities . 
Univer al export and import with 
ingle fi le tructure. Can import both 

fixed- and variable-length data. 
Data base access control. Access to 

menu, field level, file, and field value 
can be selectively granted and denied. 

4GL programming capabilities 
General features. If, then, else with 

nesting. 
Character and string handling. Con

catenate, substring, upperllowercase. 
Numeric capabilities. Automatic 

rounding, with money handled with 
proper preci ion and rounding; date 
arithmetic; divide, average, minimum, 
maximum, absolute value, count, sum. 

Spawn to subprocess is supported . 
Interactive query facilities. Supports 
query by example, multi-set query with 
and/or capability, pre-analyzation of 
query avai lable. 
Interactive update facilities. Full 
cr en orientation; capabilities include 

add with prompts, delete/confirm, 
change with prompts. 
Screen design and management 

Terminal types supported. Utilizes 
DXXX terminal capabilities and supports 
0210, D214, D411, D460, DEC VT52, and 
dumb terminal mode. 

Multiple records displayed. Maxi
mum size field that can be displayed is 
1,000 characters. 

Screen "painter" included. Default 
prompts and validation criteria sup
plied from the data dictionary. Code is 
available for customization. 
Report generator 

General features. Page headings, au
tomatic subtotals, subheadings, foot
note, d fault column positioning, de
fau lt heading from data dictionary. 

Standard mailing label reports 
available . 

Automatic setting for page numbers, 
etc. can be suppressed or overridden. 
Additional development tools. Appli-
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server process must be running. cation generator, system and data 
base design tools, preprogrammed 
application . 
System considerations 

Memory recommendation. The mini
mum memory recommended for run
ning on a Data General system under 
AOSN S is 2 MB. Code for each module is 
shared . 

Central system overhead. Central file 

Price. MV/2000-$15,000, Mvn BOO
$30,000, MV/15000- $50,OOO, MVI20000-
$60,000. Training is $600 per day. 
Documentation is included, with addi
tional copies for $250. Ongoing, yearly 
maintenance is 1 percent per month. 
Lease rates and quantity discounts are 
available . Discounts available for gov
ernment or educational institutions. t:. 

,--", ,'\' , 
1..1..'1.."" 
"'\' L'O' 1..1" , ILl, 

Your boss counts on you for timely, accurate, concise financial information . 
How can you make sure you don't let him down? 

There are lots of accounting packages out there, and it's not easy to decide 
which is best for your organization. 

We think you ought to spend as much time evaluating the vendor as you do 
the software. Think of it this way. You'll be using the software for years to 
come, and it will soon become a part of your organization's procedures. You 
need to be sure your accounting software can grow and change along with 
your organization. And you need to know you can count on the vendor for 
professional support when you need it. 

That's where HBI shines. We've been in business since 1979, selling direct to 
our customers as a matter of policy. That way, if you need help you can talk 
directly with one of the developers- no finger-pointing, no double-talk, and 
no unpleasant surprises. 

And if you need to modify the software, we make it easy. You get the 
COBOL source code when you buy from us- no extra charge. 

That's just part of the HBI story. The HBI Financial Package adds up to an 
exceptional value : attractive pricing, standard features that aren't available 
from others- and service you can count on . 

We Help Your Computer Help Your Business 

H81 
Business Systems 

301/869-2355 
13 East Deer Park Drive, Suite H, Gaithersburg, MD 20877 
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HUMOR ME! 
Swap meets and 
wish lists provide 
productive recreation 

I started this column one Sunday a 
few weeks before Christmas after 
spending part of the afternoon at a 
motorcycle swap meet. You should be 
reading this sometime in late January 
or early February-long after the magic 
of Christmas has been driven from 
your heart by the 'shrieking kids on 
Christmas morning, the well-deserved 
hangover on New Year's day, or the 
freshly arrived credit card bills showing 
December's excesses. Bear with me; the 
reality of it all hasn't set in on me yet. 

The ostensible objective of going to 
the swap meet was to buy some 
presents, but all I got were a bunch of 
doodads for myself and some friends. 
What I really wanted was a new scarf 
(mine got left behind in some bar last 
winter) and a shiny new Harley
Davidson belt buckle to replace the old 
one that failed from excessive strain. 
Instead, I ended up with a nifty Coca
Cola belt buckle; a colorful "California" 
b It buckle for a biker friend who's 
freezing his bippy off back in Perry, 
Ohio, while trying to get an operating 
license for some nuke power plant; 
and a bunch of bumper stickers that 
say simply "Like my driving? Call 
1-800-EAT-S .. ·." This is the first time I can 
remember that I've put a bumper 
sticker on my car. Who says you can't 
teach an old dog new tricks? 

Anyway, after the drudgery of 
Christmas shopping, I thought I'd get a 
head start on next year's letter to Santa 
Claus. I saw a similar column last week 
in Data Base Monthly's December issue, 
but I figure that by now you've all for
gotten it. And my Christmas wish list 
i more interesting anyway .... 

:WISILI 
The top item on my Christmas list is 

fairly simple: I'd like AOSINSI to mea
sure system call time rather than esti
mate it. ot a very flashy request. I 
covered this problem in more detail in 
my May 1986 column, but the gist of it 
i that both AOS and AOSNS use some 
pretty stale and non-cpu-speed-
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I wish that 
disk file types 

and record forlllats 
would either disappear 

or get used properly 

dependent values to charge users for 
system calls. As a result, certain pro
cesses that are CPU hogs due to a high 
level of system caU activity don't get 
their priority lowered the way they 
should, and in the process, they be
come disruptive to other (presumably 
more well behaved) interactive pro
cesses. To add insult to injury, this 
problem also plays havoc with charge
back products like OMS's Resource Ac
counting System. Users who spend 
most of their time doing computational 
work get overcharged compared to 
users who spend most of their time 
doing system calls. 

If you want to see this problem in ac
tion, try running this simple assembly 
program: 

TEST: 

.TITLE 

.NREL 
?MEM 
JMP 
JMP 

.END 

DISRUPT 
1 

TEST 

TEST 

and link it as follows: 

AOS: 

AOSNS: 

XEQ MASM TEST 
XEQ LINK TEST 
XEQ MASM16 TEST 
XEQ LlNKlSYS= VS16 TEST 

ow run the program at one termi
nal (XEQ TEST) while running PEO at an
other terminal. TEST.PR is eating the 
entire CPu, but AOS[NSI is charging 

the process substantially less than 100 
percent. 

:WIS~ 
Those of us who spend more time 

trying to do performance analysis and 
capacity planning than we spend pro
ducing resource usage invoices from 
the SYSLOG file would sure appreciate 
some help. Specifically, I'd give my 
new Coke belt buckle for a ?RSTAT (Re
source STATiStics) system call to provide 
the following information: 
• CPU time consumed, by ring (3 to 7) 
• CPU time consumed performing 

system calls 
• average unique shared page-secs 
• average unshared page-secs 
• calls to the AGENT, by ring (4 to 7) 
• calls to ring 0, by ring (3 to 7) 
• character I/O read requests 
• character I/O characters read 
• character I/O write requests 
• character I/O characters written 
• character I/O control requests 
• network requests and counts 
• read accesses per disk and tape unit 
• write accesses per disk and tape unit 
• blocks read per disk and tape unit 
• blocks written per disk and tape unit 
• physical page faults 
• logical page faults 
• physical shared page 110 reads by 

disk unit 
• logical shared page 110 reads 
• system cache misses by disk unit 
• system cache hits 

Of course, I'd also need the capa
bility of including this information in 
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For · e relief of 
disk p headaches, 
just press Here. 

MEGATAPE CORPORATION 1041 Hamilton Road, Duarte, CA 91010-0317 
(818) 357-99211TELEX 510 600 7131 

© 198' Meg.Tape Corp Circle 41 on reader ervice card . 

Only MegaTape makes disk backup 
totally painless, with up to 630 MB per 
cartridge (formatted). Enough to hold 
the entire contents of any popular 
disk drive. 

Think what that means: 0 media 
changes. No waiting. Just pop in a 
cartridge, fire up your regular backup 
utility-and go home. 

MegaTape has already cured backup 
headaches at thousands of sites. And 
we're developing even higher capacity 
for the future. So no matter how 
big your disks get, your backup job 
doesn't have to get any bigger. Just 
push the button and go home. 

Try MegaTape once. You'll agree 
that anything else is just a big pain. 

Ami/able ill/able/op. 
racl/moull/. alld 
"ba/fll'idl!' cOllfigura/iolls 

"egaTape 
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At Interface Electronics, we believe truly emulating hardware should run any diagnostic that 
D.G. hardware runs and should, if at all possible, be pin-to-pin compatible for sparing purposes. 

In keeping with our philosophy, Interface Electronics offers 
to every MV/Eclipse user a truly emulating lAC device 
that can offer you lAC features and benefits, for con
siderable cost savings to both OEM's and end 
users alike. 

To succeed, we had to do more than 
Data General for less. We hope 
you'll agree, we have succeeded 
with our SLIM (Sixteen Line 
Intelligent Multiplexer) device. 

Extended warranties, improved relia
bility, full compatibility, and a cost savings all 
contributed to the hundreds of SLIMs already 
installed in the field today. Call us for more details. 

Contact these distributors for possible free installation 
and immediate availability 
In East: Hanson Data Systems (617) 481-3901 
In Central: Choice-Tech Inc. (612) 521-4366 
In West: Interscience Computer Service (818) 707-2000 
In Europe: Dataproduce (U.K.) 44442827015 
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SYSLOG (with a switch per category to 
be enabled, instead of en masse!) . I 
don't picture logging this information 
all the time, but it sure would be useful 
on performance investigation days. 

The real objective is to obtain the re
source cost of a process. Without this 
information, estimating the impact of 
additional users or hardware upgrades 
is almost impossible. The only way this 
information can be obtained now is by 
testing single programs in controlled 
environments (i .e ., idle systems) and 
then attempting to adjust for the effects 
of the real world (i.e., 10 :45 a.m. on 
the last day of the month). 

:WISK.3 
For reasons I can' t figure, AOS(NSI 

supports the same number of internal 
stacks (which govern the maximum 
number of parallel system calls) and 
the same maximum number of cache 
buffers, regardless of processor speed . 
This is in spite of the fact that the pub
lished maximum number of users for 
each system covers a wide range. No
body in their right mind would doubt 
that each additional user must con
sume some average fraction of these 
fixed resources. 

Am I asking for more SYSGE NSGE 
questions? Definitely not! In fact, there 
are a few too many questions already. 
No, what I'd like is for SYSGE NSGE to 
select (in the case of stacks) or allow (in 
the case of cache size) a larger number 
of cache buffers . 

:WISHA 
I wish AOS(NSI software producers 

would ship their software to me in a 
more usable form . My two main gripes 
are the poor ACLS and the lack of direc
tory structure. 

Seems like everybody who ships soft
ware sets the ACLs to + ,RE instead of 
+, RE for DIRs and cpos, +,E for .PR files, 
and +,R for everything else. Then I don't 
have to worry about people dialing into 
my system and making off with copies 
of my compilers and utilities . 

Also, who doesn't load a new rev of 
the COBOL compiler into :COB0L3.20 or 
:UTIL:COB0L3.20 or :COMPILERS:COB0L3.20 
or some such? Why isn't the compiler 
shipped to me as a dump of COB0L3.20:# 
to save me the trouble? One of the 
down sides of having all the compiler 
people assume that their products can 
live in :UTIL is that :UTIL quickly gets 
overcrowded (read slow), and copies of 
obsolete files accumulate with each 
new revision . 

Focus 

Do not 
depend on 
the help 
files as 

substitutes 
for the 

manuals 

:WISlL5 
I wish that disk file types and record 

formats would either disappear or get 
used properly (preferably the latter) . 
I'm tired of commands like CREATE and 
QBATCHlQOUT= and WRITElL= and MOVE 1 

TO LAST ONTO FOO in SED creating UDF 
files with a record format that is DY 

:WISH..6 
I wish that the path through the 

AGE T for buffered disk 110 would get 
sped up substantially. 

Originally, the intention was to have 
the AGENT buffer disk 1/0, because the 
user program couldn't be depended on 
to do it. Ostensibly, this would save 
system calls and precious system CPU 
time, and avoid unnecessary disk ac
tivity- which in turn would yield 
system-wide benefits by making the 
system more immune to poorly written 
user programs. However, this scheme 
only works if the CPU cost of AGE T 
buffering is somewhere in the same 
ballpark as if the user did it. Well, it's 
nowhere near that right now. On an 
MV/4000, it costs a minimum of 1.2 ms 
per call to do buffered 110 (that's for a 
one-byte write) . Assuming an average 
of 1 microsecond per instruction (pes
simistically), that amounts to at least 
1,200 instructions to store a single byte 
in a buffer located according to a chan
nel number. A user program might 
conceivably be able to do the same 
thing in fewer than 100 instructions, or 
about 12 times faster. So what are the 
other 1,100 instructions doing? 

SYSTEM MANAGER'S LOG 

The average COBOL program that pro
duces a print file as output would be 
Significantly affected by speeding up 
the AGENT 110 path. COBOL is quite 
fond of doing WRITE statements as two 
I/OS: the data item and then a (CR}(LF) 
separately. 

:WISH..7 
When I was a kid, I always added 

one "ringer" to my letter to Santa 
Claus-something that I didn't have a 
snowball's chance in hell of getting, but 
you never know . . .. 

This year's ringer is my wish that DG 
would reconsider its decision to be
come a total high-level language shop. 

I have no quarrel with writing the 
bulk of the system software in a high
level language, but I have a hard time 
accepting the fact that core routines, 
which are executed more times than 
there are grains of sand at the sea
shore, can be written in anything but 
assembly language. I keep remember
ing Hewlett-Packard's ill-fated foray 
into implementing the MPElJOOO operat
ing system using their SPL (system pro
gramming language). For those of you 
who weren't around at the time (early 
1970s), the initial release was so slow 
that HP had to replace all the 3000s they 
had shipped with earlier model 2100s 
until they could recode the operating 
system in assembly. It took more than 
a year. 

But what about Unix? Isn't it coded 
in a high-level language? Well, yes it is, 
except for critical core routines. Also, 
the people who originally implemented 
it had the advantage that C is nothing 
more than a thinly veiled macro as
sembler for the PDP-ll. Implementations 
on other CPUs have suffered somewhat 
due to this fact, some worse than others 
(e.g., DC'S suffers from the lack of lots of 
registers and post/pre-increment/decre
ment facilities, Motorola 68XXX imple
mentations fare better) . 

Even coding core routines in assem
bly with the rest of the system in a 
high-level language can have its prob
lems if special care is not taken. High
level languages tend to hide the cost of 
a particular syntax from the coder, and 
often, the source code implementation 
that is most straightforward or easiest 
to maintain has the poorest perfor
mance. Take some of the most common 
C subroutines as examples. There is 
a fairly standard family of character 
categorization routines used by most C 
programmers. They have names like 
ISASCII, ISCNTRL, ISALPHA, ISDIGIT, and 
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ISSPACE. Let's use ISDICIT as an example: 

I' 
" return 'true' if c is a decimal digit 
' I 
isdigit(c) int c; { 
return (c<='g' && c>='O'); 
} 

This routine returns either a or 1 
depending on whether the argument 
character was a digit or not. The DC C 
compiler produced the following code 
for this routine: 

Words isdigit: 
2 WSAVR 0 
2 XWLDA 0,-14,3 
2 WSlEI 71 ,0 
1 WBR .+11 
2 XWLDA 0,-1 4,3 
2 WSGTI 57,0 
1 WBR .+4 
2 NLDAI 1,1 

WBR .+2 
1 WSUB 1,1 
2 XWSTA 1,-10,3 
1 WRTN 

19 words 

The code generated in the calling 
program looks like this: 

Words 
2 XWlDA 0,-14,3 
1 WLDB 0,0 
1 WPSH 0,0 
4 LCALl isdigit,0,1 
1 WSNE 0,0 

WBR notadigit 

10 words 

The most common code u ed by an 
a embly programmer to accomplish 
the ame function would be in-line code 
(no function call!) that looks like this: 

Words 
2 XWlDA 0,C,3 

WlDB 0,0 
ClM 0,0 
.WORD 60 
.WORD 71 
WBR notadigit 

7 words 

A timing test of these two code seg
ment on an MV/4000 showed CPU times 
of 4.7 v 25.5 microseconds, or almost 
5.5 time faster. 

Now, you might say that it's unfair to 
compare in-line code against a function 
call, but every book I've ever read on 
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the C language promotes the use of 
small functions to make the mainline 
code more readable . You might say that 
its unfair to compare hand-coded as
sembly against unoptimized, compiler
generated code. But, that's exactly my 
point. Compiler writers can rarely gen
erate code as small or fast as assem
bler programmers, because they have 
to deal with worst-case or general
case conditions. And few program
mers specify IOPTIMIZE= FULL because 
of the STR history associated with 
optimization. 

The LCALL instruction generated by 
the compiler is a good example of 
general-case code generation: it allows 
the target routine to be anywhere in 
the 4 CB address space, when in fact 
the target routine is often only a frac
tion of a megabyte away. When coding 
in assembler, many of the small sup
porting routines are in the same source 
module and shorter, faster XCALL or 
XJSR instructions are typically used . 

Another bad side effect of coding 
critical regions in a high-level language 
is that histogramming of the program 
often doesn't show any unusual peaks 
that would help to identify what areas 
would benefit from recoding in assem
bler. That's because a lot of the overhead 
is involved in lengthier code sections 
and expensive overhead instructions 
like LCALL and WRT that are scat
tered throughout the program' ad
dress space. 

Lastly, one of the most common rea
sons given for coding in high-level lan
guages is that C (or PUI or what have 
you) programmers cost less and are 
easier to find . Yeah, and BBASIC pro
grammers are even cheaper and more 
plentiful, but I wouldn't hire one. 

:NEW _ YEARS-RESOLUTION 
So much for Santa Claus. Let me tell 

you about my favorite perennial ew 
Year's resolution. 

Several times a year when I'm about 
to endure YAILBAR (yet another incredi
bly long, boring airplane ride), I throw 
a DC manual in my briefcase, and I read 
it cover to cover with a pencil in my 
hand and STR forms at the ready. 

This accomplishes two things: it gen
erates some badly needed mail for the 
folks in the Technical Publications 
Group in the form of Documentation 
Remarks Forms, and it refreshes my 
memory about various options and fea
tures (some new, some old) on com
mands that I've used for years. 

Let me give you a couple of ex-

amples: I got a call from a :PERFMCR cus
tomer who said he really appreciated 
the advice in my documentation about 
the IBUFFERSIZE= switch on the CLI MOVE 

command. It sped up his nightly 
backup MOVES considerably. He called 
his local SE to tell him the good news 
and discovered that the SE didn't know 
about the switch either. 

Now, the only way this could hap
pen is if the last time you looked up 
the MOVE command in the CLI manual 
was during your first few day of ex
posure to AOSNS when you were more 
interested in simple functionality and 
less interested in cryptic switch options 
whose meaning and effect you didn't 
understand at that point anyway. A re
read of the CLI manual after you're 
more comfortable with the commands 
would have yielded this valuable nug
get pretty quickly. 

Second example: I was working on a 
user's system and typed the following 
command: 

) SORT/O INTO FOO FROM FOO 

The client looking over my shoulder 
said, "Hey! What was that?" Well, that 
was the simplest form of the SORT com
mand line that I know of. If the file 
type is TXT and the record format is D-S, 

then SORT will deduce that this must be 
a text file and sort it using a default key 
(l /LAST). How many times have you in
stead typed the following, because you 
didn't know the command line syntax? 

) SORT/C/O 
' INPUT FILE IS " FOO", 
, RECS ARE DATASENS UPTO 136 CHARS. 
'OUTPUT FilE IS " FOO". 
'KEY lILAST. 
' SORT. 
'END . 

A last note on this subject: Do not 
depend on the help files as substitutes 
for the manuals . Help files are notori
ously misleading or incomplete. Too 
bad DC didn't spend as much time 
making them accurate, useful , and 
complete instead of making them 
pretty (e.g., dim and bright) . /1 

Copyright 1987 by B.}. Illc. All rights 
reserved. B.}. is tile preside/It of B.f. IIIC., II 51111 
Francisco-based COIISII/tIllICY specill/izillg ill 
system IIl1ditillg, system mlll/(/gemellt , IIl1d 
performllllce 1Il1l1lysis. He CIIII be rellclled lit 109 
Millnll St., 511ite 215, 51111 Frallcisco, CA 94105; 
4151550-1444, telex 296544. Tile :5Y5MGR 
blllletin bollrd number is 4151391-6531 (1200 
balld) or 4151550-1454 (voice). 
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What will you 
think when you find 
you've bought 
the wrong 4GL? 

CQCS, Cybenek Software Inc:s power
ful 4GL, is the language of choice for major Data 
General users from Massachusetts to California. 
Preferred because of its unique combination of 
benefits , CQCS was designed and developed 
specifically for Data General equipment , not 
just converted ftom another environment . With 
far superior machine efficiency than other 4GLs 
available for Data General users, applications 
development in CQCS is faster and easier than 
other products . 

CQCS is what a 4GL should be. It requires 
so much less effort than the others - for example, 

a simple summary report in CQCS such as SUM 
SALES BY PRODUCT takes about ten lines of 
code in competing produces! It also runs this report 
5 times faster than the next fastest 4GL. 

If you want to get the best from your Data 
General machine, you must try CQCS. Once you've 
seen it , you'll have seen the fourth generation 
language against which all others are judged. 

Productivity with Performance 

ybercek ofrware Inc. CO 
(800)451 1544 or in oiorado(303)7453900 CS 
In Europe contact Cyberrek on + 44 992 441111 

Circle 18 on reader ervice ca rd. 



Aos [IVS) TRICKS byJohn A Grant 

LONG, WIDE LOAD 

Assembly language 
for the beginner. 
Part II of V 

Last month, I described the primary memory partitions 
used in AOS(NS) programs and presented a skeleton assembly 
language program. This month, I will talk about the basic MV 
instruction set, comparing a few Fortran statements with 
their assembly language equivalents. 

Manipulating variables and constants 
Data General's Eclipse and MV architecture provides four in

teger accumulators (registers) and four floating-point accu
mulators. Writing a program is really quite simple. AJ] you 
need to do is (1) retrieve items from memory and put them 
in the accumulators, (2) do something with them, and (3) put 
the result(s) back in memory. 

The MV instruction set is quite complex, but many of the 
instructions or instruction modes are speCialized and can be 
ignored. For the purpose of this discussion, I will ignore all 
floating-point operations. Note that the remainder of this dis
cussion refers only to AOSNS, since it uses 32-bit instructions. 

An accumulator is loaded from memory with: 

LNLDA A,memadd ;16-bit from memory 
LWLDA A,memadd ;32-bit from memory 

and an accumulator is copied back to memory with: 

LNSTA A,memadd ;16-bit to memory 
LWSTA A,memadd ;32-bit to memory 

"A" is the accumulator number (0, I, 2, or 3), and "mem
add" is the memory location. In the LDAISTA (LoaD/STore Ac
cumulator) instructions, the "L" prefix (LO G) means "a LO G 

way away," i.e., anywhere in the virtual address space. There 
are other instructions (with "X" and "E" prefixes) that can be 
used if the data is not far away, but this way you're sure, and 
it keeps the discussion simple. The "N" is for ARROW and 
means put/get only 16 bits of data to/from the memory loca
tion (Le., variables declared with .BLK 1 or constants declared 
with .WORD). Similarly, "W" means WIDE and refers to 32-bit 
values (.BLK 2 or .DWORD). 

The "memadd" argument can either be a memory location 
number (i.e ., 123456) or a symbolic name that you assign to 
that memory location. If you use a symbol, MASM and LI K 

work together to figure out the actual memory location for 
you. The following LWLDA instructions are equivalent: 
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ABC: .DWORD 162. 
LWLDA O,ABC 
LWLDA 0,12345 

(assuming that the memory address of ABC is 12345). In either 
case, accumulator 0 will contain 162 when finished. In the 
following examples, I will use ABC to represent a variable or 
constant; when you reference it with an instruction, MASM 
will substitute the actual memory address. I will use (ABC) to 
represent the value of the variable, in this case 162. The 
statement: 

ABC: .DWORD 162. 

is similar to the following Fortran statements: 

INTEGEW4 ABC 
ABC= 162 

Since character constants and variables can't fit into accu
mulators (unless they are one to four characters in length), 
they are manipulated indirectly by their byte address, i.e ., 
many of the character operations require that the accumu
lator(s) be loaded with the byte address of the string: 

LLEFB A,ABC*2 ;byte address of ABC 

and sometimes you may need to use the word address: 

LLEF A,ABC ;word address of ABC 

Assuming that accumulator "A" contains the byte address 
of a character in memory, you can retrieve that character into 
accumulator "B" with: 

WLDB A,B ; get byte and put in B 

and put it back with: 

WSTB A,B ;put byte in B in memory 

Here are the basic numeric manipulations (A and B are ac
cumulators 0, I, 2, or 3): 

WINC A,B ;increment A and put in B 
WMOV A,B ;copy A to B 
WNEG A,B ;negate A and put in B 

WSUB A,B ;B-A and put in B 
WADD A,B ;A+B and put in B 
WMUL A,B ;A*B and put in B 
WDIV A,B ;B/A and put in B 

WIOR A,B ;A OR B and put in B 
WAND A,B ;A AND B and put in B 

The instructions above assume that the operands are both 
in accumulators, but instead of storing a constant in memory 
and loading it into an accumulator first, some instructions 
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allow you to use constants directly: 

WADDI i,A ;A+ i and put in A 
WSBI i,A ;A-i and put in A 
WIORI i,A ;A OR i and put in A 
WANDI i,A ;A AND i and put in A 

and some allow you to perform operations directly between 
an accumulator and a memory location: 

LWADD A,ABC ;A+ [ABC] and put in A 
LWSUB A,ABC ;A- [ABC] and put in A 
LWMUL A,ABC ;A· [ABC] and put in A 
LWDIV A,ABC ;AJ [ABC] and put in A 

and some even allow you to bypass the accumulators entirely: 

LWADI i,ABC ;[ABC] + i and put in ABC 
LWSBI i,ABC ;[ABC]-i and put in ABC 

Examples 

Here are some examples using the constants and variables 
previously defined : 

(a) FORTRAN 
I= ISTART (16-bit) 

MASM 
LNLDA 
LNSTA 

(b) FORTRAN 
NPT= N 

MASM 
LWLDA 
LWSTA 

O,ISTART ;16-bit ISTART in acO 
0,1 ; and put it in I 

(32-bit) 

1,N 
1,NPT 

;32-bit N in ac1 
; and put in NPT 

A little more work is required to copy a string from one lo
cation in memory to another: 

(c) FORTRAN 
NAME="(Ci. CONSOLE" 

MASM 
LNLDA 
WMOV 
LLEFB 
LLEFB 
WCMV 

O,LCON ;put 16-bit length in acO 
0,1 ;make ac1 the same as acO 
2,NAME·2 ;ac2=byte address of destination 
3,CON"2 ;ac3=byte address of source 

:move '@. CONSOLE' to 'NAME' 

To get the seventh character of a string: 

(d) FORTRAN 
C= NAME(7: 7) 

MASM 
LLEFB 
WADDI 
WLDB 

Program flow 

0,NAMP2 ;get byte address of NAME 
6,0 ;add offset (6, not 7) 
0,1 ;get 7th byte of NAME into ac1 

Program flow is altered by the equivalent of GOTO statements: 

WBR XXX ;if XXX isn 't too far away 
LJMP XXX ;if XXX is a long way away 

Conditional execution require a bit more thought on the 
part of the programmer, because the logic is usually the in
ver e of high-level languages, using skip rather than GOTO. 
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WSEO A,B 
WSNE A,B 
WSlT A,B 
WSlE A,B 
WSGT A,B 
WSGE A,B 

;skip next instruction if A = B 
;skip next instruction if A ( ) B 
;skip next instruction if A { B 
;skip next instruction if A (= B 
;skip next instruction if A ) B 
;skip next instruction if A =) B 

The "gotcha" here is that MV instructions do not have the 
same length: they may be one, two, three, or four 16-bit 
words in length. The ix test and skip instructions above can 
only skip the next instruction if it is one word in length. WBR 
is a one-word instruction, and LJMP is a three-word instruc
tion. The following code fragment is OK: 

WSEO 0,1 ;acO=ac1? 
WBR OIFF ;nope 

SAME:WSUB 0,0 ;acO=O 
WBR GO ;carry on 

DIFF: WADe 0,0 ;acO=-l 
GO: etc 

If the instruction following a skip instruction is not one 
word, MASM will complain ("possible skip into instruction"): 

WSEO 0,1 ;acO=ac1? 
LJMP DIFF ;no-go a long way away 

SAME:WSUB 0,0 ;acO=O 
. .. (a lot of code) 

DIFF: 
and you will have to invert the logic and add a second tage: 

WSNE 0,1 ;acO=ac1? 
WBR SAME ;yes 
lJMP DIFF ;no-go a long way away 

SAME:WSUB 0,0 ;acO=O 

OIFF: 
Most of the remainder of the MV instruction set is out ide 

the range of this discussion. There are several distinct groups 
that I have not discussed: 

L subroutine call and return 
2. stack (push and pop) 
3. decimal (commercial) instructions 
4. floating-point instructions 
S. queue instructions 
6. device and system control instructions. 
As you write your programs or subroutines, you will have 

a requirement to manipulate some data . That i the time to 
learn new instructions. Browse through the manuals, read 
the description of the instruction, and then try it out. I find 
that the Instruction Reference Booklet (14- 702) is particularly 
handy to keep beside my terminal. 

Next month in part three of this five part series (I've added 
one since last month), I will talk about AOSINSI ystem calls. 
In part four, I will present a practical example of a small as
sembly language program that allows you to use a username 
(as opposed to the PID or con ole name) for the LI SE D com
mand. In the final article, I will talk about writing assembly 
language subroutines that can be called from high-level lan
guages. ~ 

John A. Grallt is a geophysicist with tile Geological Survey of Callada, wllere 
he lIlanages tile Exploration Geophysics Subdivisioll 's MV14000. He lIlay 
be cOlltacted at 601 Booth St ., Room 591 , Ottawa, Olltario, KIA OEB; 
6131996-2325. 
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OA TODAY by Charlene A Kjrjan 

A DATE WITH CEO 
Calendar facility can 
organize your time 
better 

Have you ever missed a meeting or 
been late for an appointment? Have 
you ever scheduled a meeting with sev
eral people but forgot to write it on 
your own calendar? You're probably 
better about this than I am, but if not, 
these suggestions may help you. 

Data General's CEO calendar can re
mind you to go to a meeting, perform a 
task, or even send a message to your 
inbox when it's posted. You can access 
the electronic calendar from the main 
menu of CEO or on the interrupt key 
(FS). The menu options allow you to 
look at your calendar on another date, 
change calendars, delete, schedule 
meetings, and insert or change entries. 

You can look at someone else's calen
dar only if that user has set in their 
personal profile that anyone can view 
their non-personal information. Like
wise, you can change an event on 
someone else's calendar only if that 
person has given you the privilege. 
This capability saves on phone calls 
or the rescheduling of meetings or 
appointments. 

When inserting information into 
your calendar, you have the options of 
setting meetings, appointments, trips, 
personal entries, or "other." The sys
tem prompts you for the date and time 
of the event, the location, the subject, 
and a description of the event. (Other 
users given access to your calendar 
only see the date, time, and location
not the subject or description.) The 
system will ask you if it is a recurring 
event. You can schedule dai1y, weekly, 
or monthly events, or at irregular inter
vals. You will be asked for the number 
of recurring events. 

The next prompt asks if you want to 
be reminded of this activity. If so, the 
system prompts you for reminder text 
and the date and time that you wish to 
be reminded. You have the option of 
repeating the reminder. This function 
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is also available through the interrupt 
key without the use of the calendar 
function. 

However, scheduling a meeting must 
be done from the calendar option of 
the main menu. The system prompts 
you with several options: schedule, 
cancel, reschedule, status, and addi
tions. If you indicated in your personal 
profile that you want to be included on 
the list of attendees, your name will ap
pear first on the attendee list. You have 
the option of adding other users for the 
scheduled meeting. You can also use a 
mailing list to send to several users at 
a time. 

When specifying the time and date 
of the meeting, your options are ASAP, 

a general range, or a specific time. The 
first two options default with the next 
day, but that can be changed. You then 
define the expected length of the meet
ing (this is where I always mess up). 
For example, if you want the meeting 
to last one hour, you must enter "1:" 
instead of "1" without the colon. A 
single digit without the colon indicates 
minutes, not hours. Many times, I've 
scheduled one minute meetings instead 
of one hour meetings! 

Next, the system prompts you for a 
conference room. If the CEO manager 
includes conference rooms among the 
resources that can be scheduled, they 
should be listed with information such 
as capacity, location, and room name. 
You enter the number of that confer
ence room and enter the information. If 
the conference room is available for 
that date and time, you are automati
cally allowed to proceed. (This resource 
is only valid if you keep all conference 
room schedules in the CEO calendar.) 
You can then execute the menu, and 
the system will prompt you with the 
time and place your meeting is sched
uled . After confirming with OK, pro
ceed with a scheduling supplement for 
the subject and description of the 
meeting. 

CEO asks if you would like confirma
tions from the attendees, if it is a recur
ring meeting, and if you would like to 
be reminded of the meeting. When the 

entry is completed, a message is sent to 
the attendees' inboxes, and an entry is 
automatically inserted on their calen
dars. The attendee has the option to 
confirm or decline the meeting. If de
clining, the attendee may reply with 
the reason. 

To check the status of the meeting, 
you choose status from the scheduling 
menu and see who has confirmed or 
declined. You can print this informa
tion on your CEO printer. 

Changing the display of your calen
dar gives you the opportunity to view 
the calendar at a glance by day, week, 
or month. The daily calendar shows 
the events planned including the sub
ject, location, time, reminders, and re
currences of the event. The weekly cal
endar lists the time and type of event 
for Sunday through Saturday of a 
specified week. The monthly calendar 
gives more limited information: charac
ter symbols for meetings, vacations, 
etc. are inserted on a particular day 
next to a dot that represents an hour of 
the day. This gives you a quick idea of 
the kind of month ahead of you. 

Unfortunately, the calendar facility is 
unable to view calendars across sys
tems. I have talked with Data General's 
development staff to see if this feature 
will be included in the future. If the 
calendar is to be used to its fullest 
extent, users must be able to view 
across systems and schedule confer
ence rooms using one resource calen
dar to eliminate double scheduling of 
resources. 

The reminder facility can also main
tain a things-to-do list. When creating 
such a list, a text entry is made of the 
item, then a priority level is assigned. 
If you want that item to be a number 
one priority, and no other item is to 
have that priority, the system lets you 
make that entry unique. While at that 
prompt, you can display the entire list 
by pressing the index key (S-F2). If no 
priority is assigned, the item will be 
added to the bottom of the list. This list 
can also be printed at your CEO printer. 

Access to the reminder facility is 
(continued on page 60) 
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DISCOVERIES by jim Sieaman 

MASTERING YOUR CONSOLE 
Your console is as 
versatile as you are 

A couple months back, I did a column on how to secure 
the all-powerful master console (April 1987). Today, I'm going 
to tell you how to turn your master console into a log-on con
sole on a standard non-SMI system. I have been told a number 
of times this is impossible, but I have done it and it works. It 
isn't as tricky as it sounds, but if you're not careful, you can 
get yourself in a little bit of trouble . 

To implement this technique, you need to add three lines 
to your UP macro. In the beginning, add CHARION/SHR before 
you start EXEC. Once EXEC is up and running, you then add 
CONTROL EXEC ENABLE @CONO. At the end of the UP macro, 
add BLOCK 2. That's it. When you get to the ENABLE statement, 
your master console screen will be cleared, and you'll get a 
log-on message. Since the UP macro is still running, any out
put from it will still be displayed on the screen, so unless you 
want to be interrupted, don't actually log on until the UP 
macro finishes . You might add WRITE UP MACRO COMPLETE be
fore you BLOCK PID 2. You now have the master console avail
able for logon under EXEC. 

What's the catch? Just that you need to be a little careful 
getting to the PID 2 CLI when it's needed, and if the UP macro 
terminates before you BLOCK PID 2, it can be very confusing. 

Let's take a look at the normal situation first. There will be 
times when you need to get to PID 2. You might need to 
change a baud rate or terminate a hung process or even bring 
the system down. (Some people shut down their system 
intentionally on occasion.) How do you do that? First, you 
log on to the master console with a username that has super
process. Turn superprocess on and enter WHO to find out 
what PID you have logged on under. Then enter the single 
command line UNBLOCK 2; BLOCK x, where x is your PID num
ber. You should now have the CLI prompt for PID 2. Type WHO 
at least twice to make sure (I'll explain why later) . Now you 
can do whatever it is you need to do with PID 2. When you're 
done, enter UNBLOCK x; BLOCK 2, and you will be back at your 
log-on PID CLI prompt. Sound easy? Well, it is . 

Here comes the hard part: you'll find yourself in a difficult 
situation if the UP macro doesn't finish or if something goes 
wrong in the blocking and unblocking needed to switch back 
and forth to PID 2. You will end up with both CLI processes 
running on the same console. Since the CLI processing cycle is 
(1) issue a prompt, (2) read a line, (3) process the line, and 
(4) go back to step one, you get both cycles interleaved with 
each other. However, the operating system won't let one pro
cess issue a prompt until the other reads the command line, 
nor will it let one read a command line while the other is 
reading or prompting. So you get this cycle: (1) write PID 2's 
prompt, (2) give command line to PID 2 and write PID x prompt, 
(3) give command line to PID x and write PID 2'S prompt, and 
(4) repeat steps two and three until someone breaks the loop 
with a BYE, TERMl ATE, BLOCK, or some other command . This 
can be very confUSing. 

If you suspect you are in this trap, keep entering WHO at 
the prompt. Once, just for the heck of it, I started several CLIS 
at the same terminal. Then I brought in an unsuspecting 
friend and entered WHO again and again . It really blew my 
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friends mind when we got six different PID numbers from 
WHO. It was an interesting, but nearly useless, exercise. 

So how hard is it to get out of this vicious cycle? Simple. 
Just start entering BLOCK 2 at the prompt. If you get an error, 
the wrong CLI tried to do it. Enter it again until you don't get 
a message. Now if you enter WHO repeatedly, you should get 
only one PID number. 

The only other complication is when the UP macro blows 
up. At this point, instead of two CLls fighting it out, you have 
PID 2 CLI and the EXEC log-on procedure. Thus, every other 
entry will be going to EXEC for a username or password . If 
you synchronize your entries, you can log on to the system 
under EXEC and have two CLlS, or you can disable @CONO, so 
only PID 2 has the console. If you disable @CONO, make sure 
that you do not block PID 2. Otherwise, nobody will have the 
terminal. Of course, as long as another console is available, 
you can log onto it and either unblock PID 2 or enable @CONO. 

If another console isn't available, you've got a problem. 
Turn to the system manager's guide and force a shutdown of 
the system, because that is your only way out. So here comes 
the Macro Doc's warning: Don't block PID 2 if no consoles are 
enabled on the system. 

Too many unhappy returns ... 
I've seen a number of macros display something on the 

screen in an unusual way. Instead of TYPEing a text file, they 
use COpy @CONSOLE (filename). I always believed the two 
commands were identical, but after chasing down another 
problem, I discovered they weren't. I was trying to figure out 
why I had a whole bunch of extra carriage returns inserted 
when I TYPEd source program files . This occurred in the batch 
stream, as well as on my own screen, and made the listings 
difficult to read . Furthermore, X DISPLAY showed that there 
were no extra carriage returns or line feeds in the file. In ad
dition, it occurred on most of the files that our old, old ver
sion of aSCRIPT generated, but not on all of them. It also oc
curred on some programs that were not generated by a 
SCRIPT. 

It wasn't until I tried a COpy @CONSOLE on one of the 
strange files that I found the answer. The COpy worked! But 
when I TYPEd it-too many returns . The answer was that 
aSCRIPT created those files as fixed-length record files of 84 
bytes. However, after using SED on the file, the trailing blanks 
on a line were stripped. The TYPE command converted the file 
from fixed-length records to data sensitive by adding a line 
feed every 80 bytes (CHARlCPL setting), and that was the prob
lem. It was further aggravated by our practice of never writ
ing a program from scratch, but instead using COpy to give us 
a start from an older program. COpy retained the file type and 
record-length settings. SCAN_ELEM (January 1988 column) also 
retains the file type, and it was confusing me also. After all, I 
had used SED, SCAN..ELEM, COPY, MOVE, and CRTEDIT on all of 
these files, and none of them fixed it. But if I started a new 
file and appended or inserted it with an editor, everything 
was fine . 

The moral of the story is that TYPE (filename) and COpy 
CO SOLE (filename) are not the same. COpy will move the 

data as is, but TYPE will sometimes add carriage returns, de
pending on the input file type . To fix a file with many extra 
returns, just use the following sequence of CLI commands: 
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DISCOVERIES 

CREATEITYPE = TXT (newfile) 
COPY/A (newfile) (filename) 
RENAME (filename) (oldfile) 
RENAME (newfile) (filename) 

Now for a visit to the mailbag .. . 
A couple months ago, I reviewed some shareware and 

tried to emphasize the fact that it's your responsibility to 
make sure that what you get won't kill your system. I also 
commented that this is true to some extent with commercially 
supplied packages. Unfortunately, this was exemplified by a 
user who sent in the following. 

Dear Macro Doc, 

Figure 1: Commercially supplied reorg macro 

push ; prompt 
defacl op.oware -. ware 
write Beginning REORG of % 1 % 
pause 1 
delete/2=ignore %1%. RAF 
rename/2=error %1 %.nx old-"lo 1 %.nx 
rename/2=error % 1%. xd old..% 1%.xd 
reorg/a=%1%.RAF 01d..%1% %1% 
copy @console %l%. RAF 
write 
delete/2=warning old-"lo 1 %.(nx xd) 
write 
write REORG of % 1 % complete 
pop This macro (see Figure 1) came with a piece of software I 

bought commercially. Being the trusting sort, I ran it late one 
afternoon and found it had an interesting side effect. Some
body in accounting was apparently using the fi le at the time, 
and the REORG bombed. That wasn't so bad, but the renamed 
file was deleted, leaving me with nothing but my backup. 
Fortunately, it was good. My questions: 
1. Should I have suspected foul play? 
2. How could I spot a problem like this before I commit hari
kari? 
3. Would you fix the macro? 

Dear Anonymous, 
Before I tackle your questions, let me say you did good by 

picking a file with a current and complete backup. Without 

meaning to sound as critical as it will, you probably should 
have picked a better fi le for the test run. One good way to 
test unproven software is to make a copy of some file in a 
separate test directory, strip everything possible off your 
searchlist, and try it out. Ideally, you would have a null 
searchlist, but in the case of your test, you might have only 
the ICOBOL directory on it. I will admit, though, that the 
macro seems straightforward and simple, and that probably 
gave you a false sense of security as a result. Under slightly 
different circumstances, you would have had no problem, as
sumed it was good, and possibly gotten bit weeks or months 
later when you weren't so careful. You might consider your
self lucky that it erased your live (but backed up) data file . 

for Nova,Eclipse, and MV Users 
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To answer your que tion : 
1. No, I don't see any reason to suspect foul play. Perhaps 

a little carele nes on the part of the macro writer, but it i 
more probable that it was just an assumption that the end
u er would know what they were doing if they understood 
the macro code. 

2. Always be concerned about delete commands. This is 
the fastest way to destroy something. Remember that when 
you rename or delete a file on AOSI 51, anyone who has that 
fi le open will continue to use the original copy until it's 
closed. That is when the delete will actually remove the file 
from disk. However, no other user will be able to open it 
after the delete command. A macro makes a basic assumption 
about its operating environment, and the user must be aware 
of all factors in that environment. Since it includes a multi
user operating system, you must consider what other user 
could be doing. 

3. There are many ways to improve the macro-that's what 
make writing a good macro a much an art a a cience. A 
well-written macro can be rea onably safe, but no matter how 
well it is constructed, I have never seen a macro system that 
was foolproof, because fools are so ingenious. Anyway, here 
are some technique that will make it less likely to destroy: 

1. Change the first line to "push; prompt pop." 
2. Encircle the complete macro as shown in Figure 2. This 

wi ll prevent the macro from blowing up if no argument is 
upplied or if the file doesn't exist in the current directory for 

renames. 

Figure 2: First level of protect ion 

[!equal .%l%.J 
write ••• ERROR ••• No filename supplied 

[Ielse! 
[!equal .[!file =%1%1.! 

write'" ERROR' " %1% not in current directory 
[!else! 
. . . rest of macro . . . 
[lend! ; Comment end of file exists check 
[lend! ; Comment end of argument 1 check 

3. Change or remove the delete command. Th imple t 
protection would be to add IC to the critical delete command. 
I did this to a BUILD macro I got from an unknown ource 
after accidentally leaving off the fir t argument. I had meant 
to nter " BUILD ALLPROGS +.COB" and ended up deleting all of 
my source code for an entire subsystem. (See Brian Johnson' 
August 1987 column for a safer version of BUILD and his Sep
tember 1987 column for a detailed narrative on how to idiot
proof it.) A similar version of the REORG macro on my y tem 
QPRI TS the audit file (instead of OPY (C, CO SOLE, which can 
usually be replaced by TYPE, otherwise, don't QPRI T, use 
COpy (a LPT (filename». The hard copy on the printer makes 
me check the outcom and reduce the po sibility that I 
might mi s a problem. 

4. Since the cause of the disaster was that the file was in 
use, you might want to see if there is a chance of thi and 
warn the macro operator about it. Add thi right after what is 
shown in Figure 3. 

MICOM 
M}~Ol\1 

MICOM 
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Figure 3: Warning that file Is In use 

" PUSH;PROMPT pOP". 
Delete/2=ignore ?check.[!pid).tmp 

create ?check. [! pid). tmp 
wholl= ?check.[!pid) .tmp op:mls32 
[!une.[!size ?check.[!pid) .tmp) .OJ 

write 
write WARNING-MINISAM SERVER RUNNING 
write FILE %1% MIGHT BE IN USE. 
write TYPE "C"A TO ABORT. PAUSING 5 SECONDS. 
write 
pause 5 

[lend) 
delete/2 = ignore ?check. [!pidJ . tmp 

Another approach would be to take hold of that file by 
changing the ACL on it. This would change the middle of the 
macro to look like Figure 4. 

Figure 4: A different approach 

delete/2= ignore ?acL % 1 % .tmp 
aclll=?acL%l%.tmp %l%.xd 

acll2=error old_ % 1 %.xd [!user) r 
acll2=error old_O/ol%.nx [!user) r 
reorg/a=% 1 %.RAF OLD-"lol %.XDID °/01"1011 [%1 %. KEYFILEj 
acll2=error %l%.{nx xd) [?acL%l0/0 .tmp) 

delete/2= ignore ?acL % 10/0. tmp 

Before that change can be used, you must also add a 
.KEYFILE for each index file you have. This lists the primary 
and alternate keys for the file in reorg format. For example, if 
your ARMASTER.(NX XD) had an 8-byte primary key and a 
12-byte alternate key at the beginning of the record, ARMAS
TER.KEYFILE would contain "l :81K 9:121A." This of course as
sumes that the system manager set up these parameter files 
during the system installation and kept them up to date. 

Once the ACL was changed on the old file, any user that 
had it open would be locked out of updating it. You, as 
[!user), would sti1l be able to read it. The user would get an 
error at the console if any further update of the file was at
tempted, but you would be assured of having the latest copy 
of the file. Furthermore, since changing the ACL of a poten
tially open file is dangerous in itself, I used the rebuild ver
sion of the REORG as shown in Figure 4. 

As much as I hate to say it, when acquiring software from 
any source, be suspicious of any unproven or unfamiliar soft
ware. Most commercially supplied software works fine under 
most conditions, but nobody can test every line of code for 
everything. Therefore, when installing "proven" software, be 
careful. When installing any software, caveat emptor. t:. 

Jim Siegman is a contributing editor to Focus , chairman of the NADGUG 
audit committee, and treasurer of the Chicago Area Data General Users 
Group. Send comments or questions to Datamark Corp. , 3700 W. Devon, 
Suite E, Lincolnwood, IL 60659; 3121673-1700. 

Circle 48 on reader service card . 
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INSIDE ICOBOL by Tim Boyer 

Glamour and 
gleanings from Las 
Vegas 

1 made it back from Las Vegas in one 
piece and not too much poorer. The 
convention was, as usual, excellent. 
There were more educational sessions 
than ever, and the exhibit area was 
huge. All in all, an excellent investment 
in time and money. For me, the most 
interesting exhibit was the demonstra
tion of ICIMS-DOS 1.40. This is the multi
terminal version of ICOBOL, running on 
a Dasher/286. 

For those of you who haven't heard 
by now, ICOBOL on the PC has gone 
multiterminal. Up to six dumb termi
nals can be hooked up to the PC for 
a total of seven users. Included in 
the package are many of the normal 
ICOBOL utilities, such as REORG, PASS, 
ANALYZE, and IVERlFY. I haven't seen 
any benchmarks, but the machine 
looked fast to me. I'm sure it could run 
rings around myoId CS/40-and that 
was on a 10 MHz Dasher/286. I wonder 
what it would do on a 20 MHz, 386-
based machine? The MS-DOS version of 
ICOBOL can support larger programs 
than the RDOS version. RDOS can handle 
a maximum program size of 33 KB, 
while ICIMS-DOS will support programs 
of up to 55 KB. How's that for a twist? 
Move from your Eclipse to a PC, and 
you can write larger programs. 

What does this mean for us? For me, 
it means I may never have to hear the 
words "PC network" again. With the 
vast numbers of cheap PCs and their in
expensive disks, it should be possible 
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to set up a seven-user system for 
around $10,000. This does not bode 
well for the Desktop Generation ma
chines. Heck of an upgrade path. 
When you get too large for the system, 
buy an MV, throw a terminal emulator 
on your AT, and BLAST the object code 
over to the new machine. 

Of course, there's a catch. Data Gen
eral hasn't completely lost their 
marbles. Like single-user ICIMS-DOS, 
there's no way to compile programs on 
the Pc. You develop the programs on a 
DG machine and transfer the object 
code to the Pc. At the conference, how
ever, I found a way to get around this 
minor limitation. Strobe Data from 
Bellevue, Washington, had an exhibit 
to show off their Falcon co-processor. 
This board slips into a PC and runs the 
Nova instruction set so that anything 
that will run on a Nova-be it RDOS, 
ICOBOL, DISCOS, Fortran IV, or what
ever-will run on your machine. There 
is also an Eclipse instruction set emu
lator included, so your ICOBOL 1.30 
code will compile. 

Although I'm sure that Strobe Data 
will be the first to admit that the emu
lator is quite slow, they've got Ira Ellen
bogen working on that project, so don't 
be surprised if he has it outrunning an 
MVl20000 soon. 

But I've never really been concerned 
with compile speed. It's running speed 
that impresses me. I normally do all of 
my compiles at night in the batch 
stream anyway. With the Falcon co
processor, you have a DG in a Pc. 
Couple that with ICIMS-DOS 1.40, and 
you can compile the programs under 
RDOS, transfer them to MS-DOS, and run 
multi terminal IcoBOL-all on the same 

80286-based machine! ICIMS-DOS will 
run you $1,400. 

The requirements for the PC system 
are simple. You'll need a 286-based ma
chine with 640 KB of memory and 20 MB 
of hard disk. The AT'S serial ports can 
support up to three users (the master, 
plus one each on COMl and COM2), 
and an AST mux card will support 
four more. 

Other conference news 
Gerry Manning gave another excel

lent lecture on ICOBOL. This year's sub
ject was about using what you've got. 
The gist was that we've been asking DG 
for numerous features through the 
years, such as more speed, new com
mands, better utilities, and so on. Now 
that we've got them, what are we going 
to do with them? 

I won't go into any detail, because 
he's got his own column to write. (I 
wish he'd start them up again. I miss 
them greatly.) But I'd like to pass on a 
piece of advice. Just because you can 
write these humongous ICOBOL pro
grams under AOSNS doesn't mean you 
should. When I switched from ICOS to 
ICOBOL, I rewrote our cash entry and 
order entry programs to cut them 
down from two programs to one. This 
decreased entry time by about 2 sec
onds per transaction and made the 
things nearly impossible to debug (es
pecially since the program became too 
large for the ICOBOL debugger to 
handle, which is an article in itself). 

In AOSN S, you have the capability of 
taking your whole order entry, editing, 
billing, and inventory control systems 
and combining them into one program. 
Go ahead and do so, but don't expect 
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anyone to be able to maintain them! 

In RDO S news 
It's been a couple of years since 

wrote my last "ROOS is dead" article. 
ROOS may not be dead, but it is very, 
very sick. The last revision of normal 
RDOS, 7.60, should be out in summer of 
1988. The product is going to be cate-

gory C for all except the big machines. 
RDOS 7.60 will contain some STR fixes 
and a few minor enhancements from 
DGIRDOS, but I think we're about to see 
the last of an old and faithful friend. 

DGIRDOS, on the other hand, seems to 
be surviving all right. Rev 2.10 came 
out in the fall, and it supports the 
MVI1400. In addition, 2.10 supports reel-

REORGANIZE DISKS IN PLACE, 
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DISK_PAK is a trademark of EAGLE Software, Inc. 

to-reel tape on the MVI2000 and MVI1400, 
RAM disk with normal system memory, 
and a LI creen edit. Rev 2.20 i due in 
spring of 1988 with unannounced 
enhancements. 

Now, let me tell you about the !ROOS 
SIC meeting. We were set up in this 
huge room with seating for about 200. 
The microphone and podium were up 
front, and the slide projector was 
ready. Then, the five of us who at
tended sat and Bsed for a half an 
hour. The DGIRDOS representative 
looked a little disappointed, but even
tually got into the spirit, and we all had 
a nice talk. 

. Apparently, we are never going to 
generate enough RO S interest at the 
national conference to justify an !ROO 
meeting. I can understand why-the 
name of the group emphasizes ROOS, 
and there are just not enough RO S 
shops around that can afford to send 
peopl to the conference. If you're run
ning a cs system, the travel exp n es 
are probably more than your machine 
is worth! Therefore, we're changing the 
name of the group to the I OB l special 
interest group. Don't worry, we're not 
going to aba ndon ROOS. But reali ti
cally, I OBOL will generate more inter
est than RDOS. 

There wasn't much new to come out 
of the ROOS roundtable. I think that if 
we had kept the question cards from 
last year and resubmitted them thi 
year, we could have saved a lot of writ
ing. The two big complaints were, as 
always, ROOS support for the larger MV 
machines and the lack of a reliable 
backup utility for ROOS . Marketing, 
once again, is going to study ROOS for 
the large machines. In the mean tim , 
buy A OS. 

On the backup que tion, we did 
learn something intere ting. IMOVE, the 
DGIRDOS backup utility, which I under-
tand works quite well, isn't shipped 

with ROOS, because it requires the char
acter instruction set option. I OBOl, of 
cour e, also require the IS. SO the 
natural question wa "Why not bundl 
IMOVE in with the ICOBOl r lease?" This 
will be looked into, but in the mean
time, if you are de perate for a backup 
utility that work, IMOVE will. 

ICOBOL 
One rea on I went to the conference 

wa to look for a multilevel bill-of
material program. I knew that Lion' 
Gate 50ftwar was going to b th r , 
and ince they have taken ov r the Id 
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MCBA software, I thought they would 
have a BOM package. It turns out that 
they're ignoring the ICOBOL market and 
selling everything in 32-bit COBOL. Bad 
move, guys. I think the market is head
ing more toward ICOBOL software. 

Witness the rumor going around that 
Cognos is going to release a MINISAM 
version of Powerhouse. 

Fortunately, I found Orbi Inc., which 
markets an ICOBOL-written MRP-IJ pack
age that looked pretty slick. 

Peregrine Data Systems had a fancy 
0200/0210/ANSJ/VT1OONT52 terminal emu
lator. It includes customized menus, 
function key macros, XMOOEMNMOOEMI 
Kermit file transfers, and more. It sells 
for $69.95. The hilarious thing is that 
they were giving out demo disks. 
Demo disks for a $70 program? 

Rational Data Systems was demon
strating, along with aU of their other 
amazing goodies, a new version of one 
of my favorite emulators, Popterm. The 
new version is a D410 emulator, and 
I've got it on my desk, but I haven' t 
had a chance to play with it yet. 

Kudos Department 
I'd like to offer a round of apprecia

tion from all of us ROOS users to some
one who has been helping us aU these 
years. 

Ira Ellenbogen has been mentioned 
in this column many times, but he still 
isn' t as well known (or as rich) as he 
ought to be. I've been through two or 
three of these roundtables with Ira, 
and sometimes, it hurts to watch him. 
Someone in the back will stand up and 
declare that he wants multiground 
RDOS. While the panel is answering, I 
know Ira is in his chair muttering, " I' ve 
got that. I' ve had that for seven years 
now." 

Someone else wants to know why OG 
won't come out with an MV version of 
RDOS. Ira has had one on the market for 
two years. Yet, at this roundtable, Ira 
gave Data General reasons why they 
should come out with RDOS for the 
larger machines, even though the re
lease of such a product would probably 
hurt Ira's version. 

Ira is one of the true gentlemen in 
this business, always trying to share 
his knowledge with others. We owe 
him a vote of thanks . 11 

Tim Boyer is EDP manager at Denman Rllbber 
Mfg. Co. He may be reached at P.O. Box 951, 
Warren, OH 44482; 216/898-2711, or 011 the 
NA DGUG blllletin board at 415/924-3652. 
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BUY • SELL • TRADE 

* SPECIAL MV6000 w/2MB ..................... $6,500 

CPU's : 
MV 8000 9300 Series w/2MB ... . 
MV4000 w/2MB ............... . 
DT Mod 10 w/256KB 15MB Flpy . 
Eclipse S/140, w/256K, 16 Slot .. 
DT Mod 20 w/256KB 15MB Flpy . 
MV10000 w/BBU .............. . 
Nova 4, S/140, 16 Slot Chassis .. 
Nova 4/X w/256KB, 16 Slot ..... . 

MEMORIES: 
8871 8MB MV4/MV10 Mem .... . 
8708 2MB MV 8000 Mem ...... . 
8687 256KB S/ 140 Mem ....... . 
8656 256KB MOS Eclipse Mem .. 
8765 2MB MV Universal Mem ... . 
Nova 4 256KB Mem ........... . 

DISKS AND TAPES: 

$4,900 
4,900 
1,900 
1,950 
2,100 

42,000 
490 

1,100 

$8,900 
2,200 

490 
250 

2,200 
390 

6236 354MB SI S ............... $14,900 
6161 147MB Disk SIS .......... 5,900 
6061 192MB SIS .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,900 
6160 73MB Disk SIS ........... 2,900 
6026800/1600 BPI Mag Tape SIS 2,490 
6125, 1600 BPI, SIS . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,200 

CRT's: 
0214 New ...................... $ 630 
6130 Dasher 0400 .............. 290 
6168 Dasher 0210 .............. 390 

COMMUNICATIONS: 
IAC16 w/TCB ................... $4,500 
IAC8 w/TCB .................... 2,900 
4257 ALM 16 w/4 EIA Interface ... 500 
4340 AMI8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 490 
4342 ATI16 ..................... 1,800 
4206 MCA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 450 

PRINTERS: 
5997WA 300LPM Band Serial ..... $1 ,800 
4327 300LPM Band W/DCH ...... 2,900 
DG 4215 600LPM Drum . . . . . . . . . . 900 
6194 TP2 Enchanted ............ 950 

CONTROLLERS: 
Floating PI. for S/140 ............ $ 790 
25MB, 10MB, 20MB, Controllers ... 200 
Comm Basic I/O ................ 890 
6026 800/ 1600BPI Controller ..... 1,200 

Circle 12 on reader service card . 

SECURE YOUR ENVIRONMENT WITH 
FILE CRYPT 

Msgs: New ·O.o~6· 2.5.:J~.7 · .. · 2 : .15~M · .Doc: CAl. Document 
.. . ..:.:' .. >}~CAfJnt~grat~J=ile CrYpf5< .... 

Please specify docUmentio' prp~ess (or 'press CA.NC~QI:XIT) ·::: 
.' ReadYour Document '::: .. : ...... ::. . .... 

.. :.' Drawer Na~e: ·. CAl pmwer:-:::::·::::::::::::::.:::-··::::-:. 
. .. 

............. 

FOider Name: :·:·CAI. folder ' .:.:.. .. ':: :. 
Document Name: ::'~Cu::A1L'i .... DtlI·ODllc:lil·ull,lm.L'!ie<IJDLLt _...;.;.;.---:.; __ ;.;.......:.;.. 

CAl Document will be encrypted. 
.... :." Key: :'::· .. 

(Plea~e Emt~r etlcrYption key again fpr verification) 
.. .. . . .. , .. 

* Documents and files are encrypted quickly and 
easily 

* Software implementation of DES (Data Encryption 
Standard), FIPS-PUB 46 (1977) 

* Available for CEO, WordPerfect and AOS/VS Files 

Concep.t'.t'\litomaliolii Inc:\: . 
.i3i9·Moiah··Road ·::' .' 
'SteEling, VA:"Z2i7.0.:{::':,,:::,.,:::,',., ' 

. ,"",. foiJufiheiiinforination 
. .: .. "cbritact Syi~ictMichaels 

.. ",.: . at' '("703)"450-6000 " 
':::~: ;"~:::::::: ':::::" :::: .:.: .", . :.: . . 

Circle 13 on reader service card . 



FInally ... 
AnAOS/VB 
Perfonnance 
Seminar for 
lonna) Hmnans. 
:JlSll1I is leading a three-day 
seminar covering the basic 
principles of AOS/vS perfonnance 
analysis & capacity planning. The 
minimum prerequisites are 6 months 
of experience as an AOS/vS 
System Manager or System 
Programmer, and access to a 
perfonnance analysis utility such 
as :PBBFll1I or DG's MONITOR. 

WinterlSpring Schedule 
Feb 22-24 New York City 
Mar 14-16 London, England 
Apr 18-20 San Francisco 

Call for a registration kit, or for 
on-site seminar infonnation. 

:1'''81 Software tor System Managers 
A Division 01 B.J. Inc. 

109 Mmna Street. Swte 215 
San F'ranc1SCO. CA 94105 (415) 550-1454 

Circle 54 on reader service card . 

ALGOMA UNIVERSITY 
D210/211 EMULATION + 

Now wi th 
Printer /Disk 

Pass-through Mode 
Here at Algoma University we have more 

IBM PC/XT/AT' connected to our DG y 
tem than DG terminal ! 

Here's why: 
A PC i more versatile than a dedicated ter
minal. Keys may be programmed on the fly 
to provide ingle key troke command in 
CLI , SED, CEO, IDEAS , etc. Snap hots of 
creen may be aved on the PC' di k. A PC 

make po ible file tran fers between the 
PC' disk drive and DG . Full DOS path
name and fi lename are now upported . 

A we improve and develop our product, 
all old cu tomer wi ll receive update for ju t 
the co t of the di k and hippinj(. 

Now for the unbelievably low price of 
$99 U.S., you can have 0 210/211 emula
tion, programmable keys, file tran fe r, and 
dedicated cu tomer uppor!. Purcha er may 
acquire the ho t oftware for file tran fers at 
only the hipping and handling co t . 

So why go any other route? 

ALGOMA UNIVERSITY 
Computing Services 
1520 Queen St. E. 
Sault Ste. Marie, 

Ontario, CANADA 
P6A 2G4 

705-949-2301 
Circle 1 on reader service card . 

* * IC/ TOOLBOX * * 

ICrrOOLBOX is a Collection of eighteen 
assembler Sub-Routines Designed for 
Aos & VS DG/lcobol Environments. 
These Routines extend DG/Icobol's Cap
abilities by adding: 

I) Binary Synchronous Communications 
to DG/[cobol [or 2780,3780,3271,3277 
Communications. 

II) MagTape Read/Write Acsii-Ebcdic 
Translations. 

III Read XD files Sequentially 
providing 33% [aster throughput. 

IV) String/Unstring & Text handling 
routines [or [aster character man
ipulation. 

V) Exunding DG/kobot's record [/0 
capabilities by adding the Dynamic 
Write [/0 function. 

Provided is our DGllcobol Assembler 
Sub-Routine Management PrOgram That 
can maintain your library and 
automatically Assemble-Link any Run
time package set of routines via a 
menu selection. 

Pricing from 5180 to 51000 with multiple 
copy discounts. 0 EMfY AR inquiries 
Welcome. 

COMPUTER ARTS,LID. 
(803) 238-1688 

Circle 9 on reader service card . 

WE BUY, SELL & TRADE 
THE COMPLETE UNE OF 

DATA GENERAL EQUIPMENT 
All Equipment Guaranteed 

For Data General Maintenance 

3220 Beta Ave. , Burnaby, B.C. 
Canada V5G 4K4 

604-291-2360 Fax# 604-291-9162 

Circle 58 on reader ervice card . 

(from page 50) 
gained by pressing the interrupt key. 
When an active reminder is blinking 
at the top right corner of your screen, 
you can press FS, and the cursor will 
move to the appropriate number. Just 
press newline until the reminder is dis
played. You then clear, delete, or reset 
the reminder. 

The electronic calendar is a useful 
tool, but keep this in mind . When we 
first obtained CEO, one of our vice 
presidents kept his entire calendar in 
CEO. One day the system was down, 
and he had no idea what his schedule 
for the day was. So I advise making a 
hard copy of your schedule the day be
fore, just in case. A 

Charlene Kirian is PClOA inslruclor for the 
Online Computer Library Cenler, Inc., 6565 
Franlz Rd., Dublin , OH 4301 7; 6171764-6435. 
She also serves as president of NADGUG's 
OASIS (Office Alilolllalion Special Interest 
Group). 

pRODua SPOTLIGHT 

TEO-compatible 
software released 

Marion, o H- Macola, Inc., a soft
ware publishing firm for engineering 
and business applications, has intro
duced a TEO Applications Group and 
released the Piping Design System 
(PDs). 

PDs is a fully integrated, interactive 
system for designing complete piping 
systems and construction documenta
tion. It enables design engineers to 
produce complete three-dimensional 
piping system models. 

The software is compatible with Data 
General's TEO/3-D modeling and data 
base management product line. PDS 
runs on the Data General Ds series of 
engineering workstations that provide 
windowing and 3-D graphiCS . 

PDs features interacti ve and menu
driven pipe routing, a comprehensive 
library of A 51 standard fittings, auto
matic fitting placement, and model de-
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sign verification . These features guide 
users through the creation of piping 
system models, allowing modifications 
and alternative analyses, and produc
ing construction documentation. 

Curren tly under development by the 
TEO Applications Group are electrical, 
HVAC, and 3-D equipment builder prod
ucts. Custom applications are also 
available. Macola is an independent 
software vendor (ISV) for Data General. 

Maco/a, Inc. , 196 S. Main St. , P.O. 
Box 486, Marion , OH 43302-0485; 
614/382-5999. A 

Gandalf adds to data
over-voice family 

Wheeling, IL- Gandalf Data's new 
RM 3640 DOV (data-over-voice) rack
mount card provides users with an in
expensive alternative to modems for 
desktop access to integrated voice and 
data communications. 

It is the latest addition to Gandalf's 
data-over-voice family, which includes 
the DOV 640 standalone unit, the DOV 
6400 system, and the DOVtrex network 
switching system. 

Designed as an entry-level DOV sys
tem, the RM 3640 provides simultane
ous voice and data transmission over 
existing PBX wiring, reducing cable in
stallation costs . Voice signal quality is 
not affected . 

The single-channel, central rack
mount unit operates full duplex at data 
transmission rates from 2.4 Kbps to 64 
Kbps synchronous, and 0 to 19.2 Kbps 
asynchronous, providing flexibility and 
high-speed operation for local area net
work (LA ) applications. 

In addition, the RM 3640 DOV rack
mount card operates at distances of up 
to 2.3 miles at 64 Kbps, or up to 3.4 
miles at 32 Kbps in alternate mode. 

The RM 3640 card fits into Gandalf's 
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~ Delphi Data 
Your VAR/OEM Support Group 

EXPANDED DESKTOP SYSTEM 
NEW!!! 120MB for Desktop 
Standard Data General Modules & Controllers 
now can support up to four (4) 120MB disks 
under AOS. 

1?OMB- - 120MB CALL FOR DETAILS! 

Desktop Upgrades 
15MB- 38MB 
15MB- 71MB 
38MB - 71MB 
15MB/38MB/ 
71MB- 120MB 

MV2000 or MV4000 
Upgrades 
70MB- 120MB 
70MB- 160MB 
120MB- 160MB 

MV2000 or MV4000DC 
Add-on Disks 
70MB 
120MB 
160MB 

Special Heavy-duly Aluminum carrying case lor any Transport Disk 

Transport Disk 
(Bundy Box) for 
Desktop/MV2000/ 
MV4000DC 
15MB 38MB 
71MB 120MB 

We will not be undersold! 
24-hour Response All Items - No Extra Cost!! 

VAR'S - OEM'S - Call for YOUR prices. 

(714) 354-2020 
12155 Magnolia. Suite 6C • Riverside • California • 92503 

Circle 21 on reader ervice card . 

ENHANCE YOUR COMMUNICATIONS ENVIRONMENT WITH 
PIPELINE 

.... 25. 1987 Current Inbox 9:1 6:29 

Date Sender . Summary 
1) 15·DEC·87 Sue Meeting on Thursday 
2) 20·DEC·87 John PlPEUNE information 

Choose one: (1. Switch to outbox, 2. File Mail, 1 
3. Examine, 4. Delete) 

* PIPELINE is an asynchronous mail and file 
delivery package 

* May be used as an independent mail package, 
or with CEO Electronic Mail 

* Support for dial up and dedicated lines without 
requiring Xodiac 

* Dialing and connection procedures are transparent 
to the user 

Concept Automation, Inc. for further information 
1319 Moran Road contact Sylvia Michaels 
Sterling, VA 22170 at (703) 450-6000 

Circle 14 on read r service card . 



'RODua SPOTLIGHT _____________ _ 

3000 chassis, which can accommodate 
up to 14 cards without redundancy or 
12 cards with redundancy. It's capable 
of digital multidrop operation, a feature 
that the 3000 chassis accommodates. 
This means multiple rack-mount units 
can share one communication path to a 

single CPU port, making optimum use 
of a limited number of ports. 

The rack-mount card is available for 
immediate delivery. It costs $295. 

Gandalf Data, Inc., 1020 S. Noel Ave., 
Wheeling, IL 60090; 312/541-6060 or 
1-800/PAC-XNET. t:. 

FROM THE COMPANY 
THAT WROTE THE BOOK 
ON MANUFACTURING 
SOFTWARE 

The JAJ Software Library'" 

Designed by manufacturing people 
and written in manufacturing words-the 
JAI Software Library is in a class by itself. 

Built on a modular basis, the Library allows 
you to mix and match as you choose to get a 
fully integrated system that's just right for 
you. And for people who want to customize, 
there's plenty of room for that too. 

You can expect immediate results like 
improved customer delivery, lower invest
ment, greater visability of operations, and 
improved financial controls. All conveniently 
provided by a company with over 18 years 
of hands-on experience. 

To learn more about our vast selection of 
Library programs, give us a call today. 
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JAl: Our Experience Speaks Volumes 

"Ai 
JACOBSEN r, ASSOCIATES. INC. 

10229 Lower Azusa Road, Temple City, California 91780 
(818) 575-7504· (213) 283-5347 

Circle 35 on reader service card. 

DMS announces 
version 3.20 of DBR 

Salt Lake City, UT-DMS Systems has 
announced version 3.20 of their Disk 
Backup and Recovery System (DBR) util
ity program. DBR runs on Data General 
MV minicomputers and overcomes de
ficiencies found in DUMP_lIfLOAD_lI 
utilities. 

DBR handles hard tape errors. DBR can 
read any tape with a hard tape error re
gardless of whether it was created 
using DUMP-.ll or DBRDump. DBR speeds 
up reloading of specific files from mul
tivolume backups by creating an index 
and allowing loading to start with any 
volume of the set. Sequencing through 
preceding volumes isn' t necessary with 
DBR. Version 3.20 contains the follow
ing enhancements. 

• DBR now supports labeled tapes in 
dump and load with standard EXEC 
tape-mount management, as well as a 
non-EXEC interface. 

• DBR will load files using the DBR in
dex as a one-step process. The index is 
searched, and the user is prompted to 
mount the correct volume. 

• DBR will dump and load through a 
network for both labeled and unlabeled 
tapes . 

• DBR allows verification of dumps, 
comparing data on the tape with that 
on the disk and reporting any 
discrepancies. 

• DBR allows disks to be reorganized 
with all the directory information 
loaded independent of the data . This 
provides performance improvements 
for directories with large numbers of 
files . 

OMS Systems, Inc., 1111 Brickyard 
Rd. , Salt Lake Cihj, UT 84106; 
8011484-3333. t:. 

Office/Publisher now 
compatible with 
WordPerfect 

Rochester, NY-A new version of 
Office/Publisher software from Intercon 
Associates, Inc. offers electronic office 
publishing with WordPerfect software 
on Data General computers. 

The software offers a transparent 
add-on to users and conforms to Word
Perfect user interfaces. It integrates 
with the WordPerfect word processing 
software, running on Data General MV 
Eclipse minicomputers. 
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The software is the first of several 
versions for a wide range of hardware 
and software platforms expected to fol
low throughout the next 12 months, ac
cording to Intercon. 

Intercon Associates, Inc. , 1580 Emerson 
St ., Rochester, NY 14606; 7161458-0860. ~ 

Interscience 
introduces new band 
printers 

Agoura Hills, cA- Interscience Com
puter Services, Inc., a supplier of pe
ripheral subsystems, has announced a 
new family of band printers, 1,500 and 
2,000 LPM, fully plug-compatible with 
DC systems. 

The printers are manufactured by 
Dataproducts and use a data channel, 
DMAIDCH line-printer controller. 

A swing-open gate facilitates paper, 
ribbon, and steel print band changing. 
The paper routing system, with four 
tractors and a paper puller, allows un
attended operation. 

A touch-sensitive control panel in
cludes a built-in self-test unit with 
switch-selectable, 80- or 132-column 
multiple pattern program. A built-in 
self-diagnostic display monitors all 
electronics and system interlocks. 

The 1,500 and 2,000 LPM printers have 
list prices of $19,995 and $25,500, re
spectively. Prices include installation 
and 90-day warranty on parts and la
bor. Quantity and dealer discounts 
available. 

Interscience Computer Services, Inc. , 
5171 Clareton Dr., Agoura Hills, CA 
91301; 8181707-2000, telex 183628. ~ 

Concept Automation 
offers Pipeline, 
MenuOP, and MATE 

Sterling, VA- Concept Automation, 
Inc., a DC VAR primarily for the federal 
government, is now fOCUSing more on 
commercial sales. Some of their soft
ware offerings include Pipeline, an 
asynchronous mail delivery system; 
Menuop, a menu system; and MATE, 
a multiple asynchronous terminal emu
lator. 

Pipeline can operate on the DC MV se
ries . AOSNS file transfers and CEO mail 
deliveries are handled automatically 
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R.J. & ASSOCIATES, INC. 
25 YEARS OF COMMITMENT 

BUILT ON: 
• TOP QUALITY EQUIPMENT 
• COMMITMENT TO DEADLINES -• COMPETITIVE PRICES 

DE. LEASE 
SELL • TRA 8655256 KB S/140 Mem. BUY • 327300 LPM Band Prtr. Nova 2 Memory 

6161147 MB Disk SIS ~364 600 LPM Band Prtr. MISCELLANEOUS: 
CPU & SYSTEMS: 6236354 MB Disk SIS 6194 TP 2 Prtr. Consote NS' 8537 t2 Slot ExP. ~has. 
MVI2O,ooo System 606750 MB Disk SIS COMMUNICATIO. 1144·A 1 Bay Cabl~et 
MV/10 000 System 6060 96 MB Disk SIS 4251 Comm. ChaSSIS H44·B 2 Bay Cabl.ne: 

VI8 boo System 6061192 MB Disk SIS 4255 ALM·8 1012'P 1 Bay CabJOe 
~clip'se S/28

20
0 W1

1
5
5
1,22 
~~ 6122 277 MB Disk SIS 4257 ALM· t6 4034 Prl. conlrollr,r 

Echpse S/1 W 6125 Streamer Tape 4241 ULM·5 6045 Disk Contro er 
Eclipse CI350 SYns'56 KB 4196·A Tape Drive 4340 AMI·8 4068 PIT Bo~rd t & Adapl. 
Eclipse CI330 w

n56 
KB 6026 Tape Drive SIS 4263 SLM·2 Zebra Disk on .. 

Eclipse CI150 W B 6021 Tape Drive SIS 4060 Quad·Mux Nova 3 Triple OPluon 
Eclipse S/140 wn~J KB CRT & PRINTER: 4250 DCU'5O 8532 NOVA 3 BB 0 
Nova 41X 16 Slol, KB 6052 01 CRT 4254 DCU,2OO BasiC cassel:ep~ ConI. 
Nova 41S 5 Slol, 64 6053 02 CRT MEMORIES: Dala Channe . 
Nova 3/12 w/64 KB 6106 0100 CRT MVISOOO Memory 
DISK & TAPE: 6108 0200 CRT 8656 Eclipse 256 KB Mos. MONTHLY 
604510 MB Disk SIS 61690211 CRT . 8655 Eclipse 128 KB Mos. SPECIAl: 

l~42:34~'0~M~B~D~iSk~S:IS_-":421:8:300:L~PM:p~rI:nle~r---------1 TP-2 RIO Printers 6160 73 MB Disk SIS S125 , 
- CALL FOR COMPLETE 404-980 1586 

PRICE LISTING: -
R.J. & ASSOCIATES, INC. 

• All Data General EqUipment Guaranteed for DG Maintenance 
• We Pay S S S For All Used Equipment 
• All Prices Negotiable • Software Services Available 
2262-E NW Pkwy. • Marietta, GA 30067. /404/980- 1586 

Circle 50 on reader service card . 

SECURE YOUR ENVIRONMENT WITH 
menuOP 

Dec 25 1987 Main Menu 5:56:29 PM 

0) .... about menuOP (tutorial) 
1) CEO (Data General 's CEO) 

2) Ubrary (WordPerfect's Shell) 
3) File Crypf (data encryption) 
4) PIPELINE (asvnc mail delivery) 

Option Id: 0 

(F11 = Exit/Cancel) (SF1 = Help) 

* Combine macro, program and application execution 
into an easy access menu structure 

* User access to options under complete control of 
system manager 

* Ability to create multiple levels of menu managers 
* Ability to create or redefine function keys to meet 

individual user's needs 

I 

Concept Automation, Inc. 
1319 Moran Road 
Sterling, VA 22170 

for further information 
contact Sylvia Michaels 
at (703) 450-6000 

Circle 15 on reader ervice card . 



PHMKT.o~ __________________________ __ 

across dialed or dedicated asynchro
nous lines. It features: 
• system maintenance screens with on
line help 
• built-in mail user interface to allow 
transfers of AOSNS ASCII text files and 
binary data files 
• delivery of CEO documents to remote 

sites through standard dial-up phone 
lines or dedicated lines 
• transparent dialing and connection 
procedures 
• communication speeds of 300, 1200, 
2400, 4800, and 9600 baud 
• encryption of secure data prior to disk 
storage. 

The Menuop uses a tree-like struc
ture. Each option in a menu executes a 
function or displays a lower menu. 
Groups of related functions and menus 
can be grouped under a higher menu 
option. Each option can be assigned an 
access List containing the users or ter
minals that may access it. Not all users 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~m~rm~a~willhDeacreg~ewry 
option within a menu. A manager can 
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STATE-OF-THE-ART SOFTWARE PACKAGES 
FOR DASHER/286THRU MV-15000 

· Order processingll3illing. Payroll . InventoryControl . Purchasing . ales Analysis . Fixed Ass':I:; 

• Accounts Receivable/Payable . General Ledger . Word Processing. Electronic Spreadsheet 

DATA GENERAL HARDWARE 
• Complete y terns • Upgrades 
• Peripheral • System Trade-ins 
• cw or Refurbi hed Equipment • Modems, Cables, etc. 

Call today Jor pricing! 

. VERTICAL YSTEMS . PROVE, SOfTWARE PACKAGES 

. EXCELLE DOCC~DITATIO ' . STA ·D ALO E OR l:-O'TEGRATED ~ODCLES 

• TUR -KEY sou..mo S . C SroM DESIG. ED SOfTWARE 

COMPLETE INDUSTRY SPECIFIC SYSTEMS 
. A TOMOTIVE DEALERS 

. A CTIO MA AGEMENT 

. GLASS DISTRIBUTORS 

. TELEMARKETI 'G 

. MA FACTURERS REP. COMPA.\;IES 

. OFFICE PRODUCT DISTRIBUTORS 

And many more CUSlom designed If! fil your business! 

Authorrzed •• DataGeneral S~stem Supplier 

COMMERCIAL DATA SYSTEMS 

404/799-1000 
1000 SOUTH PIONEER DRIVE SMYRNA, GEORGIA JOO82 

Circle 6 on reader service card. 

choose to display all options or main
tain a concise screen to display only 
those options available to the user. 

MATE is an asynchronous communica
tion handler for terminal emulation 
and file transfers. MATE can communi
cate with a variety of systems using 
ASCII asynchronous communications. It 
also functions as a file transfer agent 
capable of bi-directional transfers of 
both ASCII text files and binary data 
files. 

Concept Automation, Inc., 1319 Moran 
Rd., Sterling, VA 22170; 703/450-6000. t:. 

Printronix introduces 
new P6000L series 

Irvine, CA-Printronix, Inc., a manu
facturer of computer printers, has in
troduced a series of multifunction 
printers designed for bar code label 
printing . 

The P6000L series is optimized for 
industry bar code standards in pro
duction environments, including AIAG 
shipping labels and primary metals la
bels, LOGMARS, UPC, HIBC, and EAN. Ap
plications include large shipping labels, 
inventory shelf labels and part number 
labels, material control, process con
trol, point-of-sale, and accumulating 
charges to customers' accounts such as 
hospital charges. 

In addition, the P6000L series offers 
multi-mode printing for text applica
tions. Multiple character pitches are 
selectable in each mode. Users may 
choose models with either pedestal
mount or floor cabinet configurations. 

A font selection capability allows 
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printing style and pitch to be inter
mixed on the same print line. Features 
include boldface, underline, expanded 
characters, superscripts, and subscripts 
at all selectable character pitches. Using 
the Intelligent Graphics Processor (IGP) 
option, users can generate forms, bar 
codes, and logos. 

Printronix, Inc., 17500 Cartwright Rd., 
Irvine, CA; 97713; 714/863-1900, telex 
910/595-2535. 11 

T-Line-3 transmits 
asynchronous data 

Kirkland, WA- T-Line-3 units link 
asynchronous data terminals to host 
computers up to 10,000 cable-feet away. 
Full-duplex data is transmitted at 19,200 
bps on spare pairs in many telephone 
wiring installations, eliminating the in
stallations of RS-232 cables. Data work
stations can be installed and moved as 
telephone extensions. 

T-Line-3 costs approximately $275 
per channel. 

Teltone Corporation, 10801 120th Ave. 
NE, Kirkland, WA 98033; 206/827-9626. 

11 

UL listing used 
for UPS 

Dublin, oH- Underwriters Laborato
ries Inc. (uL) has granted Solidstate 
Controls, Inc. (SCI) approval to use the 
UL listing mark for SCI'S 10 kVa, three
phase output uninterruptible power 
system (uPS) . The unit, PB 4100-3, is a 
power transistor-based design that pro
vides continuous on-line protection 
from all types of commercial AC power 
disturbances. It is designed for main
frame computer systems, data commu
nications equipment, and process con
trol systems. 

SCI, Inc., Inquiry Handling Dept ., 
P.O. Box 57, Dublin, OH 43017-0057; 
614/846-7500, telex 245338. 11 
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ETHERNET TCPJIP 
NOVA/ECLIPSE, RDOS/AOS 

For RDOS or AOS systems, 
Claflin & Clayton offers high 
speed file transfers or re
mote logins via Ethernet be
tween systems with TCP/\P 
support such as VAXs. Soft
ware includes FTP (file 
transfer) and TELNET (virtual 
terminal) applications. 

Providing innovative commu
nications solutions since 
1978, we also provide DESK
TOP and AOSNS packages. 

Claflin & Clayton, Inc. 
117 Maynard Street 

Northboro, MA 01532 

(617)393- 7979 

Circle 4 on reader service card . 

DEC· DG· IBM 
XT Clone 640K 20MB 95_ 
AT Clone 1MB 30MB 2195. 
Disk pgrades/Oe ktop & MV 12 Stock 
OG/IO, OG120, OG/30 Pkg. Stock 
512KB OG/20 memory 4S0_ 
USAM-I, USAM-4 Stock 
Cart. Tape for Desktop (New) 2100. 
5-14513 Desktop Converter Stock 
4436 Mou e Stock 
0-214, 0-215, 0-411, 0-461, CRT Stock 
0-211 Amber CRT 550. 
C/300 49S. 
C/lS0 wlo Memory 795. 

ova 3/12 400. 
ova 4C, S Slot Cha i 9S. 

Cassette 110 w/S12473 Cable 295. 
Comm. Basic 1/0 Stock 
IAC·8, IAC·16 Stock 
ALM· 2S0. 
ALM·16 350. 
TCB' Stock 
9165 TCU 50. 
Meter High Di k Cabinet (New) 1000. 
6097-B Dual Quad Fpy SIS 500. 
610S 2SMB D/SS FCC 500. 
I TEL Disk CTL ( ew) 2S00. 
6236 354MB Disk SIS Stock 
6239 592MB Disk SIS Stock 
6161 147MB Oi k SIS Stock 
ERCC for S/140 500. 
537 Expansion Chassis 300. 

8924 1MB Memory for MV12000 Stock 
2MB 4MB MB MV Memory Stock 
8655 128KB Memory 400. 
64KB Eclip eSC Memory SO. 
6123 Micro Tape SIS 2700. 
6125 nhard Tape SIS Stock 

sed 2686·A HP Laser Jet Ptr 1195. 
HP Laser Jet Series II Ptr 1900. 

Ames Sciences, Inc. 
2 East Maple Ave. 

Trappe, N.UD21673 
301-416-1200 

Circle 2 on reader service card . 

COMPUTEK LTD. 
#28540-109 Street 
Edmonton, Alberta 
Canada T6G 1 E6 

(403) 432·7733 

Circle 8 on reader service card . 

FOR IBM PC's 

Why is the 
fastest DiOO terminal 

emulator also the 
cheapest? 

Because 
we sell a lot of 

theml 

Rhlntek'i 

EMU
e 

Discounted 
USA Price: "5. 

~ 
Rhlntck, Inc. 

• p.o. Box 220 
CoIumbIe MD 21045 
301-730-2575 

Circle 49 on reader service card. 



You wouldn't drive 
a car without a 
dasIIboard ••• 
sowhJnm 
IOS/IS without 
:PERl'M8R! 
Includes a logging facility with 
report generator, real-time 
monitoring screen, file and 
directory structure analysis 
utilities and a tutorial on AOS/vS 
system perfonnance analysis. 

Join the hundreds of other System 
Managers who no longer run out 
of gas unexpectedly. 

101/11 :PIBFII8B 
lODIJDWCOn 

$499 
FBIBt 

:SYSI18B 
Software for System Monagers 
A Division 01 B.). Inc. 

109 Mmna Street. Swte 215 
San FrancISCO. CA 94105 (415) 550·1454 
Dlal·up BBS (1200 baud): (415) 391-6531 

Circle 55 on reader service card _ 

tiThe single most 
valuable benefit is 
the contacts-the 
association with 
other users who 
work in similar 
environments. " 

-Leryl Cash 
Chicago Area Date General 
Users Group Member 
National Can Corporation 

To find out about the regional interest 
group in your area or a special interest 
group for your particular interest, circle 
reader service #62 in this issue. For 
further information on the Chicago Area 
Data General Users Group, contact Art 
Lewandowski at 312/530-5351 . 

NORTH AMERICAN 
DATA GENERAL 

USERS GROUP 
Circle 62 on reader service card . 

TIMESHARING SERVICES 
ON MV/ 10000 CPU S 

• Remote Processing Thru Dial-Up 
Access 

• 1600 & 6250 BPI Tape Drives 
• Local or Remote Printing 
• Complete Data Security 
• Modems & Multiplexors 
• 24 Hour, 7 Days a Week -

Full Operator Service 

FAST TRACK SYSTEMS 
61 Broadway, New York, NY 10006 

(212) 422-9880 

(2) Systems Programmer. Large DC 
MY series environment (Beta test 
site) in search for operating system
communication software experi
ence. Either AOS-VS, AOS or RDOS 
experience with Assembler or C 
Languages. Contact Riccione & As
sociates, Technical Search Firm, 
16445 Addison Rd. , Dallas, TX 
75248, 214380-6432. 

For information on placing classified ads, 
call 512/345·5316 today. ADIN.X __________________________________ ~ 

Company 
Algoma University, Computing Services 
Ames Sciences, Inc. 
Applied Computer Solutions 
Carey Business Systems Company 
Catalina Computers, Inc. 
Claflin & Clayton Inc. 
CMS/DATA 
Cognos Corporation 
Commercial Data Systems Corporation 
Commercial Data Systems Corporation 
Computek Ltd_ 
Computer Arts, Ltd. 
Computer Engineering Associates, Inc_ 
Computer Products & Repair, Inc. 
Computer Systems Remarketing Corp. 
Computer Wholesalers 
Concept Automation, Inc_ 
Concept Automation, Inc. 
Concept Automation, Inc. 
Concept Automation, Inc. 
CRC 
CRC 
Cybertek Software, Inc. 
Data Assurance Corp. 
Data General Corporation 
Dataram Corporation 
Delphi Data 
OMS Systems, Inc. 
Eagle Software, Inc. 
Eagle Software, Inc. 
Egan Systems, Inc_ 
Essex Computer Service, Inc. 
Fast Track Systems, Inc. 
Fast Track Systems, Inc. 
Hanson Data Systems, Inc_ 

PG# RS# 
60 1 
65 2 
67 
67 
9 3 

65 4 
67 
3 5 

64 6 
8 7 

65 8 
60 9 
18 10 
49 11 
67 
59 12 
59 13 
61 14 
63 15 
67 
C2 16 
11 17 
45 18 
5 19 

12 & 13 
17 20 
61 21 

34 & 35 22 
38 23 
58 24 
23 25 
15 26 
55 27 
66 

24 & 25 28 

Company PG# RS# 
HBI Business Systems 39 29 
Indocomp Systems, Inc_ 19 30 
INFODEX Incorporated 47 31 
Interface Electronics 42 32 
International Computing 17 33 
Intra Computer Inc. 28 34 
Jacobsen & Associates, Inc. 62 35 
K & M Computers 47 36 
Liberty Electronics 31 37 
MAXON Computer Systems Incorporated 48 38 
MAXON Computer Systems Incorporated 54 39 
MCintyre's Mini-Computer Sales Group Inc. 51 40 
MegaTape Corporation 41 41 
Minicomputer Exchange 26 42 
NPA Systems, Inc. 36 43 
Peregrine Data Systems, Inc_ 32 44 
Perfect Terminal Inc. 33 45 
Productivity Systems Development Corp. 22 46 
Qualstar 48 47 
Rational Data Systems 56 48 
Rhintek, Inc. 65 49 
Riccione & Associates 66 
R.J. & Associates, Inc. 63 50 
SAS Institute Inc. 21 
SCIP 10 51 
Security Computer Sales 30 52 
Sysgen Data Ltd. 28 53 
:SYSMGR, A Division of B.J. Inc. 60 54 
:SYSMGR, A Division of B.J. Inc. 66 55 
System Technology Associates 53 56 
Threshold, Inc. 7 57 
TRI-DATA Services, Inc. 60 58 
Verdugo Computers, Inc_ C3 59 
Xyrtin Xolutions, Inc. 1 60 
Zetaco C4 61 



Rcorp, 
Wants to buy 

Computer Systems 
Remorketlng Corp. 
8601 Sonford Drive 
Richmond, VA 23228 

(804) 262-3555 

your Data General equipment. 
------ Top dollar cash or trade for good used systems - -----

GUARANTEED 
to work like new 
to look like new 
to ship like new 
for maintenance 

.. the lowest price 
So often when you buy used equipment, you don 't get what 
you pay for. At Carey Business Systems we guarantee that what 
you get from us will be sparkl ing clean, work properly, and be 
ready to install. If you ' re not happy just send it back for a full 
and prompt refund . We even guarantee that we will sell any
thing in stock at less than any price advertised for the exact 
same item by any other recognized dealer. 
If you are planning to buy or sell in the near future , of if you 
just want to be on our mailing li st, we' ll pay for the call. 
GUARANTEED! 

(800) 822·9799 
Carey Business Systems Company 

151 N. Hamilton Road, Columbus, Ohio 43213· (614) 866·9799 

Communications 
Software 

DG·DG DG·PC DG·?? 

WORDPERFECT. \fADE EASY 
\\,ITI I PERI-Eel TEAOIER . 

This 8- 10 hr. Video Program features: 

130-page workbook· 159 procedures 
2 video cassettes 

Share data quickly and easily. 
Convert, upgrade and network. 

USE BREAKTHROUGH 
XMO DEM Error-free industry standard. 
SPEED Written ent irely in Assembler. 
SYSTEM AOS/vS, AOS, RDOS, DOS, ICOS. 

815229-0189 
Applied Compu ler Solulions. 2606 Broadway. 

P.O. Box 7902. Rockford, IL 61126 

Focus 

1 Learning Document diskette 
VHS, Beta, and U-Matic format availability 

187 Off ... Plaza' Tallahassee. FL 32301 - (904) 878·5155 

ATIENTION 
DATA GENERAL HARDWARE USERS 

co ('f,rr AU1rJMAT!O . / 'ORPORIITlil) h,,, 
u~ecJ equipment :JY:Jihthlc. All equipment j, eligihle rllr 
DG m:linlcn:Jllce :tncJ C:.In he purch:I'cd ~II extremely 
competitive mlc'. Immcdime delivery i, availahle rur 
all item~ in !IouK'k. 

l.lxJk tIIlhe equ;pml'''' 1\'(.' lilT! offering: 

1).171~13 ........ . . .... ... MV/XIMMI w"M IlIllCllIury 
N7'~'-1l .......• .... ..... MV In, ,, w/2M l3 lllclllury 
X.'·UO-A ................. MVn Xlk)w,4MIl memory 

N7UX .... •.... .•.• .. .... 2MB memory hc:,an.J, 
X7U4 . . ................. Fluating Point nil' 
4206 ......... ...... . . .. M A 
H40 ......... .... ...... AM I-X 
H42 . . ........ . .. . ..... }\TI-16 
H45 ......... _ ...... .. . SI-2 
4254 ......... ..... ..... 0 -2m 
NJ 15 ........... ..... .... Bu, Repeater, 
X7U2-R .................. Expan,jnn (,h:l"j, 

hIK,"I>IIOI) ..... ...... ... Zchra Di,lDrove, (I'I2MB) 
1>026 ............. . ..... Tape Drive, 
55 15n1 15 ..... ..... .... E Letter Quality Printer, 
.. . .............. ... ... D2IMITermina', 
... .. . ........ .... ..... I)·IIM' Terminal, 

........ •...... .. D450Terminah 
............ . .......... Ilattery Ilackup "'" 

.......... .... ... M I!IoC. :Ihlc_ ConncclUr, 

........ .... ... Other ~rt.l party pcriphcr:II' 

Contact Scott Weaver or Sylvia Michaels at: 

CONCEPT A TO MATI ON, I C. 
1319 10r-.o Road 
tert in~. A 22170 

Phone 703/450-6000 or FAX 70.1/430-6185 

:SYSMGR BBS specialize in file tran -
fe r of RDOS and AOS! NS) DUMP fi les 
- no messaging facilities. XMODEM, 
YMODEM, and KERMIT supported _ 
(415) 550-1444 (one line), 1200 baud 
(Vad ic 3447), 8 data bits, 1 sta rt/stop 
bit. System is MV /4000, terminal mode 
is CHAR/605X. 

American Heart 
Association 
WE'RE FIGHTING FOR 
YOUR LIFE 

67 



pmw __________________________ __ 

S'v and nmmg, Inc has ex-
panded eastern facilities and branched 
out to new locations across the country 
in an effort to meet the need for 
contract maintenance, repairs, and 
plug-compatible subsystems for Data 
General systems. Operating out of 
headquarters in Gaithersburg, Mary
land, new offices have opened in At
lanta; Dallas; and Irvine, California. 

• 
o S d l ha. be n named 

director of U.S. Field Engineering 
Support in Milford . He will oversee ad
ministration standards and procedures, 
policies, programs, and strategies 
within the division. He has been with 
DC for 14 years. 

• 
1 Y Research Triangle 

Park. The North Carolina facility re
cently celebrated its tenth anniversary 
by honoring 10 employees who have 
been there since the beginning. They 
are Dennis Balch, Roger Banks, Joe 
Dooda, Randy Lambe, Phil Larson, 
Dan Oldman, Lee Schiller, Tom 
Sheffield, Dean Throop, and Richard 
Woods. 

Tom West, vice president of the Sys
tems Development division, and Edson 
de Castro attended the gathering and 
offered some perspective on the 
changes at Data General during the 
past decade. Said de Castro, "We have 
shipped over 180,000 computer sys
tems. And we have seen a product evo
lution from the 16-bit Novas to the 32-
bit Eclipse MV family of computers . . .. 
We are not celebrating the anniversary 
of a building, but achievements of the 
people of RTP." 

• 
l\hpp. elelj p nd Telephone 

(TT) will eliminate approximately 
23,000 jobs during a three-year period 
in a push toward modernization, ac
cording to a recent article in MIS Week. 
The article said that most of the work 
reduction would be from hiring fewer 
employees than retire each year. They 
estimate hiring 4,000 annually, com
pared to a 10,000-a-year attrition rate. 
Some 2,100 people have also been 
transferred to TT subsidiaries. 

• 
.ducahonal Services has published 

a Customer Education Catalog Schedule 
Update that contains complete course 
schedules for all of Data General's Edu
cation Centers. New offerings include 
a CEO rev 3.0 technical seminar, a 
CEOwrite lecture course, a di aster re
covery workshop, and two computer-

68 

based training courses for computer 
maintenance technicians. 

• 
fhose mterested m IOrmmg a Unix 

special interest group can join up with 
the handful of people who met at Con
ference 87. Acting leader John Hud
dleston of USDA Soil Conservation Ser
vice said they are trying to set up a 
uUCP network node to transfer files 
back and forth to each other. The SIC 
will cover both MVIUX and DC/UX . 

Interested people should contact 
Huddleston at USDA Soil Conservation 
Service, P.O. Box 4611, Portland, 
Oregon 97208; 503/221-2843 or 
503/245-5791. 

• 
More than three years had gone 

into E.F. Hutton's information system, 
and it was well on the way to being a 
PC integration showplace. And the 
$40 million plus that Hutton had bud
geted for MV systems to link the PCs 
on every Hutton account exec's desk 
made the company a major DC cus
tomer. That changed rather abruptly 
when Hutton was taken over by finan
cial giant Shearson Lehman American 
Express last fall. According to Bernard 
Weinstein, the Hutton VP responsible 
for the project, Shearson is likely to 
take out the whole system. When 
asked whether he would like to com
ment on the loss of his project, Mr. 
Weinstein only laughed and said, 
"What do you think?" 

• 
lor lease' value-added reseLlers' hard-

ware and software through Data Gen
eral. In response to input from VARs at 
the recent regional VAR council meeting 
held in Fort Wayne, Indiana, Data Gen
eral has implemented a comprehensive 
leasing program for qualified value
added reseLler customers. The plan in
cludes the leasing of both the VAR'S 
hardware and software to the VAR'S 
end-user. 

Under the terms of the leasing con
tract, DC will deal directly with the 
end-user. Upgrades can also be offered 
to the customer during the lease pe
riod . The length of the lease varies be
tween one and five years. 

So far, DC has eight contracts worth a 
total of approximately $1 .5 million. 

• 
Gandalf Technologies Inc. reported 

a healthy 21 percent increase in reve
nue from 1986. Fiscal 1987 consolidated 
revenue totaled more than $130 mil
lion. et income for fiscal 1987 was 

$6.25 million, up 87 percent from the 
previous year. 

• 
Federal employees may not want 

their bosses to find out, but beginning 
last November, Access Technology has 
been providing government agencies 
with a free license for a spreadsheet
based Payroll Decision Support System 
(PDSS) when agencies license their 
20/20 spreadsheet program directly 
from them . 

PDSS is a 20/20 spreadsheet applica
tion that extracts data from an external 
payroll data base and brings it into 
20/20 for analysis of payroll informa
tion . The software allows government 
agencies to plan personnel payroll 
more economically. An employee's file 
can be examined according to govern
ment service classification, grade, step, 
hourly rate of pay, and due dates for 
pay increases or promotions. 

• 
Penta Systems Internahona recently 

installed a new software package at 
Waldman Graphics to link Waldman's 
Penta composition system with a Scitex 
Response Color System and allow the 
New Jersey printing and typesetting 
firm to merge and produce color text 
and graphics. 

This link enables text and composed 
pages to be transferred on line to the 
Scitex color system, allowing the cre
ation of fully composed color pages. 

Waldman purchased its first Penta 
system in 1977, upgrading from a 16-bit 
system to a 32-bit Penta MV system 
in 1984. 

• 
Network Associates of Cedar Rapids, 

Iowa, has announced a new service, 
called State-of-the-Art Service, for life, 
health, and annuity administration . 
The service keeps clients up-to-date on 
software, new products, and trends in 
these industries. 

The service includes monthly mainte
nance releases and enhancements to 
any software the client has under li
cense with etwork Associates, visits 
to a client's company, upgrades, and 
unlimited phone consultation. 

• Data Assurance Corporahon (DAC), a 
hot site recovery center for Data Gen
eral users, now offers a generic disaster 
recovery plan free of charge to all DAC 
customers. The plan will be a licensed 
product. Also, subscribers will be able 
to obtain free consulting advice via toll
free telephone services. 6. 
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Same OCt 
sef\l\ce 

• spare parts 
• cables 
• upgrades 
• exchanges 

I 

Call 
Today! 

(818) 
246-4915 

Buy • Sell • Lease • Extensive Inventory 

• Micro Nova 
• Nova 
• Desktop 
• Eclipse 
• MV Series 



DATA GEN E RAL SYSTEMS 

SmallSpace 

• 

ur new 600 megabyte 
. - ·250i k ubsystem, which 

combine an Argu -emulating 
controller with two 5.25" I 
di k drive , require only 3.5" of 
vertical space in your cabinet. 

At Ie than 29 p r MB, 
it' th mo t economical alter
native for your data torage. 

• 

KS-25 is compl te with di k 
controller, hielded cabling, 
and a rack-mountable enclo-
ure with two I di k dri 

and power upplie . 
Fully compatible with 

your BM -equipped Eclip 
or MV pro es or, K -25 i 
speedy, with an averag acce 
time of only 16.5 milli cond . 

High capacity in a mall 
package ... OG-emulating and 
compatible ... fa tory for
maned ... all at price that 
will make ou mile. 

For more infonnation, call 
or write today: ZETA , Inc., 
6850 hady ak Road, Eden 
Prairie M 553 . .A. 
(612) 941-9480. In Europ , 
contact u at 9 High treet, 
Tring, Hertford hire, England 
HP23 5AH. ( 4)44282- OIl. 
Z taco i a ub idiary of the 

arli Ie orporation. 

ZET4~ 
The Link To Tomorrow 

Circle 61 on reader ervice card. 


